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To my wife Marcelle and our son Yohann Alexandre

“If you are storing energy, you probably want it back…”
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Heizung stellt wegen des hohen Energieverbrauchs in kalten Regionen den wichtigsten Teil
des Wärmeenergiebedarfs. Die Bedeutung der erneuerbaren Energiequellen soll effizienter
gemacht werden. Allerdings wird ihre Periodizität als problembehaftet angesehen. Deshalb
werden werden nicht nur eine effizientere Verwaltung der Nachfrage, als auch leistungsfähige
Speichersysteme erforderlich. Auf der Grundlage dieser Behauptung wurden thermische
Anlagen in Verbindung mit Stromerzeugung effizienter gestaltet, und zwar unter einem
Verfahren Namens „Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung“ (Mikro-BHKW). Die Wärmeverluste des
Wärmeanteils des Systems führen jedoch zu Elektrizitätsschwankungen. Daher ist die
Verwendung von Mikro-BHKWs in Verbindung mit einer effizienten und nahezu verlustfreien
Methode, um Stromschwankungen im Wärmespeicher entgegenzuwirken, als praktikable
Lösung anzusehen.
Das Wärmespeichersystem dieser Arbeit wurde auf Basis reversibler thermochemischer
Reaktion entwickelt. Ein großes Potenzial ergibt sich aus guter Leistungscharakteristika wie
Dehydration und Hydrierung von anorganischen Salzen, die hohe Energiedichten aufweisen (bis
zu 628 kWh·m-3). Das gewählte anorganische Salz (SrBr2·6H2O) wird mit reinem Wasserdampf
innerhalb eines geschlossenen Systems reagieren. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, ein System, das
thermodynamisch günstigen Geltungsbereich für die Kombination mit Mikro-BHKW entspricht,
zu entwickeln. Daher wurden Untersuchungen auf das ganze Speichermaterial vom
Mikromaßstab bis zum System im Labormaßstab durgeführt. Modelle wurden auf Basis von
Wärme- und Stoffaustausch mit chemischen Reaktionen ausgearbeitet, um das System zu
analysieren. Experimente wurden durchgeführt, um die numerischen Tools für zukünftige
Studien zusätzlich zu konsolidieren. Charakterizierungsmethod und -experimente wurden
entwickelt und durchgeführt. Thermophysikalische Eigenschaften (Wärmeleitfähigkeit,
spezifische Wärmekapazität, Durchlässigkeit und chemische Kinetik) des reaktiven Salzes
wurden dann bestimmt, um sie als Parameter in der so entwickelten Modelle verwenden zu
können.
Die numerischen Simulationen führen zu der zeitlich-räumlichen Entwicklung der
Heizungsflüssigkeit, der reaktiven Bett temperaturen und des Reaktordrucks. Vorliegende
Studie ist insoweit original, als sie den gekoppelten Wärme- und Stoffaustausch mit der
chemischen Reaktion auf einem realitätsnahen 3D-Geometrie-Muster modelliert. Die Ergebnisse
helfen, die Leistungen der thermochemischen Wärmespeicher numerisch und experimentell zu
analysieren. Die Energiedichte des Bettes wird experimentell auf 531 kWh·m-3 von Salzhydrat
festgestellt. Basierend auf der Kondensationstemperatur während des Experiments wird eine
thermische Effizienz von 0,78 erreicht. Dieses System weist eine Regenerationsfähigkeit von
mehr als 2/3 der Eingangsenergie auf. Auf verschiedene Aspekte der Gestaltung und der
empfohlenen Reaktorenergiedichte von 140 kWh·m-3, sowie eine Speicherkapazität von 65 kWh,
die während der Entwicklung von Prototypen helfen könnte, werden berücksichtigt. Der
Vergleich von Simulations- und Versuchsergebnissen wird dann durchgeführt und diskutiert.
Dieser zeigt ermutigende Ergebnisse, auch wenn diese Studie auf Labormaßstab beschränkt ist.
Stichwort: Wärmespecher; Mikro-BHKW; thermochemische Speicher; Strontiumbromid;
Wärme- und Stoffstransport mit chemischen Reaktionen gekoppelt; 3D-Modellierung; Thermophysikalische Eigenschaften; chemische Kinetik; Energieffizienz; Leistungsanalyse.
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ABSTRACT
Heating is most important part of thermal energy demand, and accounts for large amounts of
energy consumption in cold regions. Renewable energy sources will be of great importance in
order to cover future energy demands. However, their intermittency is rightly considered as
inconvenient. Thus, a more eﬀective management of demand, coupled with eﬃcient storage
systems is required. Based on this perception, thermal systems coupled with electricity
production have been efficiently designed, they are the so called “combined heat and power”
(micro-CHP). Nonetheless, heat losses from the thermal part of their system lead to electricity
fluctuation. Therefore, the use of micro-CHP in combination with a volume-efficient and nearly
lossless heat storage system to counteract electricity fluctuations is a viable solution.
The heat storage system in this work is based on reversible thermochemical reactions, such
as dehydration and hydration of inorganic salts, which exhibits very high energy density (up to
628 kWh·m-3 of storage material). The chosen inorganic salt (SrBr2·6H2O) reacting with pure
water vapour operates within a closed system. The objective of this work is to design a system
that thermodynamically matches the combination with micro-CHP. Therefore, investigations
have been performed from the material at micro-scale to the system at lab-scale. Models were
developed on the basis of heat and mass transfer with chemical reaction and were done in order
to numerically analyse the system. Experiments were additionally performed to consolidate the
numerical tools for future studies. Characterization experiments have been designed and tested.
Thermo-physical properties (thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, permeability, chemical
kinetics) of the reactive salt were then determined to be used as parameters into the so
developed models.
The numerical simulations lead to the time-space evolution of heating ﬂuid, reactive bed
temperatures and reactor pressure. The originality of this study is to model the coupled heat and
mass transfer with chemical reaction on a 3D geometry to be close to the reality. Results help to
numerically and experimentally analyse the thermochemical heat storage performances. The
bed energy density is experimentally found to be 531 kWh·m-3 of salt hydrate. Based on the
condensation temperature during the experimentation, a reactor energy density of 140 kWh·m-3
and a storage capacity of 65 kWh with a thermal efficiency of 0.78 are obtained. This system
proves the recovery capacity of more than 2/3 of the input energy. Various aspects of design and
recommendation for optimisation aspect that could help during prototype development are
taken into account and addressed. Comparison simulation-experiment is then performed and
discussed, showing encouraging results, even if limited at lab-scale.

Keywords: Thermal energy storage; micro-CHP; thermochemical storage; strontium bromide;
coupled heat and mass transfer with chemical reactions; 3D modelling; thermos-physical
properties; chemical kinetics; energy efficiency; performance analysis.
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Renewable energy helps to mitigate the tension between the energy demands and public concerns on environmental pollution (Al-Badi and Albadi, 2012). Renewable energy plays a critical
role in achieving low carbon economy. However, in Germany almost 90% of energy consumption
for private households is used for heating (Tzscheutschler et al., 2009). Various types of energy
consumption in buildings, such as cooling, heating, hot water, lighting as well as household
appliance energy consumption, can be supplied by renewable energy systems (Zhao and
Magoulès, 2012). The limited reserves of conventional energy resources have gradually become
the bottleneck for economic development while the greenhouse gas emission is another issue
associated with conventional energy sources. There are also concerns on other types of
alternative energy resources. For instance, the recent nuclear accident in Japan has triggered
intensive public scrutiny on nuclear energy developments which has been slowed down.
Germany will shut down all nuclear power plants by 2022 and Switzerland will abandon plans to
build new nuclear reactors and phase out nuclear power in the future (Dempsey and Ewing,
2011). In addition, the government’s decision to disconnect nuclear plants (representing 25% of
energy production) from the German grid to preserve the environment and the fact that about
80% of gas consumption imported from Norway and Russia will seriously decrease domestic
energy production due to the depletion of reserves (Bourgeois, 2001). On the other hand, the
European Union has set ambitious energy and climate policy targets (European Parliament,
2004). They consist, of an increase of 20% in energy efficiency, a reduction of 20% in CO 2 emissions and cover 20% of energy needs from renewable sources by 2020 (calculation with year
1990 as basis). Another issue with energy supply is the consumer needs. The consumer needs
that energy when it is not easily or not cost efficiently available. So, it is necessary to store the
waste energy to optimise the energy supply. It should then be taken into account, what amount
of heat and for what time it has to be stored (short- or long-term storage). Nowadays, most
developing countries put more accents on industrialization processes which imply energy
efficiency issues such as residential heat demand.
Under such background, the growing energy consumption in buildings has played a critical
role to achieve the strategic goal of sustainable development. Renewable energy, such as solar
thermal energy with no greenhouse gas emission during power generation process, can be
utilised in buildings to provide a solution to the problem (Panwar et al., 2011). For instance,
solar water heater can save 10–15% energy consumption and solar heating system can create
45% energy saving in buildings (Yuan et al., 2013). In 2014, 25.8% of the German electricity was
provided by renewables (Lang and Lang, 2015). There is a great potential on using thermal
energy systems in buildings and the technology is relatively mature. The utilisation of solar
energy has received increasingly level of attention worldwide, with inexhaustible source and no
greenhouse gas emission. Germany is one of the most industrialised countries in Europe. In a
global rise of economy, Germany, to boost its technology drives to promote climate change
protection, new energy technologies and energy efficiency. In his new integrated energy and
climate program, combined heat and power (CHP), also known as cogeneration, tops the list of
key elements. CHP which uses 90% of the input energy to produce both electricity and heat, may
significantly reduce the peak demand (peak shaving) of electricity (Auer et al., 2008) and over
50% of the country's energy used in winter for heating of households water, cars and facilities
could be provided through micro-CHP (WikiProject Energy, 2013). In the other hand, thermal
energy (heat or cooling) produced by CHP can be easily stored and later delivered to meet
demand, this, through an efficient energy storage system.
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The concept of energy efﬁciency is indispensable in many engineering applications and in fact
has a strong relationship with the per capita energy consumption and economic growth rate.
The term energy efﬁciency refers to the amount of energy actually required to generate or produce the desired end products. In other words, energy efﬁciency is a feature that indicates the
level of energy to perform an associated task and that largely depends on the state-of-the-art
technological and production processes. Energy efﬁciency is highly valued in almost of all
engineering and technological ﬁelds because of the workability of end-use product that consume
less energy on long term basis (Parameshwaran et al., 2012). The storage of energy (waste,
solar, electrical) is necessary today if greater energy efficiency is to be achieved and to use a
large scale of this resource, in particular for the long-term storage.

1.1. EVOLUTION OF THERMOCHEMICAL HEAT STORAGE SYSTEMS
Whether controlling the flow of intermittent renewable energy or recover heat from industrial discharges, the energy storage appears to be a promising method for the introduction of
low carbon energy and energy efficiency. Thermal energy storage is important since its
application may improve the performance of energy systems. There has been active research in
the application of thermal energy storage in space heating. In particular, thermal energy storage
for one day or over several months is an attractive solution for the development of energy in
buildings. A major cause of energy inefﬁciency is a result of the generation of waste heat and the
lack of suitable technologies for cost-effective utilisation of low grade heat in particular. Talking
about thermal energy storage in this thesis leads to the thermochemical heat storage, because of
the involved chemical reactions. This terminology has been used in different manners by many
authors in the past; however some authors (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009) clearly bring an answer to
that. Beside the thermochemical, there is latent and sensible storage, for which research
development and prototypes are well mastered (Garg et al., 1985). Thermal storage systems
involve at least three steps: charging, storage and discharging. In sensible heat storage systems,
during the charging step, external thermal energy is used to heat a ﬂuid or a solid medium, thus,
increasing its energy content. Then, the medium is stored at the charging step temperature.
When this energy is released (discharging step), the medium temperature decreases. The
sensible heat stored is associated with the increase or decrease of the temperature (strongly
dependent on heat capacity of the medium). In latent heat storage, during the charging step,
thermal energy can be used as the heat source that initiates a phase change. Then, the medium is
stored at the charging step temperature in its new phase. When this energy is released
(discharging step), the medium phase changes into the ﬁrst state (strongly dependent on the
latent enthalpy of the medium). The latent heat stored is associated with this phase change; the
used materials are called phase change materials (PCM). In thermochemical and/or sorption
heat storage system the reactions involved are reversible:

A + ∆Hr ⇆ B + C

(1.1)

Heat is stored during the endothermic reaction step and released during the exothermic one.
The thermochemical heat stored is linked to the reaction enthalpy. During the charging step,
thermal energy is used to dissociate a chemical reactant (A), into products (B) and (C). This reac21

tion is endothermic. During the releasing step, the products of the endothermic reaction (B and
C) are mixed together and react to form the initial reactant (A). This reaction is exothermic and
releases heat. The products of both reactions can be stored either at ambient temperature or at
operating temperature. Researchs on thermochemical energy storage systems have been
investigated four decades ago. It was initially called chemical change material (CCM) (Maru et al.,
1976), due to chemical reactions involved.
Before showing the evolution of the thermochemical energy storage, let us remind why it is
chosen among the others. A comparison of the benefits and drawbacks of latent, sensible, and
thermochemical storage is given in Table 1.1. Thermochemical storage is mainly based on
chemical reaction. The reason of selecting thermochemical method is developed in the following.
Although there are different ways (latent, sorption, chemical) to store thermal energy, thermal
performance of an energy system depends on thermodynamic properties of the used energy
media. Higher energy storage density and reversibility are required for the materials for thermal
energy storage. Figure 1.1 shows relative relationship of energy densities of physical and
chemical changes (Kato, 2007). The energy density of chemical changes is relatively higher than
one of physical changes. Sensible heat and physical phase changes are popular system for
conventional energy storage technologies, such as steam engines, because of well reversibility of
their changes. On the other hand, chemical changes such as oxidation are irreversible and hard
to apply for repetitive heat storage operation.
Table 1.1. A comparison of properties of different types of thermal energy storage (adapted from
(Kilkis and Kakac, 1989) and (Kousksou et al., 2014)).
Thermochemical

Latent

Sensible

Storage density

High (0.4 – 3 GJ/m3)

Low, unless large
temperature interval (0.2 GJ/m3)

Need for insulation

No

Moderate, increase
at high temperature
(0.3 – 0.5 GJ/m3)
Yes

Yes

Operating
temperature

Variable: low (30 – 70
°C), high (100 – 500 °C),
higher if considering
redox reaction

Constant

variable

Technology

Prototype available

Available for some
temperature ranges

Available

Lifetime

Depends on degradation, and possible side
reactions, frequent
problem

Often limited by
cycling ability of the
material

Long, indefinitely!

Transport ability

Long distances possible

Short distances
possible

Normally not

Heat losses

Losses through need for
product cooling, longterm storage possible
without additional
losses

Depend on degree
of insulation, longterm storage possible only with large
scale storage.

Depend on degree of
insulation, longterm storage
possible only with
large scale storage.
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Regarding the above table, Pardo et al. (Pardo et al., 2014) added that the transport ability
and the storage period can be unlimited, and heat can be stored at ambient temperature for
thermochemical storage system. Then, reversible chemical reaction is expected to have potential
for energy storage process nowadays because of its higher energy density and reversibility. A
merit of chemical energy conversion is the capacity of efﬁcient energy storage performance.
Physical thermal storage gradually loses thermal energy by heat conduction and radiation;
however, chemical storage can store energy in term of reactants with a small energy loss that
can be neglected.

Figure 1.1: Energy density of physical and chemical changes, adapted from (Paksoy, 2005).
One of the major issue of heat storage for space heating is its compactness. Its use in the
residential sector requires indeed the minimisation of the space occupied by this type of system.
Given the large amount of energy to be stored, it is essential to develop a method for a system
with high energy capacity. Moreover, as the heat storage is being performed over extended
periods according to short or long-term, it is necessary to minimise the heat losses during that
time, to maximise the compactness of the system and its effectiveness. Basic advantages are the
possibility of keeping high storage densities and being able to increase the length of the storage
period without incurring additional losses.
In terms of storage media (material), a wide variety of choices exists depending on the
temperature range and application. For sensible heat storage, water is a common choice because, among its other positive attributes, it has one of the highest speciﬁc heats of any liquid at
ambient temperatures. While the speciﬁc heat of water is not as high as that for many solids, it
has the advantage of being a liquid that can easily be pumped to transport thermal energy. Being
a liquid, water also allows good heat-transfer rates (Commandré et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2002).
Solids have the advantage of higher speciﬁc heat capacities, which allow for more compact storage units. When higher temperatures are involved, such as preheating furnace air supplies, solids become the preferred sensible heat storage material. For latent heat storage, heat changes
have received a great deal of attention. The most common example of latent heat storage is the
23

conversion of water to ice. Thermochemical heat storage can be classified in three types due to
storage medium: chemical adsorption materials like zeolites, chemical absorption in hygroscopic
solutions such as NaOH solution and chemical without sorption in salts such as salt hydrates.
Salt hydrates have been selected because of their high energy density (see Figure 1.2) and low
cost, while the main disadvantage is their lower stability and relatively slow kinetics (Zondag et
al., 2013). The thermochemical heat storage system for energy storage based on salt hydrates
use a reversible chemical reaction:

(1.2)

consisting of dehydration (charging mode; forward reaction) and hydration (discharging mode;
backward reaction) of the material, through a decomposition/synthesis process. The performance of the system is then realised with the exothermic synthesis reaction and the
endothermic decomposition reaction.
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Figure 1.2: Theoretical energy storage density of materials for the main three thermal energy
storage systems.

1.2. EMERGENCE OF THERMAL ISSUES
The drawback of energy consumption is related to environmental issues. Burning of conventional energy sources emits a lot of greenhouse gases (GHG) particularly carbon dioxide (CO2).
The CO2 emission is increasing every year which mostly comes from the developing region . That
increase is due to the massive economic development in these regions. Also, in the developing
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countries, population is tremendously increasing which results in higher energy consumption
(Enteria and Mizutani, 2011). In addition, as economic development progresses, massive usage
and application of gadgets, devices and equipment contribute to the environmental problems.
Hence, many of these contribute to greenhouse gases and ozone layer depleting substances. In
fact, heating equipment and devices contribute a lot of these greenhouse gases (Enteria and
Mizutani, 2011). CO2 emissions can be reduced through technology development and
application. Hence, for example, combined systems such as micro combined heating and power
(CHP) and combined cooling, heating and power (CCHP) systems can reduce energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Building sector represents 26% of CO2 emissions in
Germany (Tzscheutschler et al., 2009). Heating, accounting for almost 90% of the energy
consumption of buildings is the main CO2 emissions source in the sector. Therefore, the building
sector appears as a significant energy saving potential deposit and can be a decisive asset in the
division of greenhouse gas emissions by a factor of 4 by 2050 (Hongois, 2011).
In contrast to conventional power stations where the waste heat is not used, in combined
heat and power plants, the waste heat can be re-used at its normal temperature. Re-using that
waste heat could improve the production of industrial process steam or the heating of domestic
premises (Rüdig, 1986). It has been observed that, the installation of a device for storing heat in
micro-CHP plant can be desirable on economic grounds (Fragaki et al., 2008). This stored heat is
typically called thermal store or heat accumulator, and when the process is led by chemical reaction, it is also called thermochemical heat.
In thermochemical storage, the products may in many cases be stored at ambient temperature, eliminating the need for insulating. However, an amount of heat used to charge the system
is released when the products are cooled down to storage temperature. It is therefore important
to design a system that uses almost 100% of available heat and does not allow heat loss or at
least significantly reduce it.

1.3. MOTIVATION OF THIS THESIS
Thermal energy storage provides a ﬂexible heating and/or cooling tool to fight climate
change through conserving energy and increasing energy efﬁciency. Using local and renewable
sources can be greatly improved and be more productive when coupled with thermal energy
storage systems. Thermal energy storage can also be used to level out both diurnal and seasonal
peaks occurring in energy demand curves. This work aims to give as much as possible design
parameters and performances analysis in order to build a prototype to be coupled with microCHP.
In order to achieve ambitious targets for energy efﬁciency and zero energy/emission buildings (ZEB), technologies for heat recovery have been highly recommended. Heat recovery in
buildings can involve different strategies, among others, moving heat from one zone to another,
integrated solutions, and using waste heat. Implementation of these strategies could imply the
use of thermochemical heat storage systems. To face this situation, it is important to find a way
to store heat (generated by electricity production, gas plants, heating devices) that is supposed
to be lost to a high extent (such as exhaust gas). This way of renewable energy could
replace/save the fossil fuels in several years. So the development of a heat storage device in
combination with CHP (Figure 1.4) to compensate electricity fluctuations or upgrade heat
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production would be a solution to this problem in buildings. This implies new insights through
thermal energy systems.
As seen on Figure 1.3, space and water heating represent 43% of the world energy demand.
Hence, there is an interest of finding or working on energy systems, that might fulfil that demand
is necessary. This thesis is a first step toward this achievement. It is focused on numerical and
experimental study so that the results will help to avoid some prototype trials, and will help
optimise the system. The system in this thesis is a “thermal battery” with objective to improve of
the efficiency of micro-CHP using thermochemical heat storage system.

Source: IEA Electricity/Heat in the world from 2009 to 2012.
Figure 1.3: Energy consumption in the world during 2009-2012. (Lindburg, 2014).

Thermal energy is produced by micro-CHP during supplying electricity and heat is lost during
the process. Anyway, micro-CHP does not have a storage unit. The difﬁculty to transfer useful
heat over long distances is a serious constraint, which may limit the use of simultaneous
generation of CHP when the heat load is highly variable or limited to excessively short time
intervals. This is, for instance, in the case of space heating in many buildings in the tertiary
sector, where the heating load is limited to the daily time on working days. In a thermal load
following operation, time variation of the heating load would cause the micro-CHP unit to be
switched on and off very frequently. Therefore, a transient behaviour is generated that may have
a negative effect on both energy efﬁciency and system lifetime. While in an electric power, time
variation of the heating load may cause an excessive amount of waste heat, resulting in a
decrease of the energy saving. Because of the difﬁculty to match the generated heat with the
existing requirements, cogeneration systems may operate efﬁciently, if the production of
electricity and heat are uncoupled by using a thermal energy storage (TES) facility where heat,
that is not needed during the production period can be stored.
The idea to combine such a storage unit to a home-device micro-CHP is the basis of this thesis
(Figure 1.4). However, during the use of the micro-CHP there is a heat estimated between 9%
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and 13% (Nowak et al., 2010) released to the environment. The Vattenfal Company© (industrial
partner of the project “Thermal Battery”) says their unit could provide a waste heat in a
temperature range of 95 – 115 °C. This waste heat is left unused due to its relatively low grade.

Figure 1.4: Schematic idea of micro-CHP with a compact thermal energy storage system
(compact-TESS) Picture from (Webber, 2013).
In that case, thermal energy storage systems (TESS) will not only allow the waste heat to be
re-used, but also to be upgraded by means of chemical heat pump or heat storage as enlightened
by several authors (Cot-Gores et al., 2012; Fopah Lele et al., 2012; D. Wang et al., 2012; Wongsuwan et al., 2001). Thermal energy or heat storage systems using chemical reaction to store
and release energy operate in charging and discharging phases, hence the name thermal battery.
The aim is to understand those phases in which chemical reaction with heat and mass transfer
are coupled, so that prediction and optimisation can be made. As thermochemical storage
systems are still at a very early stage of development, most of the studies are limited to
laboratory scale. Considerable amount of time, money and efforts are required before a commercially viable system becomes operational. To achieve the fixed objective, a numerical model
coupling reaction kinetics with heat and mass transfer and main parameter characterization will
be performed. To develop such a system, technical expertise from multi-disciplines is required
(Figure 1.5). Usually, the ﬁrst step to develop a thermochemical energy storage system is the
selection of the reaction and the study of its chemical characteristics such as the reversibility,
the rate of reaction, the operating conditions (p and T) and the kinetic properties. Some authors
(N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009; Pardo et al., 2014) reported the most important criteria to be
respected for choosing the most suitable chemical reaction for TESS.
This thesis is performed within the Innovations-Incubator Project named “Thermal Battery”,
funded by the European Fonds for Regional Development (EFRE), the Lower-Saxony state and
the Leuphana Universität Lüneburg. The main scientific objective is the realisation of a compact
thermochemical heat storage prototype with energy storage density of about 80 kWh of waste
heat from the micro-CHP in a box of 1 m3, including all other components and fulfilling
sustainability requirements, where 60 kWh·m-3 is the state-of-art (Lahmidi et al., 2006; Mauran
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et al., 2008). Through numerical and experimental investigations, a sensitivity and performance
analysis of the system is done, in order to establish the feasibility of such thermochemical
system.

Figure 1.5: Necessary multidisciplinary field to the development of a TESS based on chemical
reactions (adapted from Pardo et al., 2014).

In the second chapter, mainly based on reviewing, accent is put on showing how storage
systems are coupled to existing power or thermal machines to upgrade their efficiency. So the
review shows the feasibility of thermal energy storage system with some cogenerations. Then,
different storage systems are reviewed and the reason of selecting thermochemical system is
highlighted. Finally, some examples of systems are shown and thermodynamic study performed,
followed by brief overview of heat and mass transfer with sorption and chemical reaction. The
third chapter shows first, a short comparative study between different reactors for such
thermochemical storage system. The storage system is then described and the accent is put on
one of the most important element of the reactor, namely the heat exchanger. Therefore, three
types of heat exchanger are numerically compared in order to come out with the appropriate
one in terms of performance. Once the heat exchanger is selected, modelling of chemical kinetics,
heat and mass transfers are described along with the relevant hypothesis. This chapter ends
with the presentation of the commercial software, Comsol Multiphysics, which will serve to
simulate the established models. Chapter four is mainly based on experimental characterisation.
Chemical kinetics, heat and mass transfer are experimentally represented by the reaction
conversion (and chemical rate), thermal conductivity (and heat capacity) and permeability,
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respectively. So, experimentations were designed and tested. Available commercial devices were
also used. For thermal conductivity measurement, two apparatus are used, one under steady
state conditions, built in the laboratory and the other under transient state condition using
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) from Mettler Toledo, Gießen in Germany. This latter
device is used for heat capacity measurement, but also coupled to a thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) device for chemical kinetic characterization. Permeability experiments are also built in
the laboratory based on the simple principle of fluid mechanics through porous media. These
experimentally obtained parameters are therefore used as input for process simulation. The fifth
chapter presents the numerical investigation results on the reactor geometry (macro-scale) and
into the bed (micro-scale) along with a lab-scale experiment of the thermochemical heat storage
system under vacuum. Results are discussed in terms of performance analysis of the process. A
comparison between the experiment and the simulation is then performed in order to validate
the numerical modelling. A general conclusion is therefore drawn, followed by suggested work
perspectives.
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2.1. SHORT

REVIEW OF THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM WITH COGENERATION

SYSTEM

A combined heat and power (CHP) or cogeneration plant simultaneously produces thermal
and electrical energy, primarily to meet industry and household demand. As we focus on
household’s application, we talk about a residential micro-CHP. Micro-CHP plants have a higher
energy efficiency than conventional (without coupling thermal and power) thermal power
systems, leading to a decreased environmental impact, in other words, reduced greenhouse gas
emission (CO2, N2O, CH4) and a significant increase of economic profitability (Yusta et al., 2008).
They can also decrease fuel consumption by 30% compared with decoupled production in
conventional power plants (Lund et al., 2005). The use of micro-CHP plants has been recognised
as crucial by the European Parliament for the achievement of the Kyoto Protocol objectives, and
consequently, legislation to encourage the use of cogeneration has been approved. These
regulations dictate the parameters that define a plant as a cogeneration power plant (Tina and
Passarello, 2012). Installation of thermal energy storage systems, particularly thermochemical
heat storage systems (THSS) allow heat accumulation, which increases the flexibility of heat and
electricity production in the power plant (Katulić et al., 2014). In a micro-CHP with regulated
steam extraction turbines, at constant load, an increase in thermal energy production reduces
the amount of electrical energy production. The main objective of THSS in a micro-CHP system is
to support the simultaneous of thermal and electrical energy production. A THSS can store
thermal energy during phases when it can be produced in excess for use when it cannot be
produced to meet the heat demand or when its production is not a priority. Figure 2.1 shows an
example of such system.

Figure 2.1: Scheme of a combined heat and power plant with a thermal energy storage system
(TESS) where C, K and L are steam turbines (adapted from (Katulić et al., 2014)).
Using THSS, thermal energy can be accumulated while electricity market prices are low and
discharged while prices are high (i.e., when it is more profitable to produce and sell larger
quantities of electrical energy) (Katulić et al., 2014) via a conversion chain-like
electricityheatchemicalheatelectricity. Heat storage system also makes it possible to
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operate production units at more efficient loads. There are three mechanisms of heat
accumulation in THSS: (a) increasing the temperature of a working fluid (heat carrier) within
the THSS (sensible heat accumulation), (b) changing phase of a working fluid (latent heat
accumulation) and (c) thermochemical heat accumulation (Paksoy, 2005). The latter is the most
appropriate, though not yet commercialized. It is important to note that the design of market
regulations play a major role in defining the optimal performance of a micro-CHP plant when
maximizing the income from electricity sales. Optimising the operation mode of a micro-CHP
plant coupled with a THSS can lead to significant financial savings and more stable and secure
thermal energy supply. The benefits of THSS systems are recognised in large scale residential
micro-CHP systems (Arteconi et al., 2013).
Since 2006, there are some studies considering energy storage system and cogeneration
plant, but mostly on optimisation process. However, using THSS and closed systems (will be
explained in section §2.2) with a micro-CHP for household’s application is quite new. Though on
CHP plant, some studies focusing on modelling approaches show considerable results. Some
authors (Bogdan and Kopjar, 2006), while considering CHP plant and hot water tank for district
heating and steam for industry and electric power (trigeneration), noted both, the economic and
environmental benefits of using an energy storage system in a CHP plant.

Figure 2.2: Energy system sketch of micro-CHP with a TES unit (Barbieri et al., 2012).

Khan et al. (Khan et al., 2007) presented a feasibility study, both technical and economical, of
cogeneration coupled with a THSS intended for energy conservation in institutional buildings.
They conclude that the use of THSS can provide a 23% reduction in peak demand and 21%
savings in energy consumption. Some authors (Haeseldonckx et al., 2007) analysed the
environmental impact of micro-CHP facilities and concluded that using a small or compact THSS
device causes a net reduction of CO2 almost three times higher than a cogeneration plant
without a THSS. Barbieri et al presented a model (Barbieri et al., 2012) for the calculation of the
profitability of micro-scale combined heat and power systems consisting of a CHP unit, heat
boiler and thermal energy storage (TES) unit for residential building applications (Figure 2.2).
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Siddiqui et al. (Siddiqui et al., 2007) demonstrated the effects of using a thermal energy
storage system by analysing five commercial buildings in San Francisco, California. Pagliarini
and Rainieri (Pagliarini and Rainieri, 2010) presented an analysis of a CHP system coupled with
a TES which matched the heating load of the campus of the University of Parma. These authors
concluded that a TES facility can effectively reduce the auxiliary boiler contribution, leading to a
proportional decrease of CO2 emission. (Chesi et al., 2013) showed that to allow high energy
efficiencies, smart systems like small-size combined heating and power units should be coupled
with thermal energy storage devices instead of the conventional energy supply from boilers. The
authors focused on the effect of different volumes of the storage device when coupling to a
micro-CHP. They concluded that a thermal storage system of 10.7 m3 reduces the heater (own
thermal system of the micro-CHP) contribution to a third and allows a year-round reduction in
fuel consumption of approximately 12%, which is a big step towards reducing use of fossil
energies. Making the TES system, compact, reduces the space but it remains the challenge to
keep the performances.

Figure 2.3: Contribution of chemical heat storage on cogeneration; a) conventional cogeneration
system, b) combined system with chemical heat storage system (Paksoy, 2005).

Few and al. (Few et al., 1997; Smith and Few, 2001) introduced the innovative concept of heat
pump incorporation into a domestic scale cogeneration plant (called the CHP/HP plant). Further
works were led by them, using computer modelling, to demonstrate the potential of such
systems and how heat pump incorporation overcomes many problems associated with
domestic-scale cogeneration (micro-CHP). Their results show an energy upgrade of the
combined system. However, their heat pump was water-based with a lower energy density.
Years ago, (Kato, 2000) has shown the contribution of chemical heat storage process to a
cogeneration system. Kato first analyses a conventional cogeneration system (Figure 2.3a) from
a shaft work and an exhaust heat of a gas, then, a diesel engine or micro gas turbine for electrical
and heat output, respectively. The exhaust gas of the engine is generally used to generate steam
at an exhaust gas boiler. However, since demand for electrical output is generally inconsistent
with that of the heat output, a large amount of surplus heat output is occasionally discharged
into the atmosphere as shown in Figure 2.3a. Chemical heat storage has a possibility to enhance
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the energy use efﬁciency of a cogeneration. Kato proposed then a system as shown in Figure
2.3b. The system consists of a cogeneration engine and a chemical heat storage system. With this
system, the exhaust heat at 70°C was reheated to 200°C, showing an impressive heat upgrade.
(Streckienė et al., 2009) study the feasibility of a coupled CHP with a thermal energy storage
system in the German energy market. The drawn conclusions from their work was that coupling
a TES with a CHP could reduce the CHP-plant investment and reduce the simple payback time
from 9 to 10 years down to 5 years.
The notion of incorporating or associating a thermal energy storage system to an existing
micro-CHP or CHP to upgrade the energy efficiency existed decades ago. Some attempts on the
size reduction of the storage system were performed, but not enough to have a compact device.
The research goal of the project “Thermal Battery” in which this thesis is performed, is to
minimize the thermal heat storage component through an optimised integration into the microCHP system, as well as the targeted optimisation of the process and appropriate storage
materials to reduce costs. However, the previous authors were not focusing on the idea to have a
more compact and powerful storage system oriented to micro-CHP upgrading. Energy storage
has been identified as an important solution for decentralized energy systems. Storage is
particularly crucial for thermal energy systems based on renewable energy, which often offer
their highest potential during low demand periods. On the other hand, energy storage helps
improving the performance of combined heat and power (CHP), which is considered as a
fundamental principle or practice of decentralized energy. Indeed, during off-peak electricity
periods, the CHP can switch off while heat is supplied by the storage, and provide the energy
demand mainly in periods of high market price. However, there is not always a sufficiently space
when the thermal storage has to be installed in family houses or urban areas where the space
may be restricted or expensive (Ibrahim et al., 2008). That is why a compact TESS should be
constructed. In addition, Raine et al. (Raine et al., 2014) mentioned three main advantages such
as increase of running time of a CHP, reduction of payback period of the system and reduction of
carbon dioxide emissions, of using heat storage in a classic CHP as summarized above by
previous authors. Furthermore, volume of an energy storage unit affects the cost of such a
project when considering for instance the containers (which may have to be maintained under
vacuum or insulated) and the size of heat exchanger. Thermochemical heat storage appears to
be relevant towards these problems because they promise high energy density (specific thermal
storage capacity) and an negligible heat loss (Ding and Riffat, 2012; Tatsidjodoung et al., 2013).
Thermochemical heat storage review is presented in the following section.

2.2. REVIEW OF THERMOCHEMICAL HEAT STORAGE SYSTEMS
Talking about thermochemical always refer to sorption and chemical reaction phenomena
(Tatsidjodoung et al., 2013). Large amounts of heat can be stored in reversible chemical
reactions and sorption processes. In a sorption process, heat is stored by breaking the binding
force between the sorbent and the sorbate in terms of chemical potential. The term “Sorption”
was ﬁrst proposed by McBain in 1909 (McBain, 1909) as a general expression covering both
adsorption and absorption. He reported that the uptake of hydrogen by carbon appeared to
occur in two stages: a rapid process of adsorption appeared to be followed by a slow process of
absorption into the interior of the solid. Sorption of molecules on a surface is a prerequisite to
any surface mediated chemical process. The expressions “chemical”, “thermochemical”,
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“thermochemical sorption”, “compact” and “sorption” have all been used in different contexts by
many authors regarding thermal energy storage (Chan et al., 2013; Cot-Gores et al., 2012; Ding
and Riffat, 2012; Li et al., 2013; Meunier, 2013; Neveu and Castaing-Lasvignottes, 1997). Each
term carries its own connotation and scope concerning which kind of phenomenon it
encompasses and it seems difﬁcult to distinguish clear boundaries between these terms. In most
cases, these expressions are employed without special statements. Some attempts have been
made in the literature to elucidate their deﬁnitions (Cot-Gores et al., 2012; Ding and Riffat, 2012;
N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009). Research works regarding sorption thermal energy storage in which
chemical reaction coexists are well mentioned in Refs. (Abedin and Rosen, 2011; Chan et al.,
2013; Cot-Gores et al., 2012b; Ding and Riffat, 2012; Mette et al., 2012; Tatsidjodoung et al.,
2013).
The sorption thermal storage method is as follows:
1. Desorption (charging) process, which requires the supply of heat to remove the sorbate
from the sorbent. The heat required is higher than that associated with the evaporation (or
condensation) heat of pure sorbate (such as water). Large integral heat of desorption involved
during the desorption (or sorption) process causes high energy densities of sorption materials in
theory, only next to chemical reaction (see Figure 2.4). Thus a smaller volume is needed for a
given storage capacity for sorption thermal storage. For example, only one third of the volume is
required for sensible heat storage system with water (Yu et al., 2013).

Figure 2.4: Volume to store 1850 kWh with 25% heat losses consideration (Yu et al., 2013).

2. Sorption (discharging) process, will not occur until the sorbent contacts with the sorbate,
so the binding energy can be stored, independent of the time span between the desorption
process and the sorption process. The sorption can be of adsorption or absorption depending on
the process. Thus, sorption storage is also called an “indirect” thermal storage approach from
the view of thermodynamics, distinguished from other “direct” sensible and latent methods (Gil
et al., 2010). The heat and entropy is not stored in the storage vessels but released to the
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environment for the indirect storage. This feature makes sorption thermal storage a promising
solution for long-term energy storage applications, where solar energy is stored in summer to
meet with heating demands in winter (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009). The discharging process could
be operated to provide a cooling effect from the evaporator in summer or heating effect from the
reactor in winter, exhibiting some extent of ﬂexibility. Although sorption thermal storage
systems offer some beneﬁts, there are still critical drawbacks. Among them, are the great
complexity in the system conﬁguration (for closed systems), expensive investment, poor heat
and mass transfer ability (for chemical reaction) and low heat storage density in actual systems.
To overcome these barriers, extensive academic efforts are now being carried out worldwide.

Figure 2.5: Chemical storage and sorption storage classification (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009).
N’Tsoukpoe et al. (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009) identiﬁed thermochemical storage as a part of
chemical storage disregarding electrochemical and electromagnetic storage (see Figure 2.5).
Thermochemical storage was further classiﬁed into chemical adsorption, chemical absorption
and thermochemical without sorption. The ﬁrst two also belonged to sorption storage and the
exact deﬁnition of “thermochemical without sorption” was not given by the authors. This was
corrected by Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2013). They suggested sorption thermal storage to be distributed
into four categories:
1. liquid absorption,
2. solid adsorption,
3. chemical reaction,
4. and composite materials as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Thus, the term “sorption thermal energy storage” in this thesis will refer to these four
categories. It can be only one or two of them processing simultaneous.
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Figure 2.6: New sorption thermal storage classification (Yu et al., 2013).
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The term adsorption is universally understood (Rouquerol et al., 1999) as the enrichment of
one or more of the components in the region between two bulk phases (i.e. the interfacial layer),
in which cohesive forces including Van der Waals and hydrogen bonding act between the
molecules of phase substances. If the solid is ionic, we will also have cation-water and anionwater interactions. In the present context, one of these phases is necessarily a solid or liquid
(called sorbent) and the other a fluid (i.e. gas called sorbate, see Table 2.1). With a certain
system (like some salt hydrates exposed to water vapour), the adsorption process is
accompanied by absorption, i.e. the penetration of the fluid into the solid phase. The
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) also gives some definitions in the
same way (Robert and Burwell, 1976; Sing, 1985). Depending on the interface between sorbent
and sorbate, adsorption can be divided into four types: solid/gas, solid/liquid, liquid/liquid, and
liquid/gas. The solid/gas adsorption has been widely used and studied, playing a pivotal role in
interface chemistry. As a rule in this chapter, when talking about adsorption or solid adsorption,
it is referred in particular to solid/gas adsorption.
Based on the cohesive force between the two phases, adsorption is further divided into two
types: physical adsorption (physisorption) and chemical adsorption (chemisorption) (Wang et
al., 2010, 2009). Physical adsorption is a general phenomenon whenever an adsorbate is
brought into contact with the surface of the adsorbent. The forces involved are intermolecular
forces (Van der Waals forces) of the same kind as those responsible for the imperfection of real
gases and the condensation of vapours. Chemical adsorption is due to covalent forces of the
same kind as those operating in the formation of chemical compounds. There are certain
differences in the properties of the two kinds of adsorption, which can be used as experimental
criteria for deciding the adsorption type. The best single criterion is the magnitude of the heat of
adsorption (Bolis et al., 2006, 2003). Because chemical forces are normally stronger than
physical forces, the released heat of chemical adsorption should therefore be larger than the
heat of physical adsorption. In addition, as a chemical reaction, chemical adsorption requires
appreciable activation energy, resulting that it can only proceed at a reasonable rate above a
certain minimum temperature. In contrast, physical adsorption needs no activation energy,
leading to a rapid adsorption speed. Though these features will help to recognise physical
adsorption and chemical adsorption, there are many cases where it is uncertain which kind of
adsorption is operating or both of them may are taking place at different moments and sites.
Chemisorption processes provide high energy of sorption than physisorption, but may be
irreversible. Silica gel and zeolite are widely studied and applied as common adsorbents using
water as working ﬂuid. Some new classes of materials (Duquesne, 2013), including
aluminophosphates (AlPOs), selective water sorbents (SWS), salts in porous matrix (CSPM)
(Gordeeva and Aristov, 2012; Tanashev and Aristov, 2000), silico-aluminophosphates (SAPOs)
and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), have recently emerged as promising porous materials
for thermal energy storage. More description on those porous materials will be presented later.
The term absorption is used when the molecules of the adsorbate penetrate the surface layer
and enter the structure of the bulk solid/liquid, causing the change of the composition of one or
both bulk phases (Robert and Burwell, 1976). If the absorbent is a liquid and the absorbate is a
gas, the process can be named liquid-gas absorption or liquid absorption. As the liquid-gas
absorption process has been applied in refrigeration industry for a long time, sometimes
absorption is specially referred to liquid/gas absorption. The most familiar liquid absorption
working pairs encompass LiBr/H2O (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2013) and H2O/ammonia, which have
been successfully applied in commercial absorption chillers and heat pumps.
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Table 2.1. Definition of different adsorption terms (Rouquerol et al., 1999).
Term

Definition

Adsorption

Enrichment of one or more components in an interfacial layer

Adsorbate

Substance in the adsorbed state

Adsorptive

Adsorbate substance in the fluid phase

Adsorbent

Solid material on which adsorption occurs

Chemisorption

Adsorption involving chemical bonding

Physisorption

Adsorption without chemical bonding

Conventionally, liquid absorption is referred to as two-phase absorption. Another innovative
kind of absorption thermal storage process, using lithium chloride crystals to increase energy
density, is called “three-phase absorption” (Yu et al., 2013).
A chemical reaction corresponding to sorption mainly consists of three kinds of reactions:
1- coordination reaction of ammoniate with ammonia,
2- hydration reaction of salt hydrate with water,
3- hydration reaction of salt hydrate with alcohol (Douss and Meunier, 1989; Li et al., 2004).
Strictly speaking, the three reactions can be regarded as coordination reactions. Molecules of
ammonia, water vapour or alcohol are attracted by metal ions to form coordinate bonds. There
still exists a controversy about whether the coordination reaction should be classiﬁed into solid
adsorption or solid absorption. In order to homogenize the appellation, all are called chemical
reactions. Unlike a chemical reaction, there is no change in molecular configuration of the
compound in the sorption process. The term composite materials enclose sites where chemical
reaction and ad/absorption takes place.
Among the three reaction partners mentioned in the above paragraph, water has been chosen
since the storage is suitable for building application. Not only for this reason, water has
presented many valuable assets for this application. Besides the fact that water vapour transport
does not need electrical energy, it is a non-corrosive and chemically inert component, it is nonflammable, and has the thermodynamic requirements: high specific enthalpy of vaporization
(Radermacher and Hwang, 2005) and high polarity for its use in a sorption system (Din er and
Rosen, 2002). Compared with other adsorbates such as ammonia or methanol, water achieves
highest energy densities. Besides the high enthalpy of vaporization, water provides the following
benefits: it is chemically stable, it is ecologically and physiologically harmless, it is available and
it is economical. However due to the low vapour pressure of water, desorption and particularly
the lower pressure adsorption processes can be limited by mass transfer.
According to the system configurations, thermochemical and sorption systems dedicated to
storage can be sorted as open and closed systems (Bales, 2008; Hauer, 2007). Whether close or
open, the system can have separate or integrate (compact) reactors (Zondag et al., 2008). The
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authors suggested that separate reactors are most appropriate for seasonal storage (Figure 2.7).
However, the authors clearly stated that integrated reactors are for solid sorption material
because the transport of the solid material is not necessary although they exhibit heat loss to the
ambient during and after discharging. Which is what we are aiming for in the present
application: that means this heat lost to the ambient, here the space to be heated. Furthermore,
the reactor can be easily insulated. By contrast, only little amounts of sorbent and sorbate are to
be heated up in a separate reactor, according to the desired reactor power so that the system is
more efﬁcient (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009). The Table 2.2 shows a few comparisons.
Table 2.2. Short comparison between open and closed systems.
Type

+

-

Closed systems
(Vacuum conditions)

Small and compact
design.
Low pressure.
Higher reaction power.

Presence of non-condensable gases.
Tightness.
Good heat transfer, mass transfer need
to be worked out.

Open systems
(Atmospheric
conditions)

Non-compact and easy
design.
Better heat and mass
transfer.

High pressure.
Low reaction power.
Additional humidifier to wet enough air.
Limitation of pressure drop.

Closed sorption systems have long time been studied for refrigeration, heat pump and energy
storage applications (Wongsuwan et al., 2001). They are able to supply higher output
temperatures for heating applications than open systems (Hauer and Avemann, 2007; Michel,
2012; Michel et al., 2014). In closed systems, not the sorbate itself but the energy is
released/absorbed to/from the environment via a heat exchanger (Bales, 2008). The process is
alike chemical heat pumps with a major difference. The purpose of a heat pump is to absorb heat
in one place where it is plentiful, then to transport and release it in another location where it can
be used in a continuous process. The need of a condenser and an evaporator is therefore
required. Additionally to the desorber and the ab/adsorber, a heat storage system is a batch
process and the desorber might be used as an ab/adsorber and the condenser also as an
evaporator (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009).

The operating principle of a closed sorption thermal storage system is presented in Figure
2.8. The system is mainly composed by two vessels: a reactor where the reactive sorbent is
located and a condenser/evaporator where water is collected or condensed and later
evaporated. The vessels are connected by a conduct or a pipe as a passage for vapour. The
charging process consists of a desorption reaction in the reactor and a gas-liquid phase change
reaction in the condenser. Once the collected waste heat (from the micro-CHP) is added to the
reactor, the sorbate which cleaves to the solid sorbent, starts to break loose from the binding
force between the sorbate and the sorbent. Through the pipe, the vapour turns into its liquid
state in a condenser at a low temperature level. The heat of condensation is taken away and
released to the heat sink (here the water in the condenser). Besides, the heat of condensation is
also absorbed by the thermal mass of the reactor (reactor metal, heat exchanger metal). After
the charging process is ﬁnished, the reactor and the condenser are separated from each other.
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Figure 2.7: Modes of closed systems (a) Separate reactor and (b) Integrated reactor (adapted
from (Zondag et al., 2008))
Separation here, means close the connecting valve. If heating or cooling demands are needed,
the reactor and the condenser/evaporator are connected again. The discharging process works
in a reverse direction: it includes a sorption reaction in the reactor and a liquid-gas phase
change reaction in the evaporator. Depending on the practical requirement, a cooling effect can
be produced by the evaporator or a heating effect can be created by the reactor. This feature
makes the sorption thermal storage processes able to offer “cold storage” function in summer
and “heat storage” function in winter. Discharging of closed sorption systems requires an
additional heat source to provide the heat of evaporation, making the choice of heat sources a
critical issue. Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2013) showed that by designing an efficient heat exchanger, air
can be an additional heat source. He also suggested geothermal source heat exchangers which
are unfortunately time-consuming and costly. However, for houses or buildings with an already
existing solar system, the heat of evaporation would not be a problem. A connection from the
solar panel can be made to provide the low temperature heat source.
Open systems operate at the atmospheric pressure to allow the release and sorption of the
sorbate. Thus, only water can be used in those systems to preserve or not to harm the
environment. The operation principle of open sorption thermal storage system is shown in
Figure 2.9. In charging process, a dry air stream, after heating by an external heat source,
becomes a dry hot stream and enters a reactor ﬁlled with sorbent. Water adsorbed/absorbed by
the sorbent is extracted by the hot air and leaves the bed. The air then becomes wetter and
cooler. During discharging, a humid, cool air stream goes into the previously desorbed reactor.
Part of the water vapour in the air is pulled in by the sorbent. The released heat of sorption
warms up the air so that it could be used for heating. The lower cost of investment, coupled with
better heat and mass transfer conditions (compared with closed systems), provide compelling
reasons for practical projects employing open sorption systems to store thermal energy (Paksoy,
2005). Moreover, strategy need to be considered to reduce or to limit the pressure drop when
blowing humid air through the reaction system, to keep the electricity demand for the blower on
a low level.
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Figure 2.8: Operating principle of closed sorption thermal storage system (adapted from (Yu et
al., 2013)).

Figure 2.9: Operating principle of open sorption thermal storage system (Yu et al., 2013)
Once a system classification, a reactor configuration and a design are known or decided, the
material selection fulfilling the required operating conditions should be processed. The storage
material strongly affects the performance and cost of such a heat storage system according to
some economical studies for various applications (typically, about 30% of the total investment
cost) (Hauer, 2007; Kerkes and Drück, 2011; Krönauer et al., 2012). Therefore, the material
selection is a critical point in an energy storage unit development. Material selection for a given
application is often conflicting when it is not simply profoundly antagonistic (Kokouvi Edem
N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014c). The Figure 2.12 shows what we face when considering material
selection for thermal energy storage systems. However a few investigations (Courbon et al.,
2011; Visscher and Veldhuis, 2005) have considered a comparison of several materials under
operating conditions but most of them were theoretically conducted.
Numerous salt hydrates have been reviewed for thermochemical storage in the literature
(N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009; Tatsidjodoung et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2013). However, almost all of these
salt hydrates fail to meet the great expectations to cover both space heating and DHW.
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Therefore, in the framework of the large-scale EU-funded project “Thermal Battery”, devoted to
micro-CHPs efficiency improvement (mainly economic savings) using thermochemical storage
(Schmidt et al., 2012), a systematic evaluation of the potential of salt hydrates for low
temperature thermochemical heat storage have been considered. N’Tsoukpoe et al.
(N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014b) performed a rough evaluation of the suitability of salt hydrates for a
low temperature thermochemical heat storage application below 105 °C based on theoretical
and experimental approaches. The authors concluded that SrBr2·6H2O, MgSO4·6H2O and
LaCl3·7H2O are the most promising materials for this application, disregarding an economic
analysis.
Besides the shown criteria in Figure 2.10, a first condition “thermodynamically reasonable”
for material selection should be always met. This is linked to finding a reaction which changes
direction at a desired temperature so that energy is stored at higher temperatures and given off
at lower temperatures. For a general thermodynamic screening of suitable processes, it has been
found advantageous to use the concept of turning temperature Tt (Wentworth and Chen, 1976).
Tt is the temperature at which the reaction changes its direction so that at T > Tt the products
dominate while at T < Tt the reactants dominate. A first approximation
, where
and
are the reaction enthalpy and the reaction entropy respectively, results from setting
the equilibrium constant as unity and assuming that the heat capacity is constant during the
chemical reaction. However, where only one type of gas molecule is formed, the ClausiusClapeyron equation defines the turning temperature.

Figure 2.10: Dilemma around material selection for thermochemical heat storage system
(N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014b). GWP: Global warming potential; ODP: Ozone depletion potential.

Let comeback on the criterion energy storage density which brings controversy in some
storage material discussion. It is most valuable characteristic of a thermal energy storage
system. In the following different used terms of energy density are clarified:
1- the theoretical energy density (kJ·kg-1), widely used for sorption systems, is the maximal
energy density of the material considering the porosity;
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2- The mass energy density (kJ·kg-1), which is the ratio between the reaction enthalpy and the
molecular mass;
3- The volume energy density (kJ·m-3), depending on the highest involved hydrates in the
reaction (initial salt to be dehydrated), is calculated as the product of the mass energy density
and the density of the salt particles (it is not the bulk density and therefore, the required
porosity is not considered here);
4- The lean energy density (kJ·m-3), which takes into account the stored heat and the
evaporation energy, corresponds to the actual and real energy storage potential (N’Tsoukpoe et
al., 2014b).
In the following, different systems (open and close) are presented where sorption and/or
thermochemical phenomenon is/are involved. Technically spoken, each system is classified by
the storage material. So the systems will be discussed with respect to the storage material. The
aim is to show their operating conditions and performances, to address the encountered issues
followed by their overcomings if possible.

2.2.1. ABSORPTION SYSTEMS
Also called liquid-gas systems, absorption systems are promising storage option because they
can be pumped and used as the working heat transfer fluid in solar collectors and heat
exchangers. However, it can be defined as a process in which the sorbate diffuses into the liquid
or solid sorbent accompanying a phase change and/or a chemical reaction. Faster heat and mass
transfer rates are possible with liquid absorption. Materials recently investigated include
aqueous solutions of Calcium Chloride (CaCl2), Lithium Chloride (LiCl), Lithium Bromide (LiBr),
Sodieum Hydroxide (NaOH), Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) and Amonia as shown in Table 2.3. Hui
et al. (Hui et al., 2011) compared absorption materials for the use in low pressure (1.2 – 4.2 kPa)
absorption cycles and have reported theoretical material energy densities up to 476 kWh·m-3.
CaCl2 with a desorption temperature of 44 °C, has an energy density of 263 kWh·m-3 and a
limited absorption temperature range of 20 to 23 °C.
LiCl with desorption temperature of 66 °C, has the highest storage density of 476 kWh·m-3,
but also has a high absorption temperature range, 20 to 35 °C (Davidson et al., 2013). NaOH with
a desorption temperature of 50°C, has an energy density of 233 kWh·m-3 and the highest
absorption temperature of 45°C (Weber and Dorer, 2008). LiBr presenting an absorption
temperature between 25 – 35 °C with a desorption at 72 °C (prototype value is 40 °C), can store
8 kWh heat and produce 1 kW (N’Tsoukpoe, 2012) and has an energy density of 400 kWh·m-3.
KOH with a desorption temperature of 63 °C, has an energy density of 400 kWh·m -3 and an
absorption temperature of 35 °C. Figure 2.11 illustrates a closed- and an open-cycle absorption
system. The system comprises of multiple storage vessels, two reactors (for
absorption/desorption), a condenser and evaporator, and heat exchangers. The concept with
separated storage and reactor, in this case, consist of physical transport of the sorbent and heat
and mass transfer in the reactors. Three and two storage vessels respectively, one each for
water, diluted (discharged), and concentrated (charged) solutions, are shown in this illustration
to emphasize the necessity of preventing mixing prior to discharging.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.11: Scheme of a closed (Quinnell and Davidson, 2012) (a) and an open (N’Tsoukpoe et
al., 2013) separate absorption storage system (b).
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Table 2.3. Absorption systems for household application.
Working pair

Characteristics

Projects

Scale level

References

H2O/NH3

Charge: 93 °C; Discharge: 43°C.
Heat: 900 MJ∙m-3 of NaOH
(with single stage reactor).
Theoretical energy density:
119 kWh∙m-3 of anhydrous.
Storage capacity: 40 kWh.
Discharging time: 12 hours for
5 kW power
Charge: 100-150 °C; Discharge:
40-65 °C. Heat: 900 MJ∙m-3 of
NaOH (with single stage
reactor). Theoretical energy
density: 250 kWh∙m-3 of
anhydrous. Storage capacity:
8.9 kWh. Discharging time: 8.9
hours for 1 kW power
Charge: 46-87 °C; Discharge:
30 °C. Heat: 910.8 MJ∙m-3 of
LiCl (with crystallization in the
storage tank). Theoretical
energy density: 253 kWh∙m-3
of anhydrous. Storage
capacity: 35 kWh. Discharging
time: 4.4 hours for 8 kW power
Charge: 40-90 °C; Discharge:
30-33 °C. Heat: 907.2 MJ∙m-3 of
solution. Theoretical energy
density: 251 kWh∙m-3 of
solution. Storage capacity: 8
kWh. Discharging time: 8
hours for 1 kW power
Charge: 70-80 °C; Discharge:
21 °C. Heat: 428 MJ∙m-3.
Simulated energy density: 200
kWh∙m-3 of anhydrous.
Prototype energy density: 116
kWh∙m-3. Storage capacity: 15
kWh. Discharging time: 27 to
500 hours for 560 W power
Discharge: 33-36 °C. Heat: 450
MJ∙m-3 of reactor.

Delft
University of
Technology –
Netherlands

Reactor
scale,
Numerical
scale and
Prototype

(Ruiter, 1987)

EMPA,
COMTES

Reactor
scale,
Prototype,
commercial

(Fumey et al.,
2014a, 2014b;
Weber and
Dorer, 2008)

SERC

Reactor
scale,
Prototype

(Bales, 2008;
Bales and
Nordlander,
2005)

LOCIE,
LRHPT-China

Reactor
scale,
Prototype,
commercial

LOCIE,
SOLVAY,
BEMS

Reactor
scale,
Numerical
scale,
Prototype

(Kokouvi
Edem
N’Tsoukpoe et
al., 2014a;
N’Tsoukpoe et
al., 2013; Xu et
al., 2011)
(Courbon et al.,
2011; Hui et
al., 2011)

NaOH/H2O

LiCl/H2O

LiBr/H2O

CaCl2/H2O

Expanded
Vermiculite +
LiNO3

-

(Tatsidjodoung
et al., 2013)
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Mixing of the diluted and concentrated solutions releases the stored binding energy and
converts the chemical potential into sensible energy, which is subject to thermal loss to the
ambient. The use of multiple storage vessels ensures long-term storage of chemical potential but
decreases the system-level energy density and increases the cost.
In an absorption system, there is one loop for concentrated solutions and diluted solutions
(after the sorbate is diluted in the base solution) and another loop solely for sorbate. The strong
solution becomes a weak solution after it absorbs the sorbate from the evaporator. The weak
solution becomes a strong solution after it evaporates the sorbate from the base solution and
condenses in the condenser after being heated up in a generator (Pang et al., 2013). These
systems are very well developed and proof-tested and already on the market.

2.2.2. ADSORPTION SYSTEMS
The field of solid adsorption started as historical curiosity and the first scientific and
quantitative work was performed in 1773, by Scheele and Fontana (Critoph and Zhong, 2005). It
is a process where the sorbate does not diffuse into the sorbent but changes phase on the
surface of the sorbent. Depending on adsorbent and adsorbate phases, adsorption systems may
be classiﬁed as solid/gas, liquid/gas, solid/liquid, and liquid/liquid (Srivastava and Eames,
1998). As it is a surface phenomenon, surface polarity corresponds to strong afﬁnity with polar
substances such as water in this case. Polar adsorbents are thus called ‘hydrophilic’ and
aluminosilicates such as zeolites, porous alumina, silica gel or silica–alumina are examples of
adsorbents of this type. On the other hand, non-polar adsorbents are generally ‘hydrophobic’.
Carbonaceous adsorbents, polymer adsorbents and silicalite are typical non-polar adsorbents. In
the following, talking about adsorption systems refers only to gas-solid adsorption system.
These materials are the most widespread sorbents for water vapour adsorption. Their sorption
behaviour is based on the presence of regular or irregular pore systems within their molecular
structure. Silica gels are widely studied as hydrophilic materials due to their large water
sorption capacity at low humidity, low cost, and easy regeneration (Chua et al., 2002).
Surprisingly, this compound presents hydrophilic limitations for adsorption condition at 35 °C
and 12 mbar and desorption condition at 150 °C and 56 mbar (Henninger et al., 2012). In the
same order, several materials have been used for heat storage purpose such as: - zeolites
(natural and synthetics as types 4A, 5A, 13X, Y), more hydrophilic than silica gel with the major
inconvenient of higher desorption temperature (> 200 °C precisely in close system) although
some experiment results show possibility at 120 °C (Steiger et al., 2008). - Aluminophosphates
(AlPO4-34 or AlPO-Tric) (the most promising) and silica-aluminophosphates (SAPO-34). - Metalorganic-frameworks (MOFs) but still with hydro-thermal instability (Henninger et al., 2012; van
Helden and Hauer, 2013a), materials with crystalline open porous structure. - Salts and
composites (Hongois et al., 2011; Lahmidi et al., 2006; Mauran et al., 2008; Mette et al., 2013;
Zondag et al., 2013). These materials have been theoretically and experimentally studied, and
some were prototyped and commercialized as resume in Table 2.4. Composites based on those
materials have also been developed in order to behave as shape-stabilized material at
macroscopic scale and Tatsidjodoung et al. emphasized them in his review (Tatsidjodoung et al.,
2013).
These systems can be designed in the open or closed mode. In the closed mode (under
vacuum), the principle is similar to absorption system with the difference that the sorbate
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diffuses only at the surface of the solid sorbent and the solution tank and water tank are the
same. However, the inconvenient of the closed system remains the low pressure for water. In the
open mode, water is of course the perfect sorbate candidate and air plays the role of heat
transfer fluid. So, partial pressures are taking into account and there is not need a condenser and
a water tank any more.

Table 2.4. Adsorption systems for household application.
Materials

Characteristics

Projects

Scale level

Silica
gel/H2O
(Close
system)

Charge: 88 °C at 1.5 kW;
Discharge: 32-42 °C at 1-2.87
kW for 9.5 hours. Theoretical
energy density: 50 kWh∙m-3 of
anhydrous. Experimental energy
density: 300 kWh∙m-3 of
material. Prototype energy
density: 33.3 kWh∙m-3. Storage
capacity: 13 kWh.
Charge: 130-180 °C; Discharge:
55-65 °C at 1.8 kW.
Experiemental energy density:
124-180 kWh∙m-3 of material.
Prototype energy density: 57.8
kWh∙m-3.
Charge: 350°C; Discharge: 15 °C
at 4.1 kW (cold storage).
Theoretical energy density: 167
kWh∙m-3 of material. Storage
capacity: 5.5 kWh.
Charge: 180 °C at 2.5 kW;
Discharge: 35 °C at 1.5 kW.
Experimental energy density:
160 kWh∙m-3 of material.
Prototype energy density: 120
kWh∙m-3 Storage capacity: 12
kWh.
Charge: 45-50 °C; Discharge: 15
°C for cooling. Very low affinity
to water. Up to 1.4 g∙g-1 as
sorption capacity.

AEE-INTEC,
Austria

Reactor
(Bales, 2008; Ng
scale,
and Mintova,
Numerical 2008)
scale and
Prototype

ZAE-Bayern,
Germany.
SPF,
Switzerland

Reactor
scale,
Prototype

(Bales, 2008;
Hauer, 2007)

SJTU, China

Reactor
scale

(Lu et al., 2003)

ITW,
Germany

Reactor
scale,
Prototype

(Bales, 2008;
Kerkes, 2006)

USA,
NJNU, China.
BIC, Russia

-

(Aristov, 2013;
Li and Xu, 2013;
Ng and Mintova,
2008; Rowsell
and Yaghi,
2004)

Zeolites
13X/H2O
(Open
system)

Zeolites
13X/ H2O
(Close
system)
Zeolites
4A/H2O
(Open
system)

Metalorganicframework
(MOFs)

References
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2.2.3. THERMOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS
As mentioned before, thermochemical storage is in general, a simultaneous chemical reaction
and sorption. Yu et al. argue that there is no clear boundary between them anyway (Yu et al.,
2013). Although it can be noticed that chemical materials present higher heat capacities than
sorption materials. In this section we focus only on hydration reaction (disregarding
coordination reaction with ammonia) at low-temperature application for environmental reasons
(Introduction, section 1.1).
For thermochemical energy storage units, the choice of the storage material is critical (Figure
2.10). A complete couple of the material properties and working conditions could allow
signiﬁcant improvements in the thermal performances of the system. According to Gordeerva
and Aristov (Gordeeva and Aristov, 2012), the common way to select the best adsorbent for a
given application is to screen the properties of available adsorbents in order to select which
meet the application demands. The previous authors argued that this method is difﬁcult and
time-consuming and usually results in a compromise choice rather than in the ultimate one. One
smart and more precise method, namely the target-oriented design, was proposed and Gordeeva
et al. (Gordeeva and Aristov, 2012) describes it as follows: (1) determining the demand (based
on thermodynamic analysis of the cycle efﬁciency) of the application for the required storage
material properties, (2) choice of the candidate material (based on equilibrium sorbentsorbate), whose properties precisely or nearly ﬁt these demands. Based on a similar method,Ma
et al. (Ma et al., 2009) investigated more than two hundred salt hydrates (for adsorption) and
recently N’Tsoukpoe et al. (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014) screened 125 hygroscopic salts leading to
17 possible candidates for low temperature thermochemical energy storage (Table 2.5) and
from which prototype a maximal energy density of 60 kWh could be obtained.
Among the 17 materials for heat storage application, only magnesium chloride (MgCl 2),
sodium sulfide (Na2S), strontium bromide (SrBr2) and magnesium sulphate (MgSO4) are of great
interest and were applied in many works and research projects (Table 2.6). The products of
hydration reactions of these salts are generally assumed to be hydrates with a high number of
crystal water molecules. However, in some cases, the relative humidity/pressure is so high that
the product of the hydration is a saturated salt solution, rather than a salt hydrate. This process
is called deliquescence, which is an important solid/water interaction phenomenon.
Deliquescence is deﬁned as a process by which a substance sorbs water vapour from the
environment and gradually dissolves in the sorbed water to form a solution at a critical relative
humidity (RH) value, namely, the deliquescence relative humidity (DRH) (Mauer and Taylor,
2010). The water intake or uptake strongly depended on the deliquescence relative humidity
(DRH) and this latter on the properties of the salt and the temperatures. If the relative humidity
(RH) of the environment exceeded the DRH, the salt absorbs water and dissolved until reaching
the equilibrium, i.e. until the water activity of the solution equaled the relative humidity. At
relative humidity below the DRH, the salt lifts up water vapour forming a higher hydrated state
but no solution. Both cases are shown in the following equations (Posern and Kaps, 2010):

for RH < DRH

for RH > DRH

(2.1)

(2.2)
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The deliquescence phenomenon favours some issues such as chemical instability. The
forming of a liquid ﬁlm on the surface of salt crystal will not only forbid the occurring hydration
reaction, but also cause corrosion problems due to the dripping of solution to other metal
components (in case of the LiCl, LiBr, CaCl2, showing why it was used in absorption systems).
Thermodynamically spoken, thermochemical systems are based on reversible reaction
between a solid and a gas (here water vapour) as shown in Eq. (2.3), where
is the reaction
enthalpy, standing for every specie enthalpy in the reaction and strongly depends on the melting
temperature of phase transition (J∙mol-1 of water) and
the stoichiometric coefficients.
(2.3)

In contrast to absorption and adsorption equilibria, the thermodynamic equilibrium of
thermochemical reactions is monovariant (Stitou, 2013) and therefore follows the ClausiusClapeyron relationship. This relationship is obtained by using the fact that, for this
transformation, the Gibbs free energy is equal to zero at the thermodynamic equilibrium
(Levine, 2002). Assuming constant heat of reaction
and pure ideal gas phase, the
thermodynamic equilibrium results in the Van’t Hoff equation (Raldow and Wentworth, 1979)
since vapour is far from ideal:
(2.4)

with
: equilibrium pressure (Pa).
formation entropy (J∙K-1∙mol-1 of water) of reaction
at reference pressure (Pa) and R: ideal gas constant (J∙K-1∙mol-1 ). Eq. (2.4) ordinarily stands
for pure vapour system and for a corresponding pressure; the equilibrium temperature can be
deduced. That equilibrium temperature allows to evaluate the temperature in the reactor during
the whole cycle and consequently to perform the energy and exergy analysis of the process
(Hongois et al., 2011). Energy analysis is related to the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics through
energy balances and energy efﬁciencies. Additionally, energy analysis is the evaluation method
on how energy is used in a process, involving the physical or chemical processing of materials
and the transfer or conversion of energy. However, it is not sufficient to evaluate all the aspects
of energy utilisation in the process. So, the exergy analysis method, which is based on the ﬁrst
and second laws of thermodynamics, is a supplement for full understanding and is used to
improve the real efﬁciencies of the system. Exergy is also deﬁned as potential or quality of
energy. With exergy analysis it is possible to make a sustainable quality assessment of energy for
any thermodynamic system (Caliskan et al., 2012).
In the Clausius-Clapeyron diagram, the thermodynamic equilibrium of the reaction in Eq.
(2.3) is plotted as a nearly straight line, by neglecting the enthalpy and entropy variation of the
process with the temperature (Figure 2.12). This is due to the fact that reaction enthalpy varies
slightly when temperature interval is not large. Below the equilibrium line of the solid/gas
reaction, the salt is in its desorbed solid form or less hydrate form (s0). Conversely, above the
equilibrium line, the salt is in its solid form (s1).
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Initially, in the state (s1) (in the reactor), the material in the reactor is heated up through a
heat exchanger (in case of a closed system) via heat loss from the micro-CHP. The desorbed
water is then condensed at condensation conditions (
and
) followed by an
endothermic heat release (
).
This is called the charging phase or charge mode. The endothermic heat release or energy of
condensation can be used in the existing DHW (domestic hot water) system or stored elsewhere.
In the discharging phase, water in the house system is heated up via a low energy source, so that
water can evaporate and flow through the salt bed in the reactor. The transport is favoured by a
pressure difference in the reactor and in the evaporator (
and
). The occurring
exothermic reaction releases a higher heat (
) that can be used for both space heating and
DHW again.

Figure 2.12: Theoretical thermodynamic equilibrium of a thermochemical system in the
Clausius-Clapeyron diagram. 1: decomposition; 2: condensation; 3: evaporation; 4: synthesis.

In practise, Figure 2.12 does not proceed as shown, since it is ideal. Though Sharanov et al.
showed and confirmed that the efﬁciency equal to the Carnot efﬁciency can, in principle, be
obtained for a chemical heat pump that results from a monovariant equilibrium of a gas–solid
reaction (Sharonov and Aristov, 2008). However, according to the principle of Le Chatelier’s, by
increasing or decreasing the temperature during the thermal decomposition or synthesis, the
process shifts towards vapour formation or absorption and an increase or decrease of the
vapour pressure. This shifts of the equilibrium to the formation of the anhydrous salt by
imposing a deviation from the thermodynamic equilibrium as shown in Figure 2.13. In addition,
a synthesis or decomposition reaction can only take place if the reagent equilibrium is deviated
to allow a reaction kinetic (Stitou, 2013). This deviation is defined for the decomposition as the
difference between the temperature
imposed to the reactor and the solid/gas equilibrium
temperature
(
) at the reactor pressure. For the synthesis, it is the difference between
the temperature
imposed to the reactor and the solid/gas equilibrium temperature
(
) at the reactor pressure. Figure 2.13 explained the shifted equilibrium. Such of studies
have been performed by many authors (Castets and Mazet, 2001, 2000; Mazet et al., 1991;
Stitou, 2013) and they showed that there is an important effect on the reaction kinetics due to
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those deviations. However, in a closed system, the system pressure is imposed by the evapocondenser pressure (Michel, 2012). So the shifted equilibrium (pressure and temperature) for
decomposition and synthesis respectively are defined as:

and

(2.5)

and

(2.6)

Returning to these salts of great interest, MgCl2⋅6H2O was identified at the Energy research
Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) (C. J. Ferchaud et al., 2012; Zondag et al., 2013) as the
promising material for a heat storage application in a 50 W power prototype. This material was
also investigated in our Lab. To reach a tetra-hydrate form of MgCl2, a 120 °C source was needed
depending on the water vapour pressure which would have been difficult to obtain from the
micro-CHP heat losses. Other studies (C. Ferchaud et al., 2012; C. J. Ferchaud et al., 2012; Opel et
al., 2011; van Essen et al., 2009a) showed that a quasi-complete dehydration was possible for a
temperature higher than 125 °C but cycle stability was not very good. Complete dehydration is
not possible since it leads to the formation of hydrochloric acid and magnesium oxide (Sugimoto
et al., 2007). Hongois (Hongois et al., 2011) has clearly demonstrated that MgSO4⋅7H2O also was
worthy using for heating purpose. At the ECN, they identified MgSO4⋅7H2O as one of the most
interesting salt hydrates for compact seasonal heat storage. van Essen et al. stated that first
experiments performed in a closed system at low pressure indicate that a small amount of heat
can be released at 50 °C with a water vapour pressure of 1300 Pa. If a heat storage system has to
operate at atmospheric pressure, then the application of MgSO4⋅7H2O for seasonal heat storage
is possible for space heating operating at 25 °C, a water vapour pressure of 2100 Pa and a
dehydration temperature of 150 °C which is difficult to reach with micro-CHP heat losses.
However, this salt is corrosive, has a bad kinetic, and is expensive. Additionally, the release
power is small when considering an evaporation temperature of 10 °C (the power for
evaporation should be less to be provided naturally or economically).

Figure 2.13: Shifted thermodynamic equilibrium of a thermochemical system in the (left)
synthesis and (right) decomposition phase.
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The couple Na2S/H2O (with 9-, 5-, 2-hydrates) has also attracted the ECN interest, but the
kinetic is relatively slow and during decomposition, the structure pattern is modified showing
simultaneous region of higher and slower hydration (Boer et al., 2004; De Boer et al., 2002).
However this salt can not allow sufficient release temperature for heating purpose and has a low
melting temperature of 49 °C. The salt which seems to fit our need is SrBr2⋅6H2O according to
the Table 5. At the Institute of Science and Materials Processing (PROMES) in France, this well
investigated salt, showed good results followed by a 1 m3 prototype development which can
store 60 kWh in heating capacity and a water flow rate of 0.1 l·s-1 (Mauran et al., 2008). The only
inconvenient is the irritation and the price which is around 195€/kg for 95% purity
(http://www.alfa.com/). It however shows good cycle stability over >20 cycles.
Once the above-mentioned salts have been identified, the first tests in a close heat storage
system (pure salts in powder form), always presented, transfer problems such as agglomeration,
swelling, expansion and phase change. During the hydration, to bring the water vapour in
contact with the salt, it was sometimes difﬁcult. Small deliquescence can be noticed, in fact a skin
of hydrated salt is sometimes formed on the surface of the bulk powder and strongly limits the
diffusivity of the water vapour within the unreacted part of the sorbent (Tatsidjodoung et al.,
2013). Since the performance of the system depends on heat and mass transfer, this had to be
improved within the reactive bed, and therefore composites have been developed over the past
two decades. They combine the heat storage capacity of the salt and the heat storage capacity of
the host. This hybrid character of composites provides to the material some physical and
chemical properties (large sorption area, hydrophobic character) between the salt and the host.
The hosts (Aristov, 2013; Critoph and Zhong, 2005) can be in porous sorbent materials such as
silica gel (Aristov et al., 2000; Fopah Lele et al., 2013; Gordeeva and Aristov, 2012), vermiculite
(Fopah Lele et al., 2013; Michel et al., 2012) and zeolites (Hongois et al., 2011). Furthermore,
they can be in nonreactive host materials, such as expanded natural graphite (Jiang et al., 2014;
S. L. Li et al., 2011; Oliveira and Wang, 2007; Wang et al., 2006), metal foam (Guilleminot et al.,
1993; Haije et al., 2007; Thapa et al., 2014), carbon ﬁber (Fukai et al., 2000; Wu and Chou, 2012),
or activated carbon (Tamainot-Telto and Critoph, 2001; L. W. Wang et al., 2012; Ye et al., 2013)
to improve the heat and mass transfer performance of the composites. The host/carrier matrix
fulfils different functions: it defines the stability, the shape and the size of the material, which
can be specially adapted for the application (van Helden and Hauer, 2013b). The use of
composite materials as well as the reactor design has been found to considerably improve the
heat and mass transfer within thermochemical processes, though the use of a host matrix
strongly affects the sorption equilibrium of the salt with the sorbate (Gordeeva et al., 2013). So a
compromise has to be found when performing synthesis of composites.
Azoumah et al. showed that an optimum value can be obtained by playing on the bulk density
(Azoumah et al., 2004). Porosity of the composite or the bed is also an optimum parameter to
overcome the heat and mass transfer issue (Dawoud and Aristov, 2003). The previous both
authors show that water vapour sorption in the composite is quicker (reducing the hydration
time) than in pure salt due to the host sorption properties. The composite materials are obtained
using different methods: mixture based salts (Rammelberg et al., 2013) and minerals (Druske et
al., 2013), salt impregnation or a mixing/impregnation and consolidation (Wang et al., 2009),
synthesizing (Gordeeva et al., 1999).
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2.3. THERMAL MANAGEMENT AND CHEMICAL REACTION IN HEAT STORAGE SYSTEMS
Thermochemical heat storage system based on the heat of reversible reactions between a
solid and a gas allows efficient energy management. The first results of laboratory research, the
performance of early prototypes and the versatility of their uses promise significant
developments. However, the knowledge and understanding of transport phenomena, the nature
of the media exchange is not yet complete. General literature (Azoumah et al., 2004; Ghommem
et al., 2011; Ishitobi et al., 2013; Lahmidi et al., 2006; Lu et al., 1996; Mazet et al., 1991; Neveu et
al., 2013) on the study of solid-gas reaction media revealed a great interest of research:
mastering and transport optimisation via the use of a solid-gas reaction to store energy and
recover it through the reaction enthalpy. This implies heat and mass exchange in the system, as
it is related to transport phenomena.
Whether the chosen process (chemical or/and sorption) or the sorbent material state (liquid
or solid), researchers and engineers face the heat and mass transfer issues at different scales:
the material itself, the reactor and the whole system. In general and especially in a solid-gas
thermochemical system, the solid is under porous media. Because, its structure will receive or
reject a gas in order to fulfil the thermochemical reaction. As a first requirement, the solid
should possess a higher energy density, since this is well reduced when putting together with all
the reactor components (observation from Table 2.5). Among others, the material density is
another requirement which needs to be high. Unfortunately, when the material desnity is high,
porosity is reduced and favours mass transfer limitation for the thermochemical reaction. Heat
transfer can laso be the transfer limitation since heat exchanged involves different phenomena
depending on operating conditions. The presence of heat exchanger in the reactor, which
represents thermal mass, thermal contact, can be a heat transfer limitation. The fact that the gas
is pure (water vapour) or mixed (air), the material configuration (size, particle size of the solid,
presence of the binder, compaction, texture, etc.) are among many things that influence heat and
mass transfer and must be therefore handled in order to optimise the transport phenomena. In
the following a short bibliography is given at the material or reactive bed level.

2.3.1. HEAT TRANSFER IN THE MATERIAL/REACTIVE BED PROCESS
A porous material is a body consisting of a solid matrix having pores with irregular shape,
different size and random distribution that are ﬁlled with one or more ﬂuids. Usually, some
pores are interconnected and another disconnected. The interconnection of the pores allows the
heat and mass transfer and ﬂuid ﬂow through itself that is accompanied with heat transfer into
the solid matrix (Delgado, 2012). Depending on the physical problem, the following phenomena
may mainly occur between the phases into the solid at the pore and bed level: heat transfer by
convection, diffusion (conduction) and radiation. As already mentioned, the fluid for synthesis
reaction here is the water vapour. Water vapour (no air) is the reactive gas and the salt hydrate
the reactive solid. Both are considered as pseudo-homogeneous media at the same temperature
and only the solid heat capacity will be assumed in the energy balance.
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Figure 2.14: Schematic description from the packed bed to the solid matrix where process
(sorption and chemical reaction) is performed (adapted from (Delgado, 2012) and (Duval et al.,
2004)). g: gas; l: liquid; s: solid.
Olives et al. (Olives and Mauran, 2001) showed that the thermal radiation is neglected since the
working temperature range of a thermochemical heat storage system is between 10 °C and 90
°C. Michel (Michel, 2012) mentioned in his thesis that, for a system with water vapour, the
prevailing heat transfer is the conduction (convection is very small to be considered, hence
neglected). Therefore, heat in a porous medium with water vapour is transferred by conduction
according to Fourier’s law. One of the heat transport problems in the reactive bed or material
lies in the fluid phases, there is always non-condensable water which remains at the pore-level
(Figure 2.14). This has been confirmed on silica gel for a specific pore (2-50 mm) (G. Zhang et al.,
2014). That is why the introduction of the local-equilibrium (will be developed later) is one
important assumption to reduce the complexity of the model development (avoiding three
phases problem) to understand and/or optimise the lab-scale experiments.
The mastering of problems of heat transfer (and mass transfer) in these porous reactants bed
or material is done through mathematical models knowledge. Three approach levels can be
considered to achieve these models as raised decades ago by (Ajzoul, 1993): molecular,
microscopic and macroscopic. The molecular approach has no practical value, because it is
difficult to describe the movement of molecules, properly. The microscopic approach allows
developing the general equations of transfers, but at this level of analysis, it is impossible to set
the boundaries conditions of these equations. However, the results obtained in this approach are
the starting point for the macroscopic approach, which allows to achieve the desired model.
Then, resolution of the model equations is then possible after the introduction of simplifying
assumptions that experiments can justify. This is the adopted strategy in this thesis to go
forward on thermal management of the TESS.
Here, important points to mention in thermal management are the thermal properties related
to heat transfer such as thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of the material (defining
the suitability of a material for TESS). The storage capacity need to be known and the thermal
conductivity imposes charging and discharging rates and affects the complexity and cost of the
heat exchanger design (Maru et al., 1976). Therefore these properties will be determined in
chapter 4, and in the chapter 3 the adopted model for theoretical effective (accounting for bed
porosity) thermal conductivity will be presented (actually, reminded).
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2.3.2. MASS TRANSFER IN THE MATERIAL/REACTIVE BED PROCESS
In the storage and release of energy process, two main phenomena are involved: chemical
reaction and sorption. During desorption/dehydration or sorption/hydration, mass transfers of
gas-solid phase occur in different ways according to many parameters. For example, in a fixedbed sorption, the concentration of the gas phase and of the solid phase change with time as well
as with position in the bed. Most of the time, mass transfer takes place near the inlet of the bed,
where the gas contacts immediately the sorbent. If the solid contains no solute at the start, the
concentration of the gas drops exponentially with distance essentially to zero before the end of
the bed is reached. After some time, the solid situated at the inlet becomes slightly saturated,
and most of the mass transfer takes place farther from the inlet (Benitez, 2009). In short, this
explains the reaction front procedure and highlights how mass transfer can be limited.
In his thesis, Michel (Michel, 2012) principally studied mass transfer as a limiting factor for
thermal efficiency by using modelling approach and experiments with the focus on the
permeability of the salt hydrate. In fact the permeability (Sun et al., 1995) is one of the most
important parameters to study mass transfer (diffusion, transport) by accounting to the material
(salt hydrate) structure (texture, tortuosity, porosity, vapour flow regime, etc.). Hence the use of
correlations in modelling is mandatory. (Mauran et al., 2001) used such a permeability
correlation in his work, showing the porosity effect on the gas flow.
The diffusion of gases through consolidated media is viewed as a three-step process: (1) At a
high-pressure interface, gas dissolves or condenses in the solid matrix. (2) Following dissolution
or condensation, gas diffuses along a solid-phase concentration gradient in accordance with
Fick’s law to the low-pressure interface. (3) On arrival at the low-pressure gas - solid boundary,
the dissolved gas is desorbed or released to the gaseous medium.
One important feature of chemical and sorption processes is the strong relation between
mass and heat transfer characteristics. Low temperature boots the sorption/hydration while
high temperature promotes desorption/dehydration (called adsorbent regeneration).
Thermochemical reactors are characterised by a strong coupling between kinetics and thermal
transfers. Anyway, simultaneous heat and mass transfer occur in a natural way whenever the
transport of mass is accompanied by the evolution or consumption of heat. As an example of
strong dependence, the way to fill the salt in the reactor bed, may have a profound impact on
thermal performances of the system (Mauran et al., 1993). The resistance at the salt surface
(Figure 2.15) is a limiting factor. In a heat exchanger, the number of plates and distance between
them, can be limited. Numerical studies help to determine with configuration could be of
interest. The knowledge at which reaction rate the mass transfer occurs is a hint of starting
overcoming thermal transfers limitations in the system (Sieres and Fernández-Seara, 2007). In
the following chapters 3 and 5, numerical studies are performed to attempt understanding of
such phenomena and optimise them as possible as it can.
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Figure 2.15: Mass transfer mechanisms in salt hydrates with porosity (adapted from (Duquesne,
2013)).

2.3.3. REACTION/SORPTION KINETICS
Reaction kinetics refers to chemical reaction mechanism and its evolution in terms of
reaction rate (meaning the changes in concentration of reactants and products with time),
reaction advancement/conversion. Reaction kinetics deals to a large extent with the factors
which influence the reaction velocity. Those effects are concentration, temperature, reaction
order, phase and surface area, solvents and catalysts. In this thesis solvent and catalyst effects
will not be evocated or taken into consideration. One of the important reasons of studying
chemical reaction rate is for practical reasons. The aim is to determine at which rate the solidgas reaction approaches the equilibrium state. Due to the complexity (Frost and Pearson, 1961)
of chemical phenomena (every elementary reactions has its own reaction mechanism), Asperger
(Asperger, 2003) affirmed that complete knowledge of a reaction mechanism is rarely attained.
Most of the time, modelling based on experimental data helps for rate determination. Another
way of studying kinetics is through reaction advancement, which characterises the rate of the
reacted salt during the decomposition or synthesis to the total salt hydrate (initial salt state).
Several models concerning the sorption kinetics have been developed over the past decades
such as linear drive force (LDF), solid diffusion and equilibrium models (Chahbani et al., 2002;
Ilis et al., 2010). These previous authors compared the three models. From their analysis, the
equilibrium model uses the assumption where mass transfer is not a limiting factor due the
slowness of intra-particles diffusion through micro- and macropores. It is however
recommended when pore-diffusion are higher. The solid diffusion model has been extensively
used (Chan et al., 1981; Inaba et al., 2004; Yong and Sumathy, 2002) and is the more accurate,
but more cumbrous one. Concerning the LDF model (Sircar and Hufton, 2000), it is derived from
the solid diffusion model adopting a simplifying mathematical assumption and this latter model
tends to underevaluate the system performances as demonstrated by (Chahbani et al., 2002).
Figure 2.16 (a) shows that an instantaneous equilibrium model is preferred for a low-pressure
system. Concerning that pressure, it does not increase much. Figure 2.16 (b) reveals an
overestimation when using the equilibrium model, leading to an surestimation of system
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performance. However results are acceptable over a long time process and recommended for
chemical processes having an adsorbate dimensionless concentration below 0.2.

Figure 2.16: Dynamic comparison of (a) bed pressure (Chahbani et al., 2002) and (b) adsorbate
concentration on the process time (Ilis et al., 2010).
On thermochemical kinetics, a phenomenological modelling requires good knowledge of the
structure of the mixture and especially the mechanisms of ab/adsorption and desorption
together with chemical reaction. This knowledge is still imperfect and insufficient to build a
sufficiently representative model of the phenomenon. As ideal is only hypothetic, a semiempirical law identified from measurements performed on a calorimeter combined to the
equilibrium model is proposed. The equilibrium model has been chosen among the above
reasons for thermochemical and sorption processes due to the low energy source needed such
as solar energy (Duquesne, 2013) or micro-cogeneration. This model seems sufficient to
describe the sorption kinetics. In the following chapter 3, the model is developed.

2.4. CONCLUSION OF THE CHAPTER
This chapter reviews the technology concept around the thermal energy storage systems. It
allows drawing up an inventory of different storage systems, highlighting the thermochemical
system as the better one. The idea of coupling or integrating thermal energy storage systems
with existing power and/or thermal systems is not new and has proved an effective feasibility
through different studies. This concerns mainly the latent and sensible energy storage. The first
part of the chapter gave some detailed and practical examples. However, the idea of coupling
thermochemical energy storage systems due to their high energy storage density with a
combined heating and power system is rather new and challenging. How a reactor should be
designed has been covered, showing why an integrated and closed (favoured vapour transport
into the bed) reactor is preferred, although technical handling may offer more complexity (heat
exchanger) and techmological constraints (vacuum control).
From a flourished literature on material selection, each of the researchers or
institutes/universities have defined what they found as best thermochemical material for their
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application. It appears that the strontium bromide has particularly drawn attraction due to the
fact, it can reach or be closed to the target of the project: high prototype energy density of 80
kW·m-3 if possible, compatible charging temperature from the micro-CHP heat loss,
environmentally safe, discharging temperature of 50 °C sufficient for heating and DHW. It can be
for the moment, the best material for the low-temperature THSS. However, like most of pure
salt, it presents kinetic issues leading to low system power. So composites are developed with
larger surface in which chemical reaction can proceed and may overcome this issue. Hence, a
high amount of heat release via the combined phenomena of sorption and chemical reaction.
The review also reveals the well-known heat and mass transfer issue into the reactive bed
and in the whole system. It is mandatory to understand these coupled phenomena and
characterise them, at least the main parameters. Numerical studies are used to bring some
responses and solutions to that issue. Pinel et al. found that numerical studies on heat and mass
transfer are very basis and do not try to be more real (such as 3D or 2D per example), but
instead of that, too many assumptions are drawn to replace the reality of such system (Pinel et
al., 2011). An emphasis is placed on heat transport, mass transport and kinetic in order to
described the involved phenomena so that it will be modelled in the next chapter. For these
transport/transfer phenomena, thermal conductivity, permeability and reaction advancement
describe or represent them completely well. The next chapter will therefore present numerical
modelling of the reactive bed under pure water vapour in the close system, after a brief
description of the practical system.
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Table 2.5. Suitable thermochemical materials for household applications at low temperature (from (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014b)).
Hydrated salt
Al2(SO4)3·18H2O
CaBr2·4H2O
Ce(SO4)2·4H2O
K2CO3·1.5H2O
LaCl3·7H2O
La(NO3)3·4H2O
Dehydrated salt
Al2(SO4)3·8.5H2O
CaBr2·3H2O
Ce(SO4)2·2H2O
K2CO3·0.8H2O
LaCl3·H2O
La(NO3)3·1.5H2O
Tmelting [°C]
88
80-110
180
> 80
91
86-95
ds [t·m-3]
1.69
2.2
3.91
2.15
2.223
2.459
N
9.5
1
2
0.7
6
2.5
ΔHr [kJ·mol-1]
526.8
59.7
58.0*
44.6
355.5
158.6
-1
ΔHr,m [kWh·kg ]
0.220
0.061
0.040
0.075
0.266
0.111
ΔHr,V [kWh·m-3]
371
134
156
161
591
273
-1
ΔHlean [kJ·mol ]
103.1
15.1
13.4
88.0
47.1
ΔHlean,V [kWh·m-3]
73
34
48
146
81
η [%]
19.6
25.3
30.0
24.7
29.7
-3
ΔHr,V* [kWh·m ]
259
117
138
359
213
ΔHlean,V* [kWh·m-3]
51
30
41
89
63
Hydrated salt
LiCl·H2O
MgCl2·6H2O
MgSO4·6H2O
Na2S2O3·2H2O
SrBr2·6H2O
SrCl2·2H2O
Dehydrated salt
LiCl
MgCl2·4.7H2O
MgSO4·2H2O a
Na2S2O3
SrBr2·H2O
SrCl2·H2O
a
Tmelting [°C]
99
117-118
88.5-93
88
100
d [t·m-3]
1.7
1.569
2.04
1.69 b
2.386
2.672
N
1
1.3
4
2
5
1
ΔHr [kJ·mol-1]
62.2
71.5
225.1
110.3
337.0
59.0
-1
ΔHr,m [kWh·kg ]
0.286
0.098
0.274
0.158
0.263
0.061
ΔHr,V [kWh·m-3]
486
153
558
267
628
164
-1
ΔHlean [kJ·mol ]
17.6
13.5
46.8
21.2
114.0
14.4
ΔHlean,V [kWh·m-3]
137
29
116
51
213
40
η [%]
28.3
18.9
20.8
19.2
33.8
24.4
ΔHr,V* [kWh·m-3]
322
130
340
203
392
139
-3
ΔHlean,V* [kWh·m ]
91
25
71
39
133
34
a The MgSO ·2H O is metastable according to (Grevel and Majzlan, 2009). 88.5-93 °C correspond to the phase transition point for crystalline
4
2
modification of the MgSO4·6H2O (Kandiner, 1970). b This is the density of the Na2S2O3·5H2O.
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Table 2.6. Most used thermochemical materials in projects followed with some prototypes.
Material (TCM)

Characteristics

Research level

SrBr2·6H2O ↔ SrBr2·H2O + 5H2O
(Additive: Expanded Natural Graphite
in proportion 6% and 8%)

Charge: 70-80 °C at 4.4 kWh of HX
for 840 min; Discharge: 35 °C at
2.2 kWh of HX for heating and
evaporator at 12 °C, during 1524h. Theoretical energy density:
628 kWh·m-3of salt. Prototype
energy density: 60 kWh·m-3.
Storage capacity: 60 kWh.
Charge: 122-150 °C; Discharge:
30 °C. Theoretical energy density:
0.76-1.5 GJ·m-3 of salt. Total
hydration energy density: 476
kWh·m-3.

Reactor scale,
Numerical scale
and prototype.

Charge: 117 °C; Discharge: 35 °C.
Theoretical energy density: 2.17
GJ·m-3 of MgCl2·2H2O.
Charge: 150 °C; Discharge: 60 °C
at 50 W. Prototype density: 0.5
GJ·m-3. Thermal power: 150 W
after 25h.
Charge: 95 °C; Discharge: 35 °C.
Theoretical energy density: 0.72
GJ/m3 of CaCl2. Prototype energy

MgSO4·7H2O ↔ MgSO4 + 7H2O
(Pure and Zeolite 13X impregnated
with 15wt%)

MgCl2·6H2O ↔ MgCl2·2H2O + 4H2O
MgCl2·6H2O ↔ MgCl2·H2O + 5H2O
CaCl2·2H2O ↔ CaCl2·H2O + H2O

Projects/Institutio
ns
PROMES, CEAINES/LITEN:
SOLUX prototype
170 kg of
SrBr2·H2O.
IEC-Leuphana.

References

Reactor scale,
Numerical scale
(Balasubramanian
et al., 2010) and
prototype.

ECN-Netherlands,
IWT-Bremen,
INSA-Lyon,
BauhausUniversität
Weimar-Germany.

Reactor scale
(labscale
experiment).
Reactor scale,
prototype (17 l of
salt).

ECN-Netherlands,
IEC-Leuphana.
ECN-Netherlands.

(Bales, 2008; C. J.
Ferchaud et al.,
2012; Hongois et al.,
2011; Steiger et al.,
2008; van Essen et
al., 2009a,
2009b)(Posern,
2012)
(C. J. Ferchaud et al.,
2012; Opel et al.,
2011)
(Zondag et al., 2013)

Reactor scale,
(theoretical study).

SOLAUTARK
project (BEMSLiège, Belgium)

(Courbon et al.,
2011; Hennaut et al.,
2014)
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(Lahmidi et al., 2006;
Mauran et al., 2008;
Tanguy et al.,
2010)(Marias et al.,
2014)

density: 60 kWh·m-3 (40 m3).
Na2S·5H2O ↔ Na2S·1.5H2O + 3.5H2O
Charge: 72-83 °C and at 180 °C at
(ECN)
2.5 kW; Discharge: 35 °C at 0.7 –
1.5 kW for 4.6 h. Theoretical
Na2S·5H2O ↔ Na2S·1H2O + 4H2O (MCES energy density: 2.8 GJ·m-3 of
Project)
Na2S·5H2O. Experimental energy
density: 780 kWh·m-3 of
Na2S∙5H2O. Storage energy
density: 990 kWh·m-3.
Al2(SO4)3·18H2O ↔ Al2(SO4)3·5H2O +
Charge: 150 °C; Discharge with
13H2O
temperature lift at a variation of
9.8 °C, reactor and evaporator
both at 25.1 °C.
KAl(SO4)2·12H2O ↔ Al2(SO4)3·3H2O +
Charge: 60 °C during 18 h;
9H2O
Discharge: 15 °C during 81 h.
Experimental energy density:
0.86 GJ·m-3 of KAl(SO4)2·3H2O.
All those performances stand for the heating only.

Reactor scale,
SWEAT-prototype
(3 kg of salt).

ECN-Netherlands.
Chiang University,
MCES Project)

(Boer et al., 2006,
2004; De Boer et al.,
2002)
(Wongsuwan, 2004)

Reactor scale (40 g
of salt).

ECN-Netherlands.

(van Essen et al.,
2009a)

Reactor scale,
prototype (25 kg of
KAl(SO4)2·12H2O).

PROMES, CEAINES-project
(ANR-08-STOCKE-04 ESSI).

(Marias et al., 2014)
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3.1. DIFFERENT TYPES OF CHEMICAL REACTORS
In thermal and chemical engineering, chemical reactors are designed vessels where chemical
reactions can take place. The design of a chemical reactor deals with multiple aspects of
chemical engineering. Chemical engineers design reactors to maximize net present value for the
given reaction. Designers ensure that the reaction proceeds with the highest efficiency towards
the desired output product, producing the highest yield of product while requiring the least
amount of money to purchase and operate. Normal operating expenses include energy input,
energy removal, raw material costs, labor stuffs, etc.
Energy changes can come in the form of heating or cooling, pumping to increase or reduce
pressure (under vacuum), frictional pressure loss (such as pressure drop across a 90 °C elbow
or an orifice plate), agitation, etc. As described in the previous chapter, the reaction involves
hydration and dehydration always followed by thermal exchanges, so the selected reactor
should correspond to that need. The number of types of reactors in this field of application is not
very large; we denote the packed or fixed bed and the fluidized bed reactors. Small benchtop
reactor designs are intended for use in labs (McMahon and Wallace, 2003), for example, while
large tanks can be used to synthetise chemicals on an industrial scale. The design also includes a
variety of features which can be used to control conditions inside the reactor such as evapocondenser. A quick review on reactor type is described in the following paragraphs. The
advantages and disadvantages (Table 3.1) are highlighted, so that a selective comparison
becomes easier.
In thermochemical processing, a fixed bed is a hollow tube, pipe, or other vessel that is filled
with a packing material. The packing can be randomly filled with small objects or else it can be a
specifically designed structured packing. Fixed beds may also contain adsorbents such as
powders, pellets, granular activated carbon, etc. forming a system of solid particles in contact,
surrounded by a fluid (gas or liquid) phase. Therefore it is called packed bed reactor. This type
of reactor has a high reaction conversion per unit of mass conversion, low operating cost and is
known as a continuous operation. However, an undesired thermal gradient may exist in the
reactor, the temperature control is poor, channelling may occur, and units may be difficult to
maintain and to clean.
Several aspects of fluidized beds are not yet fully understood and therefore a lot of research is
dedicated to these reactors (Froment et al., 2011). A fluidized bed reactor is a type of reactor
device that can be used to carry out a variety of multiphase chemical reactions. In this type of
reactor, a fluid (gas or liquid) is passed through a granular solid material (usually a catalyst
possibly shaped as tiny spheres) at high enough velocities to suspend the solid and cause it to
behave as though it were a fluid. The solid substrate material in the fluidized bed reactor is typically supported by a porous plate, known as a distributor. The fluid is then forced through the
distributor up through the solid material. At lower fluid velocities, the solids remain in place as
the fluid passes through the voids in the material. In this state (lower fluid velocity), it is known
as a packed bed reactor. Anyway, from the comparison in Table 3.1, it comes out that the packed
bed reactor should be the best for our application since the focus is on characteristics such as
good salt conversion, efficient process, low particle attrition or grinding (Zhang et al., 2014) and
reactor compactness. In addition, this reactor type has been widely used in thermal engineering
with proof-efficiency (Cascetta et al., 2014; Ishitobi et al., 2013; Kato, 2007; Kato et al., 2000;
Wen and Ding, 2006; Zondag et al., 2013).
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Table 3.1. Comparison between possible reactors for solid-gas thermochemical energy storage.
Reactor type

Variance

Packed or
fixed bed

Fluidized bed

Inconvenient

References

Packed or fixed bed - High effectiveness and low pressure
reactor
drop. Easier for modelling.
- Efficient thermal behaviour and
enhance the solid conversion.
- Large amount of heat transfer surface can be contained in a small volume.

- Agglomeration or sintering.
- Low heat and mass transfer.
- Undesired thermal gradients.
- Channelling and difficulty of cleaning.
- Non-uniformity in bed temperature.

(Cascetta
et
al.,
2014; Elsarrag et al.,
2005; Oró et al.,
2013; S. Zhang et al.,
2014)

Plug flow reactor

- Good for irreversible reactions in
first or two order reaction.
- Idealistic contact behaviour between the gas and the solid can be
achieved.
- Long-term stable operation.

-Continuous flowing requiring constant
additional power. Particle attrition.
- For most chemical reactions, it is impossible for the reaction to proceed to 100%
completion or conversion.
- Materials erosion.

(Pardo et al., 2014a;
S. Zhang et al., 2014)

Extruder reactor

- Transports the material and
additionally causes stirring, thereby
improving vapour and heat
transport.
- Minimum effective heat transfer to
the wall of about 300 W∙m-2∙K-1.

- Risk of the material sticking to the screw.
- Uniformity of the bed temperature

(Zondag et al., 2008)

- Special provisions are required for the
vapour transport and there is some risk of
the material sticking to the heat exchanger
plates.
- Need of active means to transport the
material to the top of the reactor.

(Zondag et al., 2008)

A“gravity-assisted” bulk
flow reactor

Advantage

- Material flows by means of gravity
along a number of vertical plate heat
exchangers. High heat transfer.
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After selecting the reactor type, another issue is its geometry of this latter. Here, applied
process involves thermal (heat and mass) exchanges, heat exchanger and diffuser. How would
the reactor be designed (cylindrical or parallelepiped geometry)? Answering this question is not
in the scope of this thesis. However, there is a reactor geometry impact on heat and mass
transfer and hence on system power (Azoumah, 2005). Several authors (Azoumah et al., 2007;
Bejan, 1998; Neveu et al., 2013) worked on parallelepiped geometry using constructal approach
and form optimisation based on entropy production without accounting for cylindrical geometry
which is widely used. Azoumah (Azoumah, 2005) raised that pertinent question: why a
preferred use of cylindrical reactor for such an application? He proposed a criterion for future
optimisation study to later compare with the parallelepiped geometry in order to justify this
choice made by many researchers and engineers. The present choice made for the reactor is the
cylindrical one due to the ease of designing and the integrated heat exchanger and its shape.

3.2. STORAGE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The thermal energy storage research in the project “Thermal Battery” at the Institute for
Sustainable and Environmental Chemistry focused on a compact and close thermochemical
system (Figure 3.1). In the dehydration or desorption mode, the thermochemical material (TCM)
was energetically being charged. In this mode, the principle was as follows: desorption heat
came from the Unistat, representing here the connected system to the heat loss of the microCHP. A by-pass was used in order to obtain the required temperature of the fluid for
decomposition before opening the valve at the inlet of the heat exchanger and the sufficient heat
provided by the heating fluid (here the thermo-oil) is then transported in the bed through heat
exchanger (
). This setup simulates the required heat recovered from the
micro-CHP. Subsequently, the decomposition reaction in term of kinetic, mass and heat will be
analysed. According to Le Chatelier’s principle in the thermal decomposition, increasing the
temperature shifts the process toward water vapour formation and an increase of the vapour
pressure. The gases formed during this process were carried away through the pipe at the
bottom of the reactor and condensed to liquid water in the evapo-condenser. The condenser was
then set at the thermodynamic condition as shown in Figure 3.2. The condensation of the water
shifted the equilibrium toward formation of the less hydrated or the anhydrous salt. The gas
transport was improved by the vacuum generated in the evapo-condenser, because of the lower
resistance compared to normal pressure where additional gas molecules are hindering the
vapour transport. The water released from the salt was then stored in the tank or evapocondenser and will be re-used during the hydration or discharging mode. - In the hydration
or/and ab-/ad- sorption mode, the water in the evapo-condenser was evaporated at 10 °C which
corresponded to a pressure of around 1230 Pa (12.3 mbar) according to the equilibrium curve.
Since there was a vacuum in the reactor, the pressure difference and the hygroscopic character
of the salt favoured the vapour flow into the salt bed for a synthesis reaction. The water vapour
(reactive gas) entered from the bottom and flowed to the bed, and the exothermic reaction of
hydration proceeds with a higher heat release, removing the previous stored heat plus the
sensible heat. That released heat at an output temperature of 52 °C is transferred to the heat
transfer fluid (
) for purpose such as DHW and space heating.
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Figure 3.1: (a) The corresponding 2D schematic system with honeycomb heat exchanger and (b)
the experimental lab-scale thermochemical energy storage system.
A storage system description also implies thermodynamic from the material side which is the
heart of the system. The reactive couple SrBr2/(1-6)H2O had already been theoretically and
experimentally performed with success in previous works (Lahmidi et al., 2006; Mauran et al.,
2008; Michel et al., 2014a). Its ideal energy storage density was very high: 628 kWh·m-3
(referring to the bulk density of 2390 kg·m-3 and the molar mass of non-porous hydrated salt of
0.3555 kg·mol-1) but could be 400 kWh·m-3 with additional components in a prototype (Michel
et al., 2014a). As for example, a micro-CHP delivering heat loss in the range of 80 - 90 °C is
sufficient to insure the complete dehydration from the hexahydrate to the monohydrate without
incongruent dissolution of water vapour in the solid phase, as the solubility curve shows in
Figure 3.2. The solubility line informs about the approximate limit of saturated solution of the
SrBr2∙6H2O. An evaporator pressure above 12 mbar (~10 °C) was required to reach around 50
°C output in the reactor, direct use for desired application. Note that in those conditions, the
energy required to afford 10 °C at the evaporator can be done with geothermal source energy.
The retained solid-gas thermochemical reaction in the system related to the two following
monovariant equilibriums:

(3.1)

(3.2)

with
kJ·kg-1 H2O (at 10 °C) the enthalpy of evaporation and
H2O, the reaction enthalpy.

kJ·kg-1
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The heat loss from the micro-CHP is stored and then released via a heat exchanger which
needed to be investigated in order to use the efficient one in terms of conversion rate, output
temperature, heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop, and handling (cleaning, material change,
cycle effect). Three types of integrated heat exchanger in cylindrical reactor are most used in
thermal engineering: the helical coil, the plate-fin and the honeycomb. Numerical investigations
were performed to select between these heat exchangers, the efficient one in terms of good
thermal performances and handling.

Figure 3.2: Equilibrium curve and thermodynamics of the SrBr2·6H2O for direct heating supply
application (Wagman et al., 1982).

3.3. HEAT EXCHANGER INVESTIGATIONS
A decade ago, it has been shown that helical coil and plate-fin heat exchanger increase the
heat transfer coefficient and that the temperature rise of the fluid for a helically coiled exchanger
depends on the tube geometry and the flow rate (Prabhanjan et al., 2002). A honeycomb
exchanger exhibits a high storage capacity and wall thermal conductivity (Luo et al., 2014). So, to
develop a long or short term thermochemical heat storage using solid-gas reaction, just like the
development of thermal energy storage systems, a heat exchanger is an absolute requirement,
especially in closed processes. In that field of thermal energy storage, various research projects
(Li et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2014; Schaube et al., 2011) where different heat exchangers were used,
recommend that, the heat exchanger should be as compact as possible. Compact, because of
large area density which leads to a high heat transfer surface per volume. For compact heat
exchangers (CHEs), the ratio of heat transfer surface to heat exchange volume, was determined
to be over 700 m2∙m-3 (Luo, 2013). This large area density indicated small hydraulic diameter for
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fluid flow and lead to high heat transfer coefficient (Li et al., 2011). A good heat exchanger
performance includes small temperature differences across the heat exchanger to maximize the
heat transfer coefficient. The heat exchanger therefore has to be designed in a compact way
(heat exchange surface-to-mass ration, small volume, allowing good vapour transport), but also
has to work with a high heat transfer coefficient (Li et al., 2011). That is the reason the focus was
on these three heat exchangers. Helical coil tubes and plate-fin are feasible passive enhancement
methods of compact heat exchanger. No identified experimental work or detailed modelling
using a helical coil tube as heat exchanger in gas-solid thermochemical heat storage process has
been yet found in the literature, except in condenser/evaporator and hydrogen storage
applications where interaction was involved (Raju and Kumar, 2010). However plate fins were
quite broadly used due to their large heat transfer surface area (Jacobi and Shah, 1995; Li et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2010). The honeycomb heat exchanger was also widely used but in high
temperature application (Cadavid et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2013). The attempt in low
temperature application is presented here.

3.3.1. NUMERICAL DESIGN AND MODELLING
The three heat exchangers were 3D-modeled and numerically solved using the commercial
software Comsol Multiphysics 4.3b© (Figure 3.3). The focus was only on the charging process
(decomposition) because of heat amount exchanged in this phase, meaning dehydration step, in
order to evaluate the thermal performances. The model construction was based on real values
(Appendices - A1) as it was designed by the manufacturer. The investigations on each heat
exchanger were proceeded with the strontium bromide hexahydrate. As a notice, the heat
exchangers here were indirect contact type (heat transfer fluid and the solid are separated by a
wall), meaning a higher global heat transfer coefficient, a large interfacial area virtually free.
They can be modified within a certain range, the risk of corrosion and furring up, a low pressure
drop, the disappearance of differential expansion and a potential reduction in capital cost due to
the simplicity of the exchanger (Techniques de l’ingénieur, 1999).

The numerical method used here tried to improve the accuracy of the calculation by
decomposing the physical phenomena involved and took into account the nature of the flow. It
was based on the logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD). Many criteria were
considered in heat exchanger design but thermal power was the most important, although for a
definitive choice other parameters like pressure drop, thermal mass, cluttering or clogging had
to be taken into account. Basically, the thermal power is strongly linked to the overall heat
transfer, so in order to evaluate it for each exchanger, mathematic modelling had to be set.
For calculation purposes, heat exchangers presented in Figure 3.3 were inserted in a
cylindrical reactor. The bed was considered immobile and the initial bed pressure was assumed
to be constant through the bed and equal to pressure imposed at the inlet of the bed. The heat
capacities were assumed constants due to their small temperature variation. The gas phase
(vapour released) and the bed temperature were assumed to be identical since the temperature
difference was small to have a significant influence and it is an adiabatic system. The radiative
heat transfer and the work done by pressure changes were not taken into account here because
of the minor effect under vacuum and relatively low temperature.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the three investigated heat exchanger types: (a) helical coil, (b) plate-fin
and (c) honeycomb.

The tube side heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be constant, and was evaluated base on
the heating flow rate. Also thermal resistance of walls was neglected due to the fact that model
idealize the contact heat exchanger/material bed. Most of these previous assumptions also
found their justification to the fact that we performed a stationary study. This choice is for a
rough comparative study and time-saving for rapid selection. In fact, stationary study in heat
transfer was mostly used to compute the temperature field at thermal equilibrium.
As already mentioned, this study focused only on charging phase. The heat from the heat
transfer fluid (HTF) was supplied to the material bed via conduction (convection is not neglected
even though the conducted wall is a metal) and leaved the latter via advection (water vapour)
after the phase change of water (inside the material) from liquid to gas leading to a small
pressure drop in the reactor. The energy source in the bed (
) is the stored energy from
the micro-CHP (
) plus the generated sensible heat (
). The stationary energy balance in
the bed and in the fluid can be respectively written by the following equation:

(3.3)

Where

and

(3.4)
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Adiabatic conditions were assumed at the outer surface of the cylindrical shell. Convective heat
was applied at the surface of the heat
transfer boundary condition
exchanger which was in contact with the bed. The flow inside a heat exchanger always
undergoes pressure drop in different ways such as contraction or expansion (Cadavid et al.,
2013). Which is expressed by the so called Forchheimer-Darcy equation for the heat transfer
fluid:

(3.5)

The pressure drop across a hexagonal duct (Appendix – A1-3) of length
(height of the honeycomb element) had been numerically obtained by Yutaka et al. (Yutaka et al., 1988) as follows:
(3.6)

where the small entrance/outlet effects have been ignored and
is the friction
factor developed for Darcy flow type. Eq. (3.6) was valid for a honeycomb heat sink of length
where the average vapour velocity was linked to the free stream velocity
as follows:

(3.7)

Since the heat exchanged involves a solid and a fluid, the heat exchanger analysis is not common
as usual. In Figure 3.4 (the heat exchanged analysis), the operation of a fluid-solid heat
exchanger is presented along with the electrical analogy in order to determine the equation
parameters. It can be seen that the heat is transferred in three processes as follows:

-

Convective heat transfer from the fluid to the inner wall of the tube,
Conductive heat transfer through the tube wall itself,
Conductive heat transfer from the outer tube wall to the bed, the vapour is then released
and heat stored in the bed.

As the system is adiabatic, these heats are equal between them. Using an electrical analogy like
the Ohm law, the different thermal resistances can be determined as follows (Legay, 2012):

;

;

(3.8)
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Figure 3.4: Operation principle of a fluid-solid heat exchanger with simplifications and analogies.
As the analogy shows a series disposition, the total thermal resistance is directly the sum of each
thermal resistance. This addition highlights the overall heat transfer coefficient as follows:

(3.9)

The overall heat transfer coefﬁcient, , was directly calculated from the temperature data and
the ﬂow rates (Jamshidi et al., 2013) or the total heat transferred during the charging using the
following equations, where
(m2) is the total heat transfer surface of coiled tube, plate fin or
honeycomb, is the heat transfer rate (thermal power) and
is the log mean temperature
difference, based on inlet temperature difference,
, and the outlet temperature difference,
, using the following equation:

with

(3.10)

In this case of solid-gas heat transfer, which differs from co-flow and counter flow systems, the
used temperature in the solid is an average at different positions of the solid.

3.3.2. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION RESULTS
The material bed initially at 20 °C was heated up to 100 °C corresponding to the temperature
supply by heat losses from the micro-CHP. This variation was in agreement with the
temperature need to charge the heat storage system since the salt bed required around 88 °C to
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be charged. The waste energy for charging can be also supplied from other sources like solar
collector, electricity losses, and extra wind energy production. Figure 3.5 exhibits the
temperature distribution of a layer between the tube or the plate and the bed, along the z-axis
for the three heat exchangers. It can be seen that the honeycomb heat exchanger transfers the
exact heat input to the bed, while the two others show some differences of about 1 °C.
To highlight the temperature that each exchanger exhibits, an arc length is defined in the middle of the bed along the z-axis. Arc length, known as irregular arc segment and also called
rectification of a curve, is the integrated surface element value along an edge. It is a function
given in Comsol Multiphysics, meaning that for a cut line on the geometry, it move along the
contour of the line for a selected direction or axis. Figure 3.6 shows the bed temperature and the
values observed are 89.7 °C, 89.9 °C and 90.3 °C for the helical coil, the plate-fin and the
honeycomb heat exchangers respectively. Temperature fluctuation less than 1 °C which was in
the range of the acceptable thermocouple uncertainty was observed. These fluctuations had no
influence on the results. The plate-fin with 50 plates had a bigger heat transfer surface than of
the helical coil and of honeycomb. The reason of temperature difference could be that the flow is
affected by secondary flow caused by centrifugal forces in the helical coil, which caused a delay
on the heat transfer to the bed. The system with a honeycomb heat exchanger exhibits a higher
temperature variation than one with the helical coil and the plate heat exchanger (see Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.5: Pressure drop (left) and temperature distribution heat transfer fluid (right) of the
layer between the plate/tube and the bed.

The used logarithmic mean temperature method was a sizing tool for characterizing the heat
recovery (Cadavid et al., 2013). In fact, the heat transfer coefficient allowed the evaluation of the
power store in the thermochemical material. To achieve great thermal performances in order to
supply heat for space and DHW, this coefficient should be around 200 W·m -2·K-1 (Rambaud,
2009). The honeycomb exhibited higher heat transfer coefficient despite the lower heat transfer
area. This can be explained by its compactness. Indeed, the area density of the honeycomb structure was about 3876 m2∙m-3 which was much greater than 700 m2∙m-3 the value of the solidliquid heat exchanger (Q. Li et al., 2011). This area density refers to the present Aluminium
honeycomb as a typical micro-cell honeycomb (Lu, 1999). The high value of the area density
favoured a corresponding high volumetric heat transfer power (heat flux density, W·m -3). The
numerical results show that a higher overall heat transfer capacity of three times compared to
the plate-fin or helical coil with the same reactor geometry was obtained. The high value of the
coefficient for the honeycomb heat exchanger represented his good effectiveness and could be
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up to 200 W·m-2·K-1 if the power loss from the micro-CHP is higher than what we used for
calculation.
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Figure 3.6: Bed temperature distribution along an arc length defined in the middle of the bed for
the three heat exchangers: a) the helical coil, b) the plate-fin and c) the honeycomb.

Table 3.2. Parameters for the evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient of heat exchangers.
Helical coil

Plate-fin

Honeycomb

454.2

454.2

454.2

373.15

373.15

373.15

372.05

371.35

371.85

293.15

293.15

293.15

371.2

371.3

372.2

0.49

0.62

0.17

1.1

1.8

1.3

80

80

80

0.85

0.02

0.35

94.12

4000

228.57

17.42

9.64

14.66

53.2

75.9

182.2

The left picture on Figure 3.5 shows the change of pressure drop of the three heat exchangers
at different positions of the layer between the plate/tube and the bed without considering phase
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change of the bed side. According to the theory when charging the salt bed, the pressure
dropped from 100 mbar to around 98 mbar. In Figure 3.5, this is not the case due to the nonconsidering of the phase change in the simulations. This figure also reveals a pressure drop of 4
mbar, 4.4 mbar and 4.1 mbar for honeycomb, plate-fin and helical coil heat exchangers,
respectively. This difference was due to the heat exchanger geometry which strongly affected
the pressure drop in a heat exchanger (Mao et al., 2014). This small pressure drop was in the
acceptable range when looking at the theoretical value from Figure 3.2. However, a high
pressure drop is a negative factor since it needs higher mechanic power as well as constraints on
system accessories such as valves and pumps.
Once the optimal heat exchanger (good heat transfer coefficient and small pressure drop) had
been selected, thermal management modelling of the storage system was performed. This
consisted of heat and mass transfer plus chemical kinetics modelling.

3.4. KINETICS MODELLING
The principal experimental approach to the study of the reaction process involves the
measurement of the rate at which a reaction proceeds and the determination of the dependence
of this reaction rate on the concentrations of the reacting species and on the temperature. Thermal analysis is concerned with thermally stimulated processes, meaning the processes that can
be initiated by a change in temperature. These factors are grouped together in the term reaction
kinetics and the results for a given reaction are formulated in a rate equation which is of the general form:

(3.11)

The quantity
is called the rate constant and is a function only of the temperature if the
term involving the reactant concentrations correctly expresses the rate dependence on
concentration. Thus the experimental information on the reaction process is summarized in the
rate equation by the nature of the concentration function and temperature dependence of the
rate constant.
The use of Eq. (3.11) in computational methods can limit or reduce the quality of the results
in the area of thermal characterization or analysis. The International Confederation for Thermal
Analysis and Calorimetry (ICTAC) mentioned that the ignorance of the pressure dependence can
be the reason since the pressure may had a profound effect on the kinetics of processes, whose
reactants and/or products are gases (Vyazovkin et al., 2011). Numerically, rate constants were
used instead of equilibrium constant. Fortunately, the van’t Hoff’s differential equation helped
determining the reaction equilibrium constant, which was equal to the ratio of forward and
reverse rate constants.
Since kinetics deals with measurement and parameterisation of the process rates, the rate
can be parameterised using three major variables: the temperature T, the chemical conversion
and the pressure . Systematic studies had been performed about the different expressions of
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the kinetic rates (Ajzoul, 1993; Neveu and Castaing-Lasvignottes, 1997) in heterogeneous
kinetics and the global form of that rate can be presented as follows:

(3.12)

The value of the conversion in time-dependence reflects typically the progress of the
overall transformation of a reactant to products, meaning the advancement of the reaction. The
overall transformation in this study involved multiple reaction steps each with specific extent of
conversion. The rate of overall transformation process that involved N subsequent reactions can
be described by the following equation:

(3.13)

Pressure dependence was generally ignored in most kinetic computational methods, but used
in the area of thermal analysis. It was the case of TGA-DSC measurements (Jörimann and Riesen,
2009). According to the ICTAC, for reversible solid-state decomposition, the pressure
dependence of their rate can be presented as:

(3.14)

For reversible solid-gas synthesis, the Institute of Science and Materials Processing at the
University of Perpignan in France worked on that for several decades. Lu et al. (Lu et al., 1996;
Mazet et al., 1991) had shown that the pressure dependence can be expressed as:

(3.15)

Where and
were the partial and equilibrium pressures of the gas product respectively
(here the water vapour). Assuming that mass transfer and chemical reaction are sufficiently
rapid so that equilibrium values of concentrations always exist at prevailing temperature, the
equation linking the equilibrium pressure to the temperature for the decomposition is given by
the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship:

(3.16)
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In the numerical determination of reaction rate, the term
function of the pressure is obtained with water equilibrium curve and the partial water vapour pressure from the ideal gas
equation function of temperature. Using the experimental results of Longuet et al. (Longuet and
Gillard, 2009) based on a generalized expression of the Prout-Tompkins equation mentioned by
the ICTAC; the overall rate of decomposition/synthesis reaction was described as:

(Dehydration)

(3.17)

(Hydration)

(3.18)

where b and c were two constants parameters depending on the experiment,
was the preexponential Arrhenius factor taking into account the kinetic effect,
the Arrhenius activation
energy. The term α represented the extent conversion degree or number of molecules per unit
volume processed at time t, was defined by (Janković et al., 2008) as follows:
(Experiment) and

(Numerical)

(3.19)

Here,
and
were the initial and final mass of the salt hydrate, respectively. Concerning the
kinetic equation for this type of reaction, some authors (Lu et al., 1996; Mazet et al., 1991; Michel
et al., 2014b) had demonstrated that the parameters in the first equation could be taken as b = 1;
c = 0 for the dehydration and b = 0; c = 1 for the hydration.
The salt hydrate mass evolution during the process time can be determined. Eqs. (2.17),
(2.18) were chosen because they fitted better with Avrami-Erfoveev and normal ProutTompkins equation for kinetic description (Longuet et al., 2006) than classical model without
pressure of gaseous product (Vyazovkin, 2002). It took into account the reaction interface
(Huang, 2004; Neveu and Castaing-Lasvignottes, 1997). The above reaction rate is for a constant
heating rate at non-isothermal conditions. Considering the lifetime prediction by the E698
method (Vyazovkin et al., 2011) based on the assumption of the first-order kinetics (Vyazovkin
et al., 2011), the pre-exponential factor can be determined as:

(3.20)
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where , the peak temperature was obtained in the thermal analysis experiment,
was the
activation energy for desorption-the minimum energy a water molecule needs to be desorbed
1.
and β the heating rate

3.5. HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER MODELLING

This section highlights the development of the thermochemical heat storage reactor model at
a macroscopic scale. Thus, the dimensions of the modelled system are assumed large compared
to the size of the thermochemical material (salt hydrate), which allowed to assume the material
bed as a homogeneous porous storage medium described by equivalent characteristics, such as
the heat capacity and the thermal conductivity. Beforehand, the modelling required the
definition of a representative system of the actual reactor storage system. For this reason, a
construction was performed in 3D in order to have all the real aspects. Relevant assumptions
were made to simplify the resolution of the problem, while ensuring their justification and
validity. The expected results aiming to predicting profiles of temperature, pressure and power
of the system will be compared with experimental results for model validation.

3.5.1. HYPOTHESIS AND ASSUMPTIONS
As phases mentioned in the storage system description section, the macroscopic description
of heat transfer in a porous medium subjected to a two-phase ﬂow with phase change is often
investigated by the use of a single temperature equation. One-equation models had been proposed a decade ago based on this assumption (Duval et al., 2004). Here, local thermal
equilibrium meant that the macroscopic temperatures of the three phases (liquid water in the
salt, water vapour the reactive gas and the solid salt itself) were close enough so that a single
temperature was suﬃcient to describe the heat transport process. Duval et al. (Duval et al.,
2004) added that though the assumption of local thermal equilibrium was acceptable in many
cases of unsaturated porous media with liquid–vapour phase change, particularly for most
thermal decomposition processes. The great simplicity of the one-equation model regarding the
eﬀective transport coeﬃcients motivated its use when the particles or pores are small enough,
or when the thermal properties did not diﬀer widely. Olives et al. (Olives and Mauran, 2001)
showed that thermal radiation was neglected since the working temperature range of a
thermochemical heat storage system is between 10 °C and 90 °C. They also showed that, for a
system with water vapour, the prevailing heat transfer was conduction (Michel, 2012).
Therefore, heat in porous medium with water vapour is transferred by conduction according to
Fourier law. Under water vapour system, total pressures were all assumed to be water vapour
pressures.
Mass transfer and chemical reaction are assumed sufficiently rapid so that equilibrium values
of concentrations always exist at prevailing temperature, so that the equation linking the
equilibrium pressure to the temperature for the decomposition is given by Clausius-Clapeyron
equation. In the synthesis, mass transfer can be of Knudsen, Darcy or inertial flow type since it
depends on vapour pressure and velocity of this latter in the porous media. In this case, the fluid
flows through a bed of approximately spherical particles with constant porosity. Water vapour is
considered as an ideal gas, due to the low concentration and partial pressure.

1

This parameter is often given in pressure versus temperature desorption curves analysis.
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3.5.2. GEOMETRY DESIGN
Here, the 3D model consisted of a cylindrical reactor in which a honeycomb heat exchanger
was inserted. The honeycomb plates made of aluminium held the salt in an amount of about 1
kg. The cylinder with a height of 400 mm and a diameter of 200 mm represented the reactive gas
domain.

Figure 3.7: Reactor geometry model in (a) charging phase and (b) discharging phase for simulations.
represents the water vapour at which vapour condenses into the condenser;
represents the water vapour at which vapour is evaporated from the evaporator at a given
concentration ( ) and velocity ( ).
The casing plate on which honeycomb was deposed had the dimension of 130 x 235 x 19 mm3
and a 1 mm thickness plate was glued below to insure the thermal conduction. The tube through
which the heat transfer fluid circulates had a height of 245 mm and a diameter of 18 mm. The
, cell wall length
honeycomb structure consisted of regular hexagonal cells of cell size
and thickness (Appendix A1-3).

Figure 3.8: Analogy of the honeycomb salt bed in order to simulate the bed as homogeneous.
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The bed corresponded to the domain occupied by each honeycomb. Since the numerical
objective is to be close to the reality (Figure 3.7), honeycomb structure had been introduced.
However, the structure itself had more than two million of domain and boundaries elements,
requiring a powerful computer (than what it is available for the moment). In order to keep the
properties of the honeycomb structure, an analogy of the beds (Figure 3.8) is then defined. The
honeycomb bed was modelled as porous material made of salt bed (solid salt and bounded
water + porosity) and the aluminium fins. In terms of volume fraction the followings
equivalences holds, as follows:
(3.21)

where

, represents the volume fraction relationship.

(3.22)

where

, represents the specific heat capacity of the salt.

(3.23)

Using these equivalent parameters mimic the real bed with salt and the honeycomb structure.
During the experimentation, the honeycomb made of aluminium is weighted and so the volumes
are determined. A honeycomb plate weight 118.42 g (without salt inside) and by knowing the
density of the aluminium, the aluminium volume is hence determined as of 4.39·10-5 m3. The
volume of the salt was then obtained as of the difference between the total volume and the
aluminium volume with a volume density of 3480 kg·m3 (Michel, 2012). The total volume was
then of 5.81·10-4 m3. The fractions were then determined using the volume fraction relationship.
Except thermal conductivity, these equivalent parameters are about 98% of the bed parameters
(Appendix A4, Table A4.4).

3.5.3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
The objective was to translate a real situation into a mathematical form with the purpose of
solving the mathematics (to provide useful answers to a real situation). In order to understand
the thermochemical heat storage process, mathematical modelling was required for sensitivity
analysis and pointed out where optimisation was needed. In the following, modelling of the
storage and release of heat is presented along with an analytical model which allows
determining the reaction time for a quasi-complete hydration.
A set of partial differential equations controlling the kinetic, conservations of mass, momentum and energy in the reactor bed were organized to simulate the heat storage and release
process by desorption and sorption. The appropriate parameters of these governing equations
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were important for simulating the process. Therefore, the effect of the parameters was
considered here. In addition, a Prout-Tompkins model developed in the previous section, was
used to describe desorption’s kinetic phenomena in thermochemical material.

3.5.3.1.

Dehydration phase (storage of heat)

During this phase, the movement of water vapour release from the salt hydrate was not taken
into account. Balasubramanian et al (Balasubramanian et al., 2010) justified this neglecting of
convective heat and mass transfer, with the fact that salt hydrates are generally porous and contain voids in their structure so that hydrated salt does not occupy the entire volume of the system. The Eq. (3.17) was used here for chemical rate.
3.5.3.1.1.

Mass balance and mass transfer

Since the system is closed and isolated, there is no mass exchange with its surroundings. Thus
a decrease in hydrate mass density results in an increase in the mass density of the anhydrous
and water vapour and the bed, respectively. Taking into account the porosity of the bed, the
mass conservation equation of water desorption system can be expressed as follows:

(3.24)

Where is the total porosity of the bed, is the gas phase mass density of the salt hydrate
bed,
is the water vapour velocity,
is the diffusion coefficient of water vapour, stoichiometric coefficient of water and the last term of right hand side of Eq. (3.24) is the mass source
term, which accounts for the decomposition rate of salt hydrate from the solid phase to the desorbed phase.

is the ratio of the molecular mass of water vapour on molecular mass of solid

phase. Eq. (3.24) is also known as the CDR (convective-diffusion-reaction) equation.
The gas produced during the reaction of decomposition is supposed to be able to diffuse into
and out of the bed. By considering and modifying Arnold method, Gilliland method, Hirschfelder
et al. method, Slattery-bird method, (Chen and Othmer, 1962) established a new generalized
equation for gas diffusion coefficient for a binary system. This led us to effective gas diffusivity in
solid (porous media) and was defined as:

(3.25)

Where is the constrictivity (this parameter is viewed to depend on the ratio of the diameter
of the diffusing particle to the pore diameter). Its value is always less than 1. It was defined not
for a single pore, but as the parameter of the entire pore space considered. was the tortuosity
(a quantity which characterises the convoluted nature of the porous pathways followed by
diffusing species).
and
were gas and solid phase temperatures at the critical point
respectively, and and gas and solid atomic volume, respectively.
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3.5.3.1.2.

Flow regime in the bed

The potential flow types are Knudsen, Darcy or inertial flow type. Assuming the porous
reactive bed is of salt particles with a diameter of 100 μm, it is possible to evaluate the Knudsen
flow number (Appendix A2-1). The flowing gas in our case was water vapour (molecular
diameter of 10.05 Å) which had a free mean path of 0.6 μm. Applying the Knudsen formula, a
Knudsen number of 0.006 is obtained. Consequently, the flow could be of Darcy or inertial. The
flow was considered as Darcy type for Reynolds number lower than 0.1, otherwise it was of
inertial type. Using the general definition of the Reynolds number and replacing the gas velocity
by the pressure gradient as driving force (Lu et al., 1996), we obtained
. Therefore
Darcy’s law was used. By heating the salt hydrate, the water vapour finds a way to get out
through diffusion. The mass transfer at a gas phase occurs not only from diffusion, but also from
advection, where a difference in pressure causes bulk motion of the gas. The velocity of the gas
leaving the bed is generally expressed as follows:

(3.26)

Where is the intrinsic permeability of the salt hydrate medium, is the viscosity of water
vapour, is the acceleration of gravity, and is the water vapour density.
is the pressure
difference across the bed. The intrinsic permeability is a function of the particle radius (value
of 0.001 m assuming that particles are regarded as uniform sphere granules) and can be
calculated by the following semi-empirical Blade-Kozeny equation (Carman, 1956) for granular
medium (with a total porosity < 0.83):

(3.27)

where
is the pore shape factor. It is unity when assuming a spherical shape and more than
unity for any other shape.
According to the usual range value of particle radius and porosity, the permeability
this is the condition for Darcy flow in fluid flow engineering. Combining Darcy’s law with mass
conservation equation, it gave the equation for both mass and momentum conservations and
subsequently the Eq. (3.24) becomes as follows:

(3.28)

Where the acceleration of gravity is taking into account and the gas phase is assumed to be
ideal, i.e. partial pressure
. In Eq. (3.28), the first term represents the water
vapour accumulation in the pores of the salt bed, the second term the transport out of the salt
bed, the third term is the vapour diffusion through the salt bed, and the fourth term the mass
desorption rate of water from the solid salt to the gaseous phase.
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3.5.3.1.3.

Energy balance

The heat recovered from cogeneration or micro-CHP is supplied to the salt hydrate bed
through a heat exchanger as shown in system concept in Figure 3.1. During the decomposition
reaction, the heat of reaction was transferred by convection and conduction through in
thermochemical material media (Mbaye et al., 1998). The radiation is neglected. It was not
necessary in this mode to solve the heat equation for both solid and gas phase because during
the decomposition the different phase temperatures were roughly equal (
). For the
solid phase, a source term of internal heat generation by chemical reactions was considered. The
energy balance equation was written as follows:

–

(3.29)

Heat accumulation = Heat conduction + Heat convection + Heat source term

The source term in the Eq. (3.29), a multiple of the reaction enthalpy which was assumed to
be constant here, is the energy associated with desorption of water between the solid salt and
the gas phase.
3.5.3.1.4.

Boundaries and initial conditions

Temperature and pressure were investigated where
and
.
The temperature (salt hydrate), pressure, HTF velocity and extent conversion distributions in
any direction inside the reactor were initially considered to be uniform.

;

;

and

(3.30)

Referring to the domain of Figure 3.7a, at
(at the bottom) boundary it was assumed
that the vapour pressure is equal to the evapo-condenser pressure and temperature gradient is
zero (i.e. adiabatic boundaries).

;

; and

(3.31)

At the boundary
(top) the pressure gradient was zero since the walls are airtight and a
convective heat transfer boundary condition exists for the solid phase.

;

; and

(3.32)

(3.33)
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3.5.3.2.

Hydration phase (release of heat)

During this phase, the anhydrous salt gradually cools due to the flow of water vapour through
it. This cooling, leading to the extraction of sensible heat, reduces the salt temperature until the
thermochemical reaction temperature is reached. At this time, hydration is activated due to the
combination of salt with vapour to produce the salt hydrate. The energy required for the process
depends on the reaction rate and the enthalpy of the hydration. Eq. (3.18) is used here for
chemical rate.
3.5.3.2.1.

Mass balance and mass transfer

In the gas diffuser, the continuity equation describes the vapour transport and in the salt
there is a mass source due to the reaction. Therefore, the equations are expressed as follows:

(3.34)

Solving the momentum equation is very difficult in a porous medium. Indeed, given the
complexity of the geometry of the porous medium, the local distribution of the fluid velocity flow
in the pores is generally not accessible. The fluid (water vapour) is driven by the diffusion and
by pressure gradient along the porous bed, but the diffusion coefficient (≈10-9) is very low compare to the pressure gradient. In addition the flow is of Darcy as demonstrated in the previous
section. It is usual to substitute the equation of conservation of momentum by a phenomenological law connecting the velocity to the force behind the flow of material, the pressure gradient in
the case of water vapour. This phenomenological law takes into account many parameters, such
as porosity, pore size of the porous medium, the medium pressure, the gas velocity or the size of
the molecules of fluid. The mass transfer at a gas phase occurs not only from diffusion, which
describes the relative motion of gases, but also from advection, where a difference in pressure
causes bulk motion of the gas. This led to a viscous flow with a vapour velocity as expressed in
Eq. (3.26). The dynamic viscosity ( ) of a fluid is a function of its temperature and generally
known in the literature. The Sutherland law or the viscosity-temperature relation (Shapiro,
1953) is often used to determine the viscosity of a gas in the range of 117.15 K to 2060.15 K as
follows:

(3.35)

where is the dynamic viscosity at the temperature of the porous media surface
Sutherland temperature, the ratio
is empirically taken as 0.505 (Shapiro, 1953).

, the

In order to avoid the direct measurement of the permeability, many authors have attempted
to correlate this parameter with the texture of the porous medium. Most of the time, the correlations are function of the porosity of the porous medium, its tortuosity and the average pore
diameter. The tortuosity factor ( ) is the ratio between the distance travelled by the fluid ( )
and the length of the sample ( ):
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(3.36)
The mass source term is the water vapour mass due to the reaction and is a function of the
reaction advancement (α):
(kg.m-3.s-1)

where

is the stoichiometric coefficient of water molecules in the salt,

(3.37)

the reaction rate

expressing the kinetic of the reaction. With this rate, the mass transfer equation can be written
as follow:

(3.38)

3.5.3.2.2.

Energy balance

In the reactive medium, the internal energy variation is due to the conductive and convective
fluxes of water vapour. Therefore, the energy balance can be written as follows:

(3.39)

where the energy source term due to the hydration reaction is as follows:
In summary, the energy balance of the system using water vapour as the reactive salt and the
heat exchanger is written respectively, as follows:

(3.40)

3.5.3.2.3.

Boundaries and initial conditions

The reactor wall is cooled by a convective heat flux. Thus the boundary condition as follows:

(3.41)

Where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. The top and the bottom of the reactor are
considered thermally insulated:
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(3.42)

For the fluid mechanics:
Reactor wall:

(3.43)

Inlet:

(3.44)

Outlet:

(3.45)

For the species transport:
No flux on the reactor wall:

(3.46)

Inflow:

(3.47)

Outflow:

(3.48)

where is the inlet velocity of the vapour steam m·s-1. is the inlet concentration of steam in
mol/m3. The utilisation of concentration is required for Comsol simulation. For this purpose, the
density equation is turned into concentration equation using the conversion
.

3.5.3.3.

Reaction front model

This 1D model assumes mass transfer as limiting transfer and hence, reaction happens at
sharp front level, which moves at a given time, throughout the bed separating the reacted parts
from those not yet reacted. The reaction ends when the front join the boundary closed to the
heat exchanger. This model will permit to find out, the reaction rate and the needed reaction
time to hydrate or dehydrate a reactive bed, taking into account its characteristics (energy density, bed thickness, permeability) and operating conditions (temperature, water vapour pressure). This model is based on the same geometry of the previous 3D model under water vapour,
with additional hypothesis. Its simplicity leads to an analytical resolution of the reaction time.
3.5.3.3.1.

Model hypothesis

The principal hypothesis is the existence of a sharp front reaction moving through the bed.
The thermodynamic constraints apply to the boundaries and the transfer properties of the bed
mark out by the front impose the front movement. Below are the used hypothesis in this model:







The heat and mass transfer are unidirectional.
Steady-state mode, therefore no accumulation (transient) term in the mass equation.
During the reaction (i.e. between reaction rate and reaction rate + delta (reaction rate)),
all physic parameters are constants.
As the mass transfer is assumed to be the limiting transfer, heat transfer is non-limiting
and the bed temperature is supposed constant and equal to the constraint temperature
(T = THX) defined by the heat exchanger.
The reaction kinetics is supposed non-limiting, hence at the front level, thermodynamic
equilibrium are performed (
), with expression obtained via Eq. (3.16).
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The water vapour pressure between the front and the outlet is kept constant (
)
moving to the boundary closed to the heat exchanger.
The inlet water vapour pressure is known. It is defined from the evaporation temperature of the water in the evaporator (
).
The pressure at the outlet of the bed (at the frontier with the heat exchanger) is nil.

These defined principles are similar in hydration and dehydration mode. Here, we will develop
detailed model for the hydration. The water vapour flux passes through a bed of thickness X b,
submitted to a pressure difference
at his boundaries. The salt reacts with the water vapour at
the front level, at Xf, separating the bed in two parts. Between 0 and Xf the salt is hydrated and
between Xf and Xb the salt is dehydrated (Figure 3.9). Therefore, during the reaction, the front
(Xf) moves from 0 to Xb. The reaction advancement (conversion) can be defined as follows:

(3.49)

Figure 3.9: Schematic sharp front reaction model of the thermochemical reactor functioning in
hydration mode. The reaction occurs at the front level.

3.5.3.3.2.

Model equations

Mass conservation and reaction rate
The main equation of this model, the reaction rate depends on the mass transfer through the
bed. This equation is adapted from the previous model and the above hypothesis. Using the first
two hypotheses in the x-direction, Eq. (3.34) can be re-written as follows:

(3.50)

The mass flux (kg∙m-2∙s-1) of water vapour can be defined as follows:
. The integration
of Eq. (3.50) between the inlet and the outlet of the salt bed, leads to the reaction rate as follows:
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(3.51)
Hence, to determine the reaction time, it is mandatory to know the mass flux of water vapour at
the inlet and the outlet of the bed. This can be obtained for two constraints: at fixed pressures at
the boundaries of the bed, or mass flux imposed and the outlet pressure fixed.

a)

Fixed pressures at the bed boundaries

According to the sharp front model hypotheses, the bed is divided in two layers, one hydrated
and the other one dehydrated (Figure 3.9); each layer having a different water vapour velocity
(due to the permeability difference). For this type of diffusion, i.e. pure steam through a porous
solid, the driving force is the gas pressure gradient and the pure steam or water vapour is
assumed incompressible. Therefore Darcy’s law is used and can be re-written for steam through
a hydrated salt layer (between Xf and Xb) as follows:
(3.52)

Where the volume flow rate and is the cross section perpendicular to
water vapour to an ideal gas, we obtain the following expression:

. Assuming the

(3.53)

Using Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53), the inlet mass flux of water vapour trough the layer of hydrated salt
can be re-written as follows:

(3.54)

This equation is also similar, when water vapour passes through the layer of dehydrated salt
layer (between 0 and Xf) until it encountered the external boundary of the heat exchanger.

(3.55)

These two previous equations for the determination of the reaction rate involve another unknown parameter, , which have to be determined using the Eq. (3.16) at the heat exchanger
temperature. Integrating the Eq. (3.51) of the reaction rate between advancement
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and
, and keeping the pressure gradient constant at the bed boundaries, we can obtain
the necessary time to hydrate the bed at
as follows:

(3.56)

Knowing that the energy density of the reactive bed is expressed as the reaction enthalpy and
the salt moles involve during the process, the hydration time can be re-written as:

(3.57)

Proceeding with the same method, the dehydration time where the conversion varies from 1 to
0 can be written as follows:
(3.58)

3.6. Comsol Multiphysics and meshing
Numerical modelling is the process of obtaining approximate solutions to problems of scientific and/or engineering interest. It therefore needs software tools to achieve such of objectives.
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is a powerful finite element (FEM), partial differential
equation (PDE) solution engine for engineering purpose. The basic COMSOL Multiphysics
software has about twenty five add-on modules (Comsol, 2014) that expand the capabilities of
the basic software into the following application areas. Among them, the Chemical Reaction
Engineering and Heat Transfer modules were used for the present work. The first one helps for
simulating mass transport and chemical kinetics, while the other helps computing heat transfer.
The COMSOL Multiphysics software also has other supporting software, such as the CAD Import
Module (in association with Inventor and SolidWorks) and the Material Library. According to the
phase (charging or discharging) different nodes are used for the purpose.
To solve the above mathematical model in the discharging, two physics are used and coupled
in Comsol. The Reacting flow diluted species (rfds) and Heat transfer in Porous media (ht) from
the both modules mentioned earlier. The Reacting flow diluted species node solves mass transfer via the Navier-Stokes equations and the kinetic reaction as well. Its outputs are the
concentration, the velocity vector and the pressure. The Heat transfer in porous media node includes the two heat transfer modes: conduction and convection in porous, in solid and in fluid.
The only output for this node is the temperature. Both physics are coupled and solved in a
transient study on a time-scale of 5 hours with a time step of 20 s.
For the charging phase, the non-isothermal flow (nitf) combined of fluid and solid heat transfer was used. As Figure 3.10 shows, the implementation of the numerical study started with the
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geometry, the allocation of the materials to the respective domains and the physics to the corresponding domains and boundaries. Then the meshing was performed before the study is
launched.

3.6.1. REACTING FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA (RFDS)
This physic concerns the whole domain except the honeycomb and the tubes (where the fluid
does not flow in) in the discharging. One important thing is to consider the domain as steam
only, to solve the fluid mechanics.
The porous medium is created by setting the porosity and the permeability of the salt bed in
the “porous matrix properties” sub-node. Thus the sub-node “transport properties” was
attributed to the water steam. The calculated diffusion coefficient is around 10-9 m²∙s-1. That very
small value showed why diffusion is neglected. The reaction is simulated by using Eq. (3.37). It
was applied on the salt strips. Every output parameter is initially set to zero, unless the pressure
sets to the final water vapour (steam) pressure.

Figure 3.10: Comsol Multiphysics overview of the workspace showing a geometry meshing.
Concerning the boundary conditions, there were an inlet and an inflow set on the lowest
boundary of the reactor. The outlet and outflow were not set on the same boundary for different
models. The most realistic case was to set them on the border between the salt and the
aluminum: here the steam is supposed to react with the salt and was absorbed. However in the
first model, the honeycomb was not used. Hence the outlet and outflow are set on the higher
boundary of the reactor for this case. Other boundaries were “wall” for the fluid mechanics point
of view and “no flux” for the species concentration.

3.6.2. HEAT TRANSFER IN POROUS MEDIA (HT)

This physic concerns the whole domain including solid parts. “Heat transfer in fluids” was
used where the steams flows out of the porous, “heat transfer in solids” was used for the
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honeycomb and the tubes, the rest is solved with “heat transfer in porous medium” by default. In
terms of heat transfer, the reaction creates a “heat source”. This latter uses the source term
expression in Eq. (3.39) as the general source in W∙m-3. The initial temperature was 293.15 K all
over the domain.
Concerning the boundary conditions, a conductive heat flux was set on the reactor side wall.
The inlet temperature of the steam is 283.15 K. These two first conditions were the cooling
effect sources and were studied in the chapter 4. An outflow was set on the highest boundary of
the geometry. Otherwise every boundary was insulated.

3.6.3. NON-ISOTHERMAL FLOW (NITF)
This physics solve simultaneously the flow dynamic and the heat transfer from the fluid to
the solid. The heating fluid and the bed are concerned by the two nodes. The movement of the
fluid is defined by the inlet velocity and the inlet temperature and the low Reynolds number
is used here through the Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations adapted to
the above model. The heat source for the fluid is the 9-11% of the micro-CHP waste heat (Nowak
et al., 2010). Considering a micro-CHP with a power of 237 kW, a heat source to heat the bed was
estimated to 21 kW. Heat fluxes are imposed on the layers between the fluid and the heat
exchanger, and between the heat exchanger and the bed. Although the shell is insulated, a
convective heat transfer to the ambient is imposed.

3.6.4. MESHING
The mesh quality is very important for the accuracy and stability of numerical computation.
Structured or unstructured grid generation approaches can be used for producing a discretized
representation of the geometries. Structured grids are well suited for simplistic geometries. The
complex ones pose significant challenges and are in general time consuming and cumbersome.
Unstructured grid generation or what is more commonly, referred to as “auto- meshing”, is a viable alternative to the difficulty-to-generate structured grid. To recall that, grid independence is
achieved via successive levels of adaptive remeshing. Adaptive remeshing is performed in an
automated manner and is based upon normalized undivided differences in field variables in
Comsol Multiphysics.
The geometries have been drawn in Inventor and SolidWorks©, then exported to the Comsol
Multiphysics software for purpose. However, difficulties were encountered during the meshing
phase due to the complexity of the geometry itself. Despite the fact that it was not useful to have
a high accuracy for the calculations in the aluminum casing, Comsol needed a minimum number
of elements in every corner to not crash. To avoid a too high number of elements and thus a long
numerical time, different sizes were used for the heat exchanger and the rest of the reactor.
Triangular mesh was directly preferred to the tetrahedral mesh on shape boundaries, though
both are isotropic. This latter is not well-suited when there are different element sizes: coarse on
the reactor edges, fine in the heat exchanger. Thereby it needed that the whole mesh is rather
fine or extra fine. On the shape of the plates and ducts, sweeping mesh was applied. It is an
economical way for meshing by creating a surface of mesh on a boundary and then sweeps it
from source boundaries to destination boundaries. This gives the advantage to control the
number of elements layers and their distribution. This tool is available in the mesh node on
Comsol.
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Our results had been improved by using successively smaller cell sizes for the calculations. In
order to examine the effect of mesh quality, four cases attempted to search for the optimum cell
number: (1) fine mesh: 96038 tetrahedral and triangular elements, (2) finer mesh: 126157
tetrahedral and triangular elements, (3) extra fine mesh: 224684 tetrahedral and triangular
elements, (4) extremely fine mesh: 398483 tetrahedral and triangular elements. The effects of
the cells size on the accuracy of the simulation of fluid velocity and simulation of the material
temperature were studied, respectively. When extremely fine mesh was adopted, the accuracy
had no significant increase but it tripleed the computation time. Using the fine or finer mesh
decreased the stability of computations. Therefore, the extra fine mesh was adopted. The CPU
time for solving this model was 17 hours 48 min 30 s on an i7 Dell computer with an Intel Xeon
core duo 2.5 GHz processor and RAM of 128 GB).

3.7. Conclusion of the chapter
In this chapter, accent was put on thermal management modelling. After a careful theoretical
investigation (pros and cons), the current reactor choice has been justified for the ongoing
application. Then, the real system and thermodynamics were described for the direct heat
supply mode of the thermochemical sorption heat storage. Finally as important reactor
component, the choice of the heat exchanger has been performed using stationary numerical
investigations based on the overall heat transfer coefficient, the pressure and temperature drop.
It can be seen that a cylinder reactor with a honeycomb heat exchanger exhibit better
performances.
As a resume, two transient models adapted to thermochemical reactors under pure water
vapour were established. The 3D model concerned the heat and mass transfers coupled to
chemical reaction in the salt bed. This model was developed in order to understand and analyze
the thermal process of a thermochemical reactor under pure vapour and was used in the last
chapter to compare experimental results and if possible explain the observed phenomena. The
second model was a 1D model developed here in the only purpose of hydration reaction time
determination since mass transfer is not the limiting transfer phenomenon in closed system.
However a consolidation of the bed should be checked because in the case of a consolidated bed,
it might be the limiting transfer (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014b). It helped designing the storage
prototype.
Heat and mass transfer coupled to chemical reaction in closed thermochemical storage system are of great importance. Therefore their characterization is necessary in order to determine
the corresponding parameters:
1- the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity of the bed for the heat transfer and
2- the permeability for the mass transfer.
Then, through thermal analysis the chemical kinetics are performed. The different
experiments design and measurements along with results are presented in the next chapter.
These results will be used for the simulations.
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF
THERMAL TRANSFERS AND
CHEMICAL KINETICS
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Transport phenomena in porous media have been the focus of many engineering and
academic research investigations. Most of the applied studies dealed with low porosity media
such as granular materials and packed beds. The widespread range of applications of
thermochemical materials has led to an increase in the interest of modelling the heat and mass
transfer phenomena coupled to chemical reaction in such porous media. It can be noticed that
the precise determination of thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, permeability and
chemical kinetic is required for accurate modelling of the thermal transport through packed or
granular beds of thermochemical storage systems.

4.1. HEAT

TRANSFER CHARACTERIZATION

(THERMAL

CONDUCTIVITY AND SPECIFIC

HEAT CAPACITY)

In thermal engineering where thermal transport is always involved, scientists or engineers
have to manage or to know the thermal properties of the used materials in order to design or
choose an appropriate system. In thermal energy storage application, particularly the
thermochemical and sorption thermal storage (Yu et al., 2013), the material development plays
an important role. Thermal energy storage operates in open or closed systems (Yu et al., 2013).
For the closed one, heat transfer is responsible for the storage performance (van Helden and
Hauer, 2013a). Therefore the material property for the three heat transfer mode has to be
determined (Kaviany, 1999). There are three mechanisms whereby heat can be transported
from one region of space to another under the inﬂuence of a temperature difference. One is by
transmission in the form of electromagnetic waves (radiation); the second is the process of
convection, in which a bulk or local motion of the material effects the transport; and the ﬁnal
process is that of thermal conduction, when energy is transported through a medium. In most
practical situations, heat transport is accomplished by all three processes to some extent, but the
relative importance of each contribution varies markedly. In the case of solid-gas interaction and
low temperature application in a packed bed, conduction is prominent compared to convection
and radiation (Wen and Ding, 2006). Among the three, that of thermal conduction is the simplest
to describe in principle, since the empirical law of Fourier simply states that the heat
transported by conduction per area unit in a particular direction is proportional to the gradient
of the temperature in that direction. The coefﬁcient of proportionality in this law is known as the
thermal conductivity and denoted here by the symbol λ.
Thermal conductivity is not strictly a property of the material since it can often depend on a
large number of parameters, including the origine of the material, its method of manufacture,
and even the character of its surface. The fact that in most practical situations all three heat
transfer mechanisms are present, complicates the process of measurement of the thermal
conductivity. Thus, much early work in the ﬁeld is substantially in error, and it has been really
quite difﬁcult to devise methods of measurement that unequivocally determine the thermal
conductivity. For that reason, the instruments to be described in the following sections often
seem to be rather far from the apparent simplicity implied by Fourier’s Law.

Evaluating the thermal conductivity of the used material is a requirement for closed thermal
energy storage systems. As for a material, thermal conductivity is a key factor as well as heat
transfer of the apparatus which is depending on thermal conductivity of the container, heat
exchanger and convectional heat transfer coefficients of the working fluid (van Helden and
Hauer, 2013a). The test and characterization of storage materials is crucial for the development
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and evaluation of novel material approaches. The task 42/24 (van Helden and Hauer, 2013a) of
the joint international energy agency and the solar heating and cooling/energy conservation
through energy storage program (IEA-SHC/ECES) has been working on material development
for several years, trying to characterise them in order to proceed with optimisation. Laboratory
techniques used to measure thermal conductivity of thermochemical materials as particle or
packed bed can be classiﬁed into three main categories: steady-state, quasi-steady and nonsteady-state (transient) methods (Degiovanni, 2012). The purpose of of measuring that thermal
property is to know the material capacity to transfer heat, so it could be improved; and to be
used in computer codes for large structures calculation. The quasi-steady proceeds by
simultaneous measurement of the heat flow (usually constant) and the temperature (timedependent) for which the parameters identification takes long time. Alrtimi et al. resumed the
three classes of methods into two, where they mentioned that transient method procedures are
simpler, but the steady state methods are considered more accurate (Alrtimi et al., 2014).
In a reactor for thermochemical storage based on salt hydrates, hydration reaction rate is
strongly linked to the thermal conductivity of the salt bed. Reaction rate increases with the effective thermal conductivity of the salt (Michel, 2012). Knowing that salts in general have a low
thermal conductivity, composites based on salts are generally synthesized in order to enhance
the thermal conductivity. Composite materials are based on host porous carrier matrix and a
salt. The host matrix fulfils different functions: it defines the stability, the shape, and the size of
the material, which can be specially adapted for the application (van Helden and Hauer, 2013b).
Literature on thermal conductivity measurement of salt hydrates is not broad and there are only
few using calorimetric methods. Measurements of the thermal conductivity of salt hydrates are
relatively rare and are scattered throughout the scientific and technological literature. Decades
ago, Hakvoort evocated a possibility of porous media thermal conductivity measurement, using
a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Hakvoort et al., 1985). Guanghua and Zhi-ying have
also performed some DSC measurements by concluding with uncertainties on results between 2
and 3% (Guanghua, 2004; Guanghua and Zhi-ying, 2002). Iverson et al. determined the thermal
conductivity of molten nitrate salts using a DSC. The direct determination was closed to the
regression data determination and results fitted to those described in the literature (Iverson et
al., 2011). Some attempts have been performed on pure salts and composites (Fopah Lele et al.,
2013). Concerning composites based salt hydrates or hosts, Freni et al. measured by means of
quasi-steady method (hot wire) the thermal conductivity of silica gel/CaCl2 under various
conditions of pressure and temperature (Freni et al., 2002). They used the results (constant and
temperature dependent thermal conductivity) for the simulation of a dynamic model. The
drowned conclusion was that, the use of a constant value of thermal conductivity leads to 30%
uncertainty in specific power of the thermal system. Transient thermal conductivity
measurements were conducted on pure CaCl2 and natural graphite soaked in sulphuric acidcalcium chloride, and the results highlighted an important enhancement of thermal conductivity
with a magnitude of 2 (Jiang et al., 2014, 2012). Steady conductivity measurements were
performed on silica gel by (Gurgel et al., 2001; Gurgel and Klüppel, 1996) with proper accuracy.
Until now, the available thermal conductivity property of salts was revealed when working with
in a specific field of application. Two different devices working on transient and steady state
methods were used in this chapter to determine the thermal conductivity. In this work, thermal
conductivity measurements of the most used salt hydrates in thermochemical energy storage
and some composites are performed using these two different methods. A validation of the
method, mainly for salt hydrates was performed through comparison with literature. The
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presented results were also intended to be used on the heat and mass transfer modelling that
occurs in thermochemical and sorption systems.

4.1.1. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Thermal conductivity characterises the ability of a material to conduct heat. Traditional
methods for measuring the thermal conductivity of materials comprise imposing a temperature
gradient upon a material of known geometry, and a measure of the heat flow through the
material. There are a number of possible ways to measure thermal conductivity, each of them
suitable for a limited range of materials, depending on the thermal properties and the medium
temperature. In this section, the steady and the transient methods, respectively were used for
the same material samples. Among several transient state methods (Lei et al., 2009; Zhang and
Fujii, 2000), the flash method was considered as it was the main technique for thermal
conductivity measurement of solids (Parker et al., 1961). The DSC was also chosen because it
performed quick measurements using small samples and took into account the experimental
time which modified the output signal in the calorimeter (differential power ∆P) and Hakvoort
demonstrated its feasibility with solid materials (Hakvoort et al., 1985; Camirand, 2000).
Besides, the samples were able to be easily and rapidly changed and the measurement was not
restricted to a set of discrete temperatures. Among steady state methods, Xamán and co-workers
stated that the guarded hot plate (GHP) was considered as the most accurate and precise
technique for low thermal conductivity materials (Xamán et al., 2009; Degiovanni, 2012).
However, the radial method which was a bit close to the GHP was able to yield an accurate
measurement within ±4% and reached ±2% with a careful handling (Presley and Christensen,
1997). Now, the exact geometry of the GHP depends on the material state (powder, grains, plate,
pellets). As thermochemical heat storage in our case was based on inorganic salts under powder
form, a self-made device had been designed with a heating element guarded in the material. The
all-in-one in a small-scale vessel was called guarded hot cartridge (GHC). The designed device
was a radial flow apparatus with its principle described in (Presley and Christensen, 1997). Each
used apparatus will be presented in details in the following.

4.1.1.1.

The differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)

The heat flux calorimeter TGA-DSC 1 (Figure 4.5) from Mettler Toledo©, which allows
simultaneous weigth and heat flux measurements, was used for the measurements. The working
principle of such calorimeter was well described in (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014). However, in this
case, the main purpose was to analyse the heat fluxes and the temperature through the sample
in order to evaluate the thermal resistance of this latter. In the DSC cell, both, temperature and
heat flow were measured at the contact area between sample and sensor (Fopah Lele et al.,
2013). The temperature at the opposite side of the sample could not be measured directly, but
by applying a pure metal, placed on top of the sample, the temperature of that opposite side was
known during the melting of the metal (Hakvoort et al., 1985). The thermal conductivity could
be measured without modification of the DSC cell, using a method based on the assumption that
the bottom side of the sample at the heat source follows an applied modulation (Marcus and
Blaine, 1994), implying no thermal resistance between the sample and the furnace (Merzlyakov
and Schick, 2001). The porous and host materials were measured at different heating rates with
nitrogen flow rate of 50 ml·min-1. The heating rate of 10 °C·m-1 was adopted due to the
consistency of results obtained. The amount of materials used is around 0.1 g. For the
calibration, two sensor materials, Gallium and Indium, with known thermal conductivities, gave
clear different melting peaks at 29.7 °C and 156.6 °C respectively (standard deviation of the used
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device was 0.0006 W for the heat flow and of 0.03 °C for the temperature). However, Gomez et
al. affirmed that DSC was able to perform thermal property measurements with low uncertainty,
if the calibration was carefully performed (Gomez et al., 2012). In addition to the given
resolution on DSC, the results could be meaningfully interpreted with up to four significant
digits. For each sensor material, three measurements were made in order to find the accurate
one to use it in the final measurements. Then an adjustment was made in order to scope the
apparatus to the calibration sample parameters. Finally, a re-calibration was performed to
validate the calibration process. At the first step of the DSC measurements, sensor material
pellets (diameter = 1 mm) prepared under atmospheric pressure were placed in an aluminium
pan and then the melting curves were determined (Figure 4.1a). At the second step, the sensor
material was placed on top of the sample of material which was not compacted in the aluminium
pan. The pan had an inner diameter of 5 mm and a specific height of 5.1 mm.

a)

b)
Figure 4.1. a) The schematic description of the measurement, showing aluminium pans, the
reference (R) and the sample (S) with the corresponding melting curves of Indium on top of the
sample and the Indium alone. b) The physical model of the DSC measurement.
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However, the sample height in the pan was about 4.9 mm. The surface area (
)
of the Indium corresponded to the exact surface area of the sample (delimited by red line in
Figure 4.1a) where the thermal resistance was measured. Subsequently the DSC measurements
were carried out again until the sensor material melted. Heat flux DSC determines the amount of
heat absorbed or released by a sample upon a change of the sample temperature. For this, the
temperature development of the sample crucible in a furnace was compared to the temperature
of an empty reference crucible in a symmetric position, as shown in Figure 4.1b. The signal U of a
DSC was the temperature difference or a thermocouple voltage.
This previous configuration, though results are quite satisfactory, allowed a heat loss.
Therefore a wrong or not accurate thermal resistance evaluation might occured. Hakvoort
obtained best results when the sensor totally covers the sample or having the same cylindrical
diameter of the sample with a height not more than 3 mm (Hakvoort et al., 1985). Due to technical limitations, measurements with 1 mm diameter Indium pills were performed. The purpose
of this measurement was to determine the thermal conductivity values from an adaptation to
Camirand’s method (Camirand, 2004) which is an improvement of the method presented by
Flynn et al. (Flynn and Levin, 1988). The method used here, utilised the measurement of the rate
of heat flow into a sensor material during its first order transition to obtain the thermal
resistance of a material placed between the sensor material and the heater in DSC. Starting at
low temperature, when the indium was solid, sample and reference pans were heated with a
constant heating rate (1, 5 and 10 °C·m-1) and the heating rate to be selected was the one for
which melting of sample could be avoided instead of using a constant number as Camirand did.
The sensor temperature and the DSC signal were recorded against time. During melting of the
sensor (Indium), the temperature of the sensor had to be constant, so that the top of the sample
remained at constant temperature, while the temperature of the lower side of the sample
increased at a constant rate. A scan was performed to measure the differential power produced
during the melting of the sensor substance. The obtained curve tended to decrease linear before
the melting and decreased exponentially during melting (Figure 4.1).
The thermal resistance ( ) to heat flow through a sample is a constant between the thermal
power ( ) and temperature difference between the heater and the melted sensor. The
proportionality could be expressed as follows:

(4.1)

Taking up the slopes of the DSC curves at melting stage of the sensor material, the thermal resistance of the sample is determined by difference between the measurement with the Indium
on top and without as follows:

(4.2)
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where, is the thermal resistance between calorimeter and sensor material, is the thermal
resistance between calorimeter and sensor material on top of the sample (see Figure 4.1).
Measurement of the slope of the decreasing part of the curve allowed the determination of
the thermal conductivity of the sample. Taking into account all the thermal resistances, the slope
could be defined from the linear side of the melting peak (Iverson et al., 2011). The slope
calculation was based on the principle of Figure 4.2 with the aid of the STARe software from
Mettler Toledo. The first derivative of the heating curve (meaning the thermal power against the
time) gave a specific slope which is further divided by the heating rate. Therefore, the following
expression could be obtained:

(4.3)

where
and
were the heat flow and melt temperature of salt at the onset of melting.
was the thermal power at a given time, the heating rate and
the thermal resistance
(can be or depending of what is measured). This correlation of temperature in the material
to the thermal resistance is in principle similar to the resistance temperature detector (RTD)
where only the thermal resistance was measured and correlated to the temperature.

Figure 4.2. Slope calculation example from the “heat flow vs. temperature” curve for a salt
sample (Iverson et al., 2011).
It clearly showed the heating rate dependence. The obtained total (crucible, sample and sensor) thermal resistance in comparison with the thermal resistance of the sensor and the crucible
yielded directly to the thermal conductivity as follows:
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(4.4)

–

where,

was the sample height and A is the contact area between sample and sensor material.

The method used, requires an accurate measurement of the axial (middle central line of the
crucible) temperature gradient to the sensor at the bottom. If not properly accounted for, some
uncertainty may lead to inaccurate heat flow measurement. Some possible uncertainty sources
may occured from thermal contact with the bottom of the pan, it is not good enough. Samples
are not thin enough and no lid is used to cover the sample in order to maintain the contact.

4.1.1.2.

The guarded hot cartridge (GHC)

This test stand was based on radial heat conduction and the use of a cylindrical vessel
designed to work under atmospheric pressure at steady state conditions (Figure 4.3). The
sample of test material was packed as a powder or granular bed within a stainless steel tube
limited at the upper and lower ends by stainless steel disks. An electrical cartridge heater, 8 mm
in diameter, dissipated a heat flux in the radial direction of the cylinder. Four Pt 100
temperature sensors were radially located along the diameter of the cylinder (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3. Intermediate Reactor as radial heat flow apparatus for thermal conductivity
measurement (adapted from (Gurgel et al., 2001; Gurgel and Grenier, 1990)) along with model
analogy.
The applied temperature sensors (precision of 0.3 °C) measured 1.5 mm in diameter and 57 mm
in active length (the part embedded in the bed) of a sample. The top and the bottom were well
insulated using an insulating paste (KAIMANN EPDM PL32-R, thickness 32 mm), in order to
insure only radial temperature gradients.
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The bed length is shown in Figure 4.3. The heat flow area was around 0.0169 m2. The use of
this apparatus required a calibration of the thermocouples. The validation experiment was
performed using a fluid (dry air) and solid (glass) of known thermal conductivity filling the gap.
The well known thermal conductivity of air was (as a function of temperature) and was available
as tabulated data in (Lide, 2005). In an experiment conducted with dry air, heat transferred
across the gap could be determined using Fourier law of heat conduction, assuming that the air
in the reactor is not in motion. The heat input to the electrical heater was given by the power
unit and the difference between the heater and the cylinder jacket represented the heat loss. The
experiment was conducted with different amounts of electrical power input (and hence different
temperature difference across the air layer). It was represented as a function of the temperature
difference across the gap. So, the heater voltage (V), the current intensity (I) through the heater
resistance (Rh) which delivers the plug-in temperature (Tp); and the jacket temperature (Tj)
given as the room temperature, needed to be known.
Steady state conductivity measurements were performed by dissipating a constant heat
power in the axis of the sample bed, while the external cylinder wall was kept at room
temperature of 21 °C ± 2°C. The temperatures
, at the radial locations to were
recorded until the steady state condition was reached. The conductivity of the sample bed was
then calculated from the Fourier radial-dimensional heat conduction Eq. (4.5):

(4.5)

where

represented the slope on the temperature fitting curve and

was the

sample axial length. As stated by Presley and Christensen, inaccuracies in this method occured
from longitudinal heat loss, convection currents, radiation losses, thermal expansion of the
sample or core heater, perturbation of the heat flow by the thermocouples, and unsymmetrical
heat flow (Presley and Christensen, 1997). The three first reasons were minimized using an
insulating paste as shown in Figure 4.3.
The slope and the occurring uncertainty were both obtained with the LinearFit function using
the software Origin 9.0. Eq. (4.4) was based on the following assumptions:
- unidirectional heat conduction,
- variations of temperature along the flow direction,
- temperature difference is very small compared to the mean temperature of the medium.
The uncertainty introduced by the assumption of one-directional heat conduction was verified by Gurgel et al. (Gurgel et al., 2001). The authors concluded that the axial heat losses will
have a negligible influence (less than 1%) on the measurement of low thermal conductivity of
material with a ratio of length to the diameter of the sample bed greater than 2.5. In the present
case, this rapport was much lower than 2.5. Hence a calibration is performed with dry air as
mentioned in the above section, to evaluate the useful heat transferred in the bed. Thermal
conductivity of air is well known (as a function of temperature) and a mean value of 0.03 W·m 117

1·K-1

for temperature range from 0 °C to 327 °C was used (Lide, 2005). An experiment was
conducted with dry air; heat transferred across the bed is determined using Fourier law of heat
conduction. Direct evaluation of the thermal conductivity based Eq. (4.5) was complex. Thus, for
most practical applications, the parameters were obtained from the best ﬁt to the experimental
data.
In order to ensure the useful electrical power supplied in the bed, some blank measurements
on empty cylinder were performed. The blank measurement was a process to eliminate the
disturbance, some systematic uncertainties and buoyancy effect (in the case of DSC) in order to
perform a differentiation and ensure the useful heat in the material. In the DSC, this
measurement was automatized during the temperature program settings. In the GHC, the airfilled reactor was subjected to the heating and thermocouples recorded the temperature variation between the heating element and the outer jacket surface. It was considered as the heat
calibration during the process.
The heat supplied by the electrical power device can be writing as follows:
(4.6)

Heat Power [W]
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Figure 4.4. Heat evaluation of the empty (only air) GHC for thermal conductivity measurement.
The heat data from empty cylinder were measured in the experimental apparatus and was
shown as a plot in Figure 4.4. The data showed linear behaviour. Hence the heat from empty
cylinder was represented as a linear function of the temperature difference across the bed using
regression analysis. The heat power from the empty cylinder was a function of temperature
difference and was given by the following polynomial:
(4.7)

with
. The heat power calibration itself was estimated by the above formula with
an uncertainty bar less than ± 1%.
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4.1.1.3.

Specific heat capacity

The specific heat capacity is an important, temperature-dependent material property and is
often available in material data sheets. But when unavailable, it can be conveniently and reliably
measured by DSC according to the DIN 51007. The specific heat capacity is a key property for
the safety analysis of thermochemical processes and the design of thermochemical reactors. The
developed method procedure was as follows:
From a typical DSC scan, explained in Figure 4.5, the specific heat capacity of the scanned
material was calculated from the displacement in the baseline before and after the start of the
transient, at the very start of the scan. In this work, in analogue to the starting transient, two
isothermal steps were imposed at the temperatures (60 and 90°C), where heat capacity was required. With slow heating rate (2K·min-1) and adequate isothermal step (5 min), equilibrium
condition was reached: the heat continued to flow in an exponential decay until the difference
between the sample pan and the empty pan diminished. Similar approach has been performed,
but in a more dense technique, in the Temperature Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(TMDSC), and by PerkinElmer Instruments in the StepScanTM DSC (SSDSC) (Schick, 2002). This is
by applying continuous temperature steps, in time domain, covering the whole scanned range,
as can be seen in Figure 4.6. Heat capacity was then calculated by two methods, either from the
displacement or from the area of the generated isothermal step, highlighted in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5. The classic DSC heat flow scan showing the shift in baseline at the starting transient
where the heat capacity is calculated (Colby College, 2007).

From the displacement in heat flow (mW), heat capacity is calculated, as follows:

(4.8)

Where

is the DSC heat flow signal or the displacement at the isothermal step (mW),

is the

sample specific heat multiply by the sample weight and the heating rate, here 2 °C·min-1 = 0.03
°C·s-1. Therefore the specific heat capacity of the material can be determined as follows:
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(4.9)

where
is the heat capacity calibration constant. It was determined from a third scan, of
standard material (with known specific heat capacity like aluminum or sapphire). All were
scanned at identical conditions of heating rate, and temperature range.

Figure 4.6. The approach used by PerkinElmer Instruments in the StepScan TM DSC (SSDSC)
(Schick, 2002).
Eq. (4.9) stands for calculating heat capacity based on displacement at isothermal (method
one) of the signal (mW). From a scan of standard material (Aluminum, in Figure 4.7), at identical
scanning conditions, the calibration factor is calculated (
). Method two
is based on the area under the curve (J·g-1) at the isothermal step, multiplied by a calibrating
factor (
). Different weights of each material were scanned and the average value was
used.
Repeated baseline scans for empty pans are strongly required to determine the zero line. On
the other hand, ensuring zero baseline reproducibility was the most difficult step in this
approach. This was due to natural changes in the background temperature of the machine and in
the surrounding air temperature throughout the day. It was found that baseline shift causes an
error of about 10% in the calculation process of heat capacity. That shift made baseline
determination practically very difficult. Alternative methods that give indication about specific
heat capacity directly from the DSC scan is a solution. In this work, two methods were
developed, for direct heat capacity measurements from one scan only, with a potential of 1%
precision, using the DSC.
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Figure 4.7. Aluminium DSC heat flow scan showing peak net heights (0.54 mW) and the area
under the curve (5.4 J·g-1) at two isothermal temperatures (60 and 90°C). Overshoots of height
and area were subtracted (measurements, Dr. Haiam, Auckland University).

4.2. MASS TRANSFER CHARACTERIZATION (PERMEABILITY)
Fluid flow and transport processes through porous structures are topics of great interest in
various scientific and technical fields, and the permeability and porosity are those parameters
which decide whether the material can be used in a thermochemical/sorption reactor bed or
not. Permeability in literature is defined as the ability of the fluid to flow through a material and
its unit is “m2”. Whereas the porosity or void fraction is a measure of the void (i.e., "empty")
spaces in a material, and is a fraction of the volume of voids over the total volume. Permeability
is often related with porosity of a substance as they are interchangeable parameters since their
permeability depends on the amount pore-space or porosity of the material. In order to determine the permeability of a material, many scientists and researchers have given many correlations some of which are discussed below. The major problem of reactive media bed (solid-gas)
used in thermochemical process is their ability to transfer heat and reactive gas. For example,
increasing the density of the reaction medium (and hence energy density) results to improve the
transfer of heat thereto, but in parallel to reduce the transfer of mass. A development of porous
matrix is primarily intended to increase the thermal conductivity of reactive media bed. In order
to characterise the mass transfer during the reaction, transfers in a reactive porous medium
with a high energy density, an experimental setup is needed using a gas with properties close to
water vapour (nitrogen). In reality, the reactive gas to be used is pure water vapour. However
precise mass or volumetric flowmeter to detect the vapour flow is very expensive and nearly not
available. That is, why a gas with physical properties close to water vapour, Nitrogen was chosen
to perform the measurements.

4.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
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There are many methods available in the literature to determine the permeability of a material bed, some of the methods will be covered here in this section. Vasques et al. designed and
constructed a device called Permeameter to determine the permeability of the bed filled with a
solid (Vasques et al., 1999). The bed was maintained inside the Permeameter and the pressure
drop across the bed was determined using a pressure gauge. The flow and the inlet pressure
were measured using some conventional flowmeters. This methodology was well established
and had been widely used for non-consolidated materials that can be packed into a column or
vessel along of which manometers could be placed. This is not appropriate, however, for thinthickness samples due to the difficulty to handle or to measure the pressure at specific positions.
Gascoin et al. developed a comparatively new and much more accurate than the pressure decay
technique (Gascoin et al., 2012). In this technique, the residence time distribution (RTD) was
used to find the permeability of the material bed. Firstly, the N2 was allowed to flow through the
bed of the porous media at a constant inlet pressure and a small amount of tracer- Methane (40
cm3) is periodically injected in the main flow with a fixed gauge pressure. To deliver the tracer, a
manual valve was open and then closed rapidly (about 0.5 s of opening time). The infra-red
signals were then read by the optical sensors to get the data between tracer concentration and
time. Later this data are modified in terms of main flow rate of carrier gas, sampling line flow
rate, nature of carrier gas and of tracer, injected quantity of tracer, permeation of material by
analytical exploitation of the Forccheimer’s and Darcy’s equations which helped the
permeability of the material bed to be determined. The used method in this work was the
pressure decay in order to avoid high investment cost and time consuming. Beside, this
technique was suitable for salt hydrates.

4.2.1.1.

Description of the experimental bench

The experimental set-up was based on the difference of pressure taken in one point before
and one after a nitrogen gas was inputted to the reactive bed. The holder’s size fitted the sample
amount by aid of metallic net, so that any mechanical pressure on the sample was minimized or
not existed. The position of the sample bed was determined after optimal trials effect on the
results (see section on permeability results). The metallic net having large pore size did not
affect neither the entrance of the flow nor the porosity of the material and defined a fixed bed
width. The holder was located in a middle distance between the pressure gauges that were fixed
along the chamber (see Figure 4.8), allowing measurements independent of sample thickness. A
long feeding tube from the pressurized nitrogen bottle, connected to the chamber attained the
maintenance of a steady fluid flux condition during the measurements. That specific tube
assured the reduction of the turbulence around the measuring points. The schematic representation of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.8.
As previously developed in the chapter 2, the regime of the gas flow was determined in order
to know which law can be properly applied. Darcy's law was limited to low surface speeds.
When the speed was high like in this case of nitrogen flow at 11 L·min-1 inertial effects tend to
oppose the flow. The flow is then called inertial flow. For this type of flow, the Austrian scientist
Phillip Forchheimer (1901) in his work “Wasserbewegung durch Boden” investigated ﬂuid ﬂow
through porous media for high velocity regime. During this study, he observed that as the ﬂow
velocity increases, the inertial eﬀects started to dominate the ﬂow. In order to account for these
high velocity inertial eﬀects, he suggested the inclusion of an inertial term representing the kinetic energy of the ﬂuid to the Darcy equation (Teng and Zhao, 2000).
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Figure 4.8. Sketch of the experimental bench set-up, out of scale for the permeability evaluation.
(1) test vessel; (2) volumetric flow meter; (3) nitrogen gas-bottle; (4) differential pressure gauge
(DPG).

The Forchheimer equation was the result of a model that was widely used to quantify the
permeability of non-consolidated granular porous media. It was given as follows:

(4.10)

Here, the parameter
was called the Darcian permeability and
stands for the Ergun
permeability which contains the coefficient of inertial conductance. Theoretical evaluation of the
Forchheimer coeﬃcients was cumbersome. Thus, for most practical applications, the parameters
were obtained from the best ﬁt to the experimental data.
A general equation was given to calculate the theoretical Darcian permeability as follows
(Kaviany, 1999):

(4.11)

where
porosity and

was the specific surface area based on the solid volume. ε is the

is the Kozeny constant. For a sphere shape grain, it is known that:

, therefore

and

(4.12)
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The Kozeny constant was taken to be equal to 5 for fixed or packed bed (Carman, 1956).
With all these above modifications, the general equation now became (the Carman-Kozeny
equation):

(4.13)

The theoretical or the non-Darcian permeability for fixed or packed bed was proposed by
Ergun (Ergun and Orning, 1949) as follows:

(4.14)

was the mean particle diameter of granular medium, but in this case it is the average pore
diameter of the bed and the medium pore size, generally obtained via scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The correlation between theoretical and experimental values of permeability
will allow us to establish a strong validation and give good accuracy of the measurements.
The gas inertia effects are no longer negligible when the flow Reynolds number (
) was
greater than 0.1, which corresponds to a pressure drop due to the inertia representing 10% of
the total pressure drop. Geertsma proposed a correlation of this number as follows:

(4.15)

In the results section, this number is well higher than 0.1 confirming the turbulent flow and
the presence of inertia effects during this measurement. So, reported results for a process (gassolid thermochemical) was only an estimation because water vapor had a lower velocity and
could not have a turbulent regime.

4.3. CHEMICAL KINETICS ANALYSIS (SORPTION AND REACTION RATE)
In this part of work, the suitability of SrBr2·6H2O to be used for thermochemical energy
storage was evaluated by a simultaneous thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) device. Both hydration (discharging) and dehydration (charging)
measurements were performed at atmospheric pressure to determine the water sorption rate
and energy storage density of the pure salts and designed materials. The hydration levels of the
used pure salts and composite materials were calculated from the mass loss analysed via TGA.
This device (TGA/DSC 1 device from Mettler Toledo) determined simultaneously the change in
sample mass (precision of mass determination is ±0.1 µg) as a function of time while the
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specimen is subjected to a T scanning program in a controlled atmosphere and the heat flux
(precision of heat power determination is ±1 mW) into the specimen compared to a reference.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9. Schematic of the TGA/DSC experimental set-up for sorption and rate analysis. :
nitrogen volume flow rate; : temperature; : mass change of the sample; : heat flux.
A gas box, providing two different mass flow controllers, connected to the TGA/DSC controlled the gas flow rate of the protective purge gas. Silica gel-dried nitrogen was used as purge
gas at a flow rate of 50 mL/min. During hydration a reactive gas stream, which was humidified
via a tempered gas bubbler flask, was used, in addition to the purge gas stream. By forcing this
gas stream through a glass frit filled with glass wool the containing water droplets were
homogenized and the gas is adapted to the ambient temperature in the laboratory.
Samples of 10 – 20 mg were tested in crucibles made of alumina with a volume of 70 µL
under realistic conditions. All experiments were performed under realistic conditions of the
developed closed thermochemical storage system. The equilibrium temperatures for the
charging and discharging should meet the target applications source such as micro-CHP and
usage temperature. Therefore, the following conditions were used:
 Dehydration at temperature of 95 °C under condenser temperature of about 25 °C (32
mbar) with the corresponding relative humidity. This temperature is taken according to microCHP with water as heat transfer fluid. It might be more if another fluid is used instead.
 Hydration at temperature of 60 °C under evaporator temperature of about 10 °C (12
mbar) with the corresponding relative humidity. This temperature could be sufficient for
heating and domestic hot water.
The single-stage method used is described in the following Figure: heating up at a lower heating rate reduces the viscosity of the water and allow dehydration whereas isotherm allows time
for the chemical reaction to take place.
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Figure 4.10. Basics TGA/DSC measurement method for the chemical kinetic analysis.

4.4.Material preparation
Samples were stored in a sealed container and placed in a dry area to protect them from
moisture. The used materials in this thesis were pure salt hydrates and some host matrices (for
later composites design). Their weight varied in the range of 0.003 to 0.098 g and in the range of
60 to 500 g for DSC and GHC, respectively. So, it concerned micro and macro scale
measurements. The materials were neither subjected to any compression nor to compaction or
modification. They were put into the crucible or in the GHC in the initial state as from the
supplier storage. The following Table 4.5 gives the thermal conductivity results performed on
both DSC and GHC.
For this work anhydrous calcium chloride (CaCl2), hexahydrate calcium chloride
(CaCl2·6H2O), the magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2·6H2O), the anhydrous (at 99%)
magnesium chloride (MgCl2) and the magnesium sulphate heptahydrate (MgSO4·7H2O) all met
the specifications of the US and European Pharmacopeia and were in pure form of solid state.
Table 4.1 summarizes some properties. The anhydrous (SrBr2) was obtained after heating at 270
°C during 4 hours the strontium bromide hexahydrate (SrBr2·6H2O). The three host matrices:
silica gel 60, expanded natural graphite (ENG-P/B) and the activated carbon (AC) were first
preheated at 200 °C for 4 hours to remove residual water. The ENG-P was the expanded natural
graphite thermophit GFG600. The samples were neither subjected to any structural modification
nor to any compaction.
For the synthesis of the salt-porous-carrier composites two different procedures were applied (Druske et al., 2014): wet impregnation under vacuum (VI) and soaking (S). In the wet
impregnation method, a saturated aqueous salt solution of CaCl2, had a volume that exceeded the
pore volume. Prior impregnation the carriers (AC and ENG-P/B) were dried in an oven at 200 °C
and cooled down in a vacuum desiccator to remove any residual moisture. After drying they
were immersed into the saturated aqueous solution or molten salt placed in a vacuum sealed
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vessel which was evacuated with a membrane vacuum pump to 10 mbar. The impregnation time
was set to several minutes. The wet CaCl2-based composites were finally dried in an oven at
200 °C until the weight remained constant. All samples were stored in a sealed bottle in a dry
area to protect them against moisture and exposure. In the latter method the ENG-P was soaked
in a saturated aqueous solution of MgCl2 and CaCl2 respectively, with a MgCl2/CaCl2:ENG-P ratio
of 2:1 and 1:1 while stirring. The excess solvent was removed by evaporation and drying at
200 °C.
The bulk density of materials was calculated by dividing mass of this latter with total
occupied volume by the material. Void fraction and density of the bed, were respectively
determined using the following formula:

(4.16)

(4.17)

where is the volume of the sample, the volume occupied by the sample in the cylinder,
the sample weight in grams, the theoretical density of the sample and
the bulk density of
the bed. In the next section the results of performed measurements are shown and discussed.
Table 4.1. Thermochemical and host materials characteristics considered for this study.
Sample name

Shape

Grain size (mm)

Supplier company
Kuhmichel Abrasiv Ltd.

Fine grain

0.3 – 0.4

0.005 – 1.4

SGL Carbon Group

Silica Gel 60

Powder
worm
Coarse grain

CaCl2·6H2O

Glass-GP

beads

AC
ENG-P/B

0.315 – 0.580

Blücher GmbH

Roth

Powder

0.1 – 0.3
~1.01

Applichem GmbH

CaCl2

Powder

~1.01

Applichem GmbH

MgCl2·6H2O

Powder

~1.1

Applichem GmbH

MgCl2

Powder

~1.01

Alfa Aesar GmbH

SrBr2·6H2O

Powder

~1.01

Chemos GmbH

SrBr2

Powder

~1.01

Chemos GmbH

Powder

~1.01

Honeywell Specialty Chemicals GmbH

MgSO4·7H2O

The void fraction was calculated based on the theoretical value of the material density.
However, this helped to understand the stand of the thermal conductivity of the measured
samples. Some of the grain size was supplied and others with the symbol “~” were determined
using a sieve consisting of holes with diameter around 1.01 mm.
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4.5. RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
4.5.1. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS
After the blank measurement on GHC, the heat transferred through the material bed during
the flux conduction was deduced and Eq. (4.5) re-written as follows:

(4.18)
Small uncertainty on the electrical power (Appendix A6-1) was due to the technical
properties of the power supplier device and the cartridge. The absolute precision of the measured thermal conductivity value depended on the sensors measurements precision as well as on
the uncertainty in their positioning. Repeated stationary measurement of air temperature in two
different reactors was performed and the results showed a difference less than 1%. Additionally,
Gurgel et al. concluded that the uncertainty in positioning the sensors is smaller than 1% (Gurgel
et al., 2001). So only the accuracy of sensors is considered.

4.5.1.1.

Experimental validation

In order to validate the experimental apparatus, the thermal conductivity of anhydrous glass
was determined and compared with the literature and supplier data. The glass that is studied
here was commercially known as “glass beads – GP”, produced by Kuhmichel®. The chosen glass
presented as spheroidal beads was in a homogeneous spherical form with the following
properties:
Table 4.2. Glass beads physic-chemical properties and thermal conductivity (Kuhmichel, 2014).
Grain shape
Melting temperature
Bulk density (depending on granular size)
Average grain size
Thermal conductivity according to the
chemical analysis and temperature range
Chemical analysis of the used glass beads

Spherical
Approx. 730 °C
Approx. 1.5 – 1.6 g∙cm-3
200 – 300 μm
0.8 – 1.2 W·m-1·K-1 for % SiO2 < 96 and %
Fe2O3 < 1 at T > 20 °C
SiO2 (70 – 75%) MgO (max. 5%)
Na2O (12 – 15%) Al2O3 (max. 2.5%)
CaO (7 – 12%) K2O (max. 1.5%)
Fe2O3 (max. 0.5%) Others (max. 2%)

The measurements under stationary heat flow yielded the radial temperature gradient
necessary to calculate the thermal conductivity of the packed bed, using Eq. (4.18); while under
transient heat flow it was determined using Eq. (4.4). The results are shown in Table 3 and 4.
The effective thermal conductivity of the bed as a function of parameters such as the thermal
conductivity of the beads, bed porosity, dimensions of the grains was not determine here, since
it required some model to be designed or adapted. It is developed in the following for the
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samples. The average thermal conductivity of glass beads under dry air at 100 kPa was = 1.03
± 0.09 W·m-1·K-1 with the GHC (mglass ~ 700 g) and = 1.16 ± 0.02 W·m-1·K-1 with the DSC (mglass
~ 139 mg). The uncertainties evaluation in this work were purely systematics and based on the
guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) (Kristiansen, 2003) ( Appendices
A6-1 and A6-2). For DSC measurements, it was calculated from the Eq. (4.4) using the standard
deviation on heat flow and temperature mentioned in section 4.1.1.1. For the GHC
measurements, the uncertainties were evaluated based on Eq. (4.5) with the known
uncertainties of voltage, current intensity (for electrical power uncertainty) and length.
Table 4.3. Experimental results for effective thermal conductivity of glass beads using GHC with
a starting temperature of 17 °C.
Material

Power
(W)

Glass beads

2.35
3
4.56
5

Bed length Void frac- Maximal
Thermal
(m)
tion (%)
temperature conductivity
(°C)
(W·m-1·K-1)
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

90
90
90
90

26
28
36
36

1.39
0.76
0.93
1.02

Uncertainty
on Thermal
conductivity
(W·m-1·K-1)
0.167
0.061
0.076
0.066

Table 4.4. Experimental results for effective thermal conductivity of glass beads using DSC.
Material

Specific
energy
(J/g)

Bed
length
(m)

Void
fraction
(%)

Temperature
range (°C)

Thermal con- Uncertainty
ductivity
on Thermal
-1
-1
(W·m ·K )
conductivity
(W·m-1·K-1)
1.29
0.019

Glass
beads

2.21

0.0051

89

100-200

2.62

0.0051

89

100-200

1.12

0.020

2.9

0.0051

89

100-200

1.07

0.016

The results both measured in the GHC and the DSC were in the range of literature value with
relative uncertainty less than 10%, as shown in the Tables 4.3 and 4.4. That led to the validation
of our measurement procedure.

4.5.1.2.

Experimental results and discussion

When using a DSC for thermal conductivity evaluation implies a good compromise of the
heating rate need to be found, in other terms, to select the appropriate heating rate in the slope
formula (Eq. (4.3)). Some salts may partially or completely melted in the actual temperature
range, depending on the heating rate, instead of simple heating when their melting temperature
was exceeded. After the calibration experiments were completed and validated, the calculations
showed consistent results with a heating rate of 10 °C·min-1, so it has been adopted for the
following. This thermophysical property of salts was investigated here with small discrepancies
among the various data reported in the literature.
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During the experiment on the GHC, the temperature evolution increased after a short time
and tended to a linearity (nearly isotherm) for about 3 hours for each experiment. For each
material, three or four measurements were performed and the average was taken as result.
Figure 4.6 exhibited the steady state thermal conductivity results for a number of salts and host
matrices and then comparison with literature values was highlighted. Although the results were
closed to the literature values, slight discrepancies were noticed. However the phase change of
hydrated salts was an influencing parameter and was part of the incontrollable phenomena
(molecular level for instance) to handle during the measurement.
Literature values of thermal conductivity of salts are varying much and depend on different
methods and of course on temperature. In this range of temperature (20-70 °C) the hydrates
tend to decrease whereas the anhydrous tend to increase. For example, strontium bromide was
selected for the regression. The best fit of the data distribution is achieved with a polynomial
regression and it yields:

For SrBr2·6H2O:

For SrBr2 :

, with 20 °C < T < 70 °C

, with 20 °C < T < 70 °C

(4.19)

(4.20)

The maximum standard deviation between the measured thermal conductivity and the
regression polynomial was ± 3%. Another remark was that the thermal conductivity of hydrated
was higher than the anhydrous or dehydrated. The reason was shown in the void fraction,
implying larger porosity (which is, 1-void fraction) for anhydrous than hydrates. So, larger
porosity exhibited small thermal conductivity, as demonstrated by Wang et al. (Wang et al.,
2006) with CaCl2.
Figure 4.11 shows solid thermal conductivity of different salts and the hydrates have high
values as mentioned above, simply due to the fact that the presence of water molecules filled the
space between the solid and facilitate the internal thermal contact. Tanashev et al. justified this
by stating that the presence of the ﬁlm enhanced the heat contact and, hence, the heat transfer
between adjacent salt particles (Tanashev et al., 2013). Another remark was that those salt
hydrates have a thermal conductivity in the range (0.3 – 1.3) W·m-1·K-1, hence for thermal energy
applications, some improvement was taken such as composites design with highly conductive
host matrices. This Figure 4.11 highlights the comparison between the two methods (DSC and
GHC) and their closeness to the literature range values. Here, the DSC seemed to overestimate
the thermal conductivity of the first four salts and underestimate the last three. The reason
could be the closeness behaviour of MgCl2·6H2O and CaCl2·6H2O as thermochemical materials.
However, the standard deviation between the two methods was less than 16%, except in the
case of MgSO4·7H2O and ENG-P. Another remark is that measurements were performed at micro-scale on DSC and at macro-scale on GHC. Here, the scalability might affected the
measurement.
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Figure 4.11. Thermal conductivity comparison of salt hydrates with uncertainty bars obtained
on DSC and GHC.
It can be concluded that the GHC was more accurate than the DSC, due to the uncertainty bar
observation. So in the following we mainly talk about GHC. However, knowing the exact intrinsic
thermal conductivity of the entire solid bed (including porosity, tortuosity and texture) is a
cumbersome task and required very accurate apparatus. Therefore theoretical means were used
in order to evaluate it. Tsotsas et al. described it as a legitimate procedure (Tsotsas and Martin,
1987). In order to ﬁnd the thermal conductivity of solid salt adsorbent, it was assumed that the
solid part and the gas present in the microspores form parallel paths of heat conduction (Wang
et al., 2006). Hence for the effective thermal conductivity (according to the salt bed in the
Aluminium container for DSC and in the small cylinder reactor for GHC), a relationship commonly used in the case of porous media composed of a single component was the relationship of
Archie (Archie, 1942). This correlation was validated for porous beds by Olivès (Olives and
Mauran, 2001):

(4.21)

where λisc was the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the solid salt (hydrate or anhydrous),
the
pre-factor near 1 which contains information about structural geometry of the bed, ε the porosity of the porous medium and ξ the degree of consolidation (cementation factor), which reflects
the mechanical strength of the material. This factor is generally between 1 and 4. For granular (1
– 3 mm) porous media, it was commonly accepted that the degree of consolidation is between
1.3 and 2.0 (Archie, 1942) and in this work an average value of 1.5 was used as mentioned by
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Solid thermal conductivity [W.m-1.K-1]

Michel (Michel, 2012) for similar salt bed. The pre-factor was very important according to the
material structure and should be accounted for effective thermal conductivity prediction.

14
12

SrBr2·6H2O
10
8

MgSO4·7H2O
MgCl2·6H2O
CaCl2·6H2O

6
4
2
0
0,0
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0,6

0,8

1,0

Porosity [-]
Figure 4.12. Solid thermal conductivity of salt hydrates on Guarded Hot Cartridge device.

The porosity of the dehydrated/hydrated salt bed should be a function of the energy density, the
molar density of the material, and the reaction enthalpy, so the experimental sample parameters
account for the texture, structure and tortuosity. Since no porosimetry was performed, results,
presented as a function of porosity, ranged from 0 to 1. Only the hydrated salts were simulated
on Figure 4.12 due to the fact that the variation of porosity is a function of the number of water
molecules inside the salt. As the water is desorbed or absorbed, the porosity increase or
decrease respectively.
From the Figure 4.12, the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the salt hydrate increased with the
increase of porosity. Some conclusion from this figure can be drawn here: the magnesium
sulphate heptahydrate is thermally the best material. Genceli et al. corroborated it via
crystallization studies (Genceli et al., 2009). The effective thermal conductivity property of
strontium bromide hexahydrate and calcium chloride hexahydrate behave in the same way with
the bed porosity. The majority of salt beds had a porosity comprise between 0.6 and 0.7 and
when looking at this range for those salts, their intrinsic solid thermal conductivity <5 W·m-1·K-1.
Therefore the assertion of all salt hydrates having a very low thermal conductivity was
demonstrated here, despite its high intrinsic conductivity which drastically drops when
considering bed texture and structure. Hence the need of host matrices utilisation to improve
this dominant heat transfers property in packed bed.
Evaluation of thermal conductivity of salt hydrates (respectively of the bed) is complex when
wishing to account for all the characteristics and how it is use in a system, but for packed bed
case, a model was develop to be a hint for researchers and engineers.
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The evaluation of effective thermal conductivity of some salts and host matrices was
performed through two different systems and methods. From these experiments, a conclusion
that the heat flux type of DSC cell was a helpful instrument for measuring the thermal
conductivity of salt hydrates was highlighted. Though care need to be undertaken to handle heat
loss and good thermal contact.
However, the GHC under atmospheric conditions remains the more accurate method and is
also more representative for a real storage system. The results obtained can be used for
mathematical modelling of both open and closed thermal energy storage systems that utilise the
salt hydrates involved as solid sorbents. For ease of numerical models, the temperature dependences are approximated by polynomial functions in the case of strontium bromide in Eqs. (4.19)
and (4.20). For all hydrated salt samples studied the porosity dependence on the effective thermal conductivity is satisfactory and can be described by Archie’s model. As a work perspective
the undergoing composites designed should be subjected to thermal conductivity measurement
using the steady state measurement (GHC).
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Table 4.5. Experimental results for thermal conductivity using the heat flux DSC and the GHC.

Materials

Activated Carbon

ENG-P

Silica-Gel 60

CaCl2·6H2O

CaCl2

Specific Energy (J·g-1)

Average Elect.
Power (W)

Bulk density
(kg·m-3)

Void fraction
(%)

Thermal conductivity
(W·m-1·K-1)

Source

3.84

-

537

93

0.55

Own DSC

-

3.80

449

78

0.40

Own GHC

20~60 mesh
-

-

-

0.15 – 0.5

(Menard et al., 2007)

Pore size
6.4

0.36

(Tian et al., 2012)

93.8

-

23

48

4.78

Own DSC

-

3.47

11

24

4.05

Own GHC

-

-

-

-

(Smalc et al., 2007)

4.90

-

281

13

3 – 10
0.47

Own DSC

-

5.00

353

16

0.58

Own GHC

-

-

-

-

0.5–0.8

(Gurgel et al., 2001)

3.14

-

643

38

0.93

Own DSC

-

4.50

1097

64

0.70

Own GHC

-

-

-

-

0.5–1.088

(Zalba et al., 2003)

2.54

-

497

23

0.54

Own DSC

134

-

-

3.64

-

751

-

35

-

0.54

0.1 – 0.5
0.26
0.45

MgCl2·6H2O

MgCl2

SrBr2·6H2O

(Fopah Lele et al., 2013;
Kiplagat et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2006).
(Jiang et al., 2014). (ElDessouky and Al-Juwayhel, 1997)

2.31

-

854

54

0.77

Own DSC

-

4.25

1053

67

0.67

Own GHC

-

-

-

-

0.5–0.704

(Zalba et al., 2003)

1.92

-

786

34

0.55

Own DSC

-

3.33

1009

43

0.47

Own GHC

-

-

-

-

-

n.a.

3.67

-

976

41

0.63

Own DSC

-

3.98

1606

67

0.71

Own GHC

-

-

-

-

0.53–0.89

(Mauran et al., 2008)

2.52

-

842

20

0.44

Own DSC

-

3.51

1509

36

0.56

Own GHC

-

-

-

-

0.2–0.4
0.47–0.93

(Lahmidi et al., 2006).
(Mauran et al., 2008)

2.3

-

764

46

0.91

Own DSC

SrBr2

MgSO4·7H2O

Own GHC

135

-

3.35

1231

73

1.23

-

-

-

-

Own GHC
(Genceli et al., 2009;
Melinder, 1997)

CaCl2-AC-VI

2.7

649

0.6 – 2.427
1.03

Own DSC

CaCl2-ENG-P-1:1

21.1

85

1.64

Own DSC

CaCl2-ENG-P-1:2

35.7

46

0.74

Own DSC

MgCl2-ENG-P-1:1

9.35

159

2.22

Own DSC

MgCl2-ENG-P-1:2

12.1

150

1.51

Own DSC

CaCl2-ENG-B-VI

4.3

462

0.73

Own DSC

MgCl2-ENG-B-VI

6.7

291

0.8

Own DSC

MgSO4-ENG-B-VI

5.8

378

1.82

Own DSC

MgSO4-AC-VI

2.3

392

1.6

Own DSC

P: powder worm, B: compacted pellet

The last results based on composites, presented in the above table are not part of this work. It was just pointed out as additional measurements.
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4.5.2. HEAT CAPACITY RESULTS
Specific heat capacities from the two methods are listed in Table 4.6. Good accuracy was
achieved for most of the materials. No significant difference was found between the two methods, which supports the accuracy of our measurements. Calculating the area under the curve
based on the displacement (mW) was similar to the area from the peak analysed based on the
tangent lines from the DSC-TA software, as listed in Table 4.7. This indicates that any of the
methods can be used to determine the values of specific heat capacity of any materials. In spite
of that, averaging the two values is recommended to reduce associated errors.
For each material, fresh and heated (dried using hot air) samples were used in order to point
out the moisture effect since they are all high hygroscopic materials. Repeated test were performed with considerable variation in the results due to the moisture loss during heating process. The fresh samples exhibited higher heat capacity because of the moisture content. The DSC
scans for each material show large heat flow values equivalent to around three to four times the
heat capacity of Aluminium in the temperature range from 60 °C to 100 °C. The Figure 4.13 and
4.14 show an example with strontium bromide.

Figure 4.13. DSC scans of fresh powder sample of 30.095 mg and melting after 80 °C.
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Table 4.6. Specific heat capacity of different materials based on the two applied methods: displacement method and area method at the isothermal steps
(60 and 90°C).

Specific heat capacity (J·kg-1·K-1)
at isothermal steps
Methods

Area
method
[60 °C]

Displacement
method [60 °C]

Specific heat capacity (J·kg-1·K-1) at
isothermal steps
Standard
deviation [%]

Area method Displacement
[90 °C]
method [90 °C]

Standard
deviation [%]

2
Literature
(Barin et al.,
1977; Chase et
al., 1998)
60 °C 90 °C

Materials
CaCl2·6H2O

3277

3391

3.36

2998

3354

10.61

1420

1420

CaCl2

1015

1067

4.89

954

958

0.36

1049

1060

MgCl2·6H2O

1686

1779

5.24

1779

1755

1.40

1490

1620

MgCl2·2H2O

980

984

0.42

989

1008

1.84

-

-

SrBr2·6H2O

986

979

0.69

890

935

4.80

967

970

SrBr2·H2O

457

434

5.35

498

506

1.60

456

456

MgSO4·7H2O

1444

1525

5.33

-

-

-

1510

-

2

The literature results are obtained using the displacement method.
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Figure 4.14. DSC scan of dried powder sample of 34.47 mg and melting after 40 °C.

Table 4.7. Comparison between the area at the isotherm from DSC scan and the calculated one from
the displacement value.

Material
CaCl2·6H2O
CaCl2
MgCl2·6H2O
MgCl2·2H2O
SrBr2·6H2O
SrBr2·1H2O
MgSO4·7H2O

Based on area at
isotherm
J∙g-1
J∙g-1
60°C
90°C
19.73
17.81
6.11
5.67
10.15
10.57
5.9
5.8766
5.935
5.29
4.81
5.273
8.69
-

Calculating the area under the curve =
displacement (mW) x 60 min / 2°C) x 10)
J∙g-1
J∙g-1
60°C
90°C
19.95
19.47
6.28
5.56
10.47
10.19
5.79
5.85
5.76
5.43
4.59
5.34
8.97
-

The obtained results allowed the knowledge of the storage capacity. Additionally, it was used as
parameters to run the simulation with reliable values.

4.5.3. PERMEABILITY RESULTS
In the sample preparation, a sieve ws used to determine the grain size of the sample. The sieve
with holes of diameter around 1.01 mm helped measuring only samples with the respective grain
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size. In reality, the gas is a pure water vapour. However, precise flowmeter to detect the vapour flow
is very expensive and nearly not available. That is why first measurements were done using Helium
gas (He). Then, looking at a gas with physical properties close to water vapour, Nitrogen was used to
perform new measurements. The position of the bed in the vessel effected the results, thought an
optimal position (as it will be in the reactor i.e. far from the reactive gas entrance) was adopted.
Bigger permeability was obtained when the bed was placed directly at the entrance of the tube then
when it was on the middle. That difference lied on the flow surface strongly dependent on the
diameter. So when directly placed at the entrance the considering diameter is 13 mm whereas in the
middle, the considering diameter was 63 mm (see Figure 4.8). The bed size was determined using a
sieve (diameter of about 1 mm). This means the samples were those subdued with the sieve. The
sample bed porosity was represented by the void fraction.
Table 4.8. Experimental results and comparison for permeability measurement.
Materials

Void
fraction
(%)

He
permeability
(m2)

N2
permeability
(m2)

Theoretical
permeability
(m2)

Literature

CaCl2·6H2O

27

6.1×10-10

0.28×10-10

0.03×10-10

-

CaCl2

16

56×10-11

2.7×10-11

0.01×10-11

-

MgCl2·6H2O

23

3.9×10-10

2.1×10-10

0.05×10-10

-

MgCl2

16

4.9×10-11

0.11×10-11

0.01×10-11

-

SrBr2·6H2O

24

5.6×10-11

3.1×10-11

0.04×10-10

0.86×10-11 m2
(Michel et al.,
2012)3

SrBr2 (dried at 11
270 °C)

0.15×10-10

0.7×10-10

0.32×10-10

0.3×10-10 m2
(Michel et al.,
2012)

MgSO4·7H2O

0.31×10-11

1.9×10-11

0.003×10-11

-

27

The obtained results based on Nitrogen showed bigger difference than the one with Helium and
are closed to the formal results (Michel et al., 2012) under air flow in an open system concerning
strontium bromide. However the results have an uncertainty around 25% due to the pressure loss
in the ambient air caused by the thermal mass flow meter. The pressure compensation with
calibration was difficult to reach due to the low differential pressure. Anyway the results were
satisfactory for the closed system. The Table 4.8 resumes the obtained results.

This is the result for the first hydration of the bed using air as gas flow, obtained with an uncertainty of
0.32×10-11 m2. At the seventh hydration an average of 6.5×10-12 m2 is obtained as the air-permeability of the
bed.
3
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Works on the determination of thermochemical material’s permeability is still under study and
only few researchers had performed it. That is why literature is limited. Table 3.8 exhibits the
results of the permeability and highlights the overestimation made when using the Helium as the
gas flow. The reason might be that Helium is lighter than Nitrogen and therefore passes easily
through the voids of the bed. As of standard deviation matter, only MgCl2·6H2O and SrBr2·6H2O
presented about 45% between the two gas utilisation. The others deviated of about 95% leading to
big difference in the results. However, the N2 permeability gives realistic and reliable results,
especially in the case of strontium bromide. However, theoretical evaluation of this property shows
a higher underestimation and might lead to a biased result during practical design or simulations.
This conclusion is based on the particle size determination using a sieve which is normally not the
appropriate device. In fact, salt particles going through the sieve could be small bulk of grains
together. That may lead to an overestimation of the particle size. Further better knowledge on the
particle size distribution may change this drawn conclusion.

4.5.4. CHEMICAL KINETICS RESULTS
The purpose of a kinetic analysis can have two objectives: 1. Find reaction conversion at given
temperature conditions, if the chemical mechanism of reaction is unknown and not really important,
2. Determine and describe the kinetic mechanism if the chemical mechanism of reaction is unknown
or partially unknown. From this latter, one can talk about reversibility.

Figure 4.15. Thermal analysis of SrBr2·6H2O using the TGA/DSC device connected to a humidity
generator in order to fulfil the realistic conditions.
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Figure 4.15 illustrates reversibility under 95 °C and relative humidity (RH) up to 45 g·kg-1 vapour
when subjected to a heating rate of 1 °C·min-1. Water losses and recoveries were about 25% relating
to the reversibility. Slower heating rate was used here to observe water losses in multiple steps.
This thermochemical material has been extensively studied and a temperature of 80 °C was already
sufﬁcient to insure the complete dehydration from the hexahydrate to the monohydrate (Michel et
al., 2012). SrBr2·6H2O was among the three salts that could provide a net energy storage above 200
kWh·m-3 under 100 °C (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014). The maximum power generated by the sorbent,
which corresponded to the heat flow difference between the sample (around 18.22 mg) and the
reference in the oven, raises up to 7 mW. The total amount of energy released by the sample was
3.18 Wh, respectively 0.17 Wh·mg-1.
These results reflected a very fast energy release. The results in Table 4.9 shows that the
effective energy recovered during discharging was 0.17 Wh·mg-1 of pure salt, representing 13.4% of
the energy supplied to charge the system. This efficiency was linked to the fact that, the energy
supplied to charge the system was not dedicated solely to dehydrate the material. A part of this
energy corresponded to the sensible heat required to bring the sample temperature at 95 °C; this
energy was lost during the 160 min of cooling following the charging and before the discharging.
From the Figure 3.16, the reaction rate can be obtained by linear fitting. The reaction rate is
expressed as:

(4.22)

where [salt] is the molar concentration of the salt. The sign represents both the dehydration (-)
and hydration (+). Results gave,
mol·l-1·s-1 and
mol·l-1·s-1.
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Figure 4.16. Degree of global conversion of the charging/discharging phase with SrBr2·6H2O.
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Returning at the first point of the kinetic analysis, the degree of conversion of the reaction is given at
the Figure 4.16. The prepared materia SrBr2·6H2O weighted 18.22 mg and lost about 25% of water,
which corresponded to the mass of the five water molecule involved during the reaction.
Normalized conversion is presented in the figure in order to have percentage of conversion.
Table 4.9. Summary of experimental results for SrBr2·6H2O at the micro-scale.
Mode

Characteristics
Peak power

Value
16 mW ~ 0.9 W·g-1
3.66 Wh

Charging
Stored energy

0.2 Wh·mg-1
480 MWh·m-3

Maximal released power

7 mW ~ 0.4 W·g-1
3.18 Wh

Discharging
Released energy

0.17 Wh·mg-1
606 MWh·m-3

Even at this micro-scale, it can be shown that dehydration required more time than hydration
(25 min for the hydration and 50 min for the dehydration) when using only pure salt. In this case
disregarding isothermal-step (between charging/discharging) which might be regarded as the time
when the system is resting, the dehydration time was around two times or more than the hydration
time. This was also proven in the work of Michel (160 h for the hydration and 350 h for the
dehydration) at the reactor-scale (Michel, 2012). These reaction times were very important for
designing the prototype. However, a lab-scale experiment is more appropriate. Looking at the actual
heat flow measurements under realistic conditions (Figure 4.15) to the reactor design point of view,
storage energy density of the material was about 531 kWh·m-3 (porosity included) leading to a net
prototype storage energy density of 115 kWh·m-3 (corresponding to 72% of the project target value,
see Chapter 5, Table 5.1). Calculations can be found in the Appendix A3. This performance seemed
lower at micro-scale with an equilibrium temperature at 60 °C and could be higher at the reactorscale. Additionally, there is a heat exchanger within the bed of pure salt in order to recover the heat
losses and optimise the energy released. However, only a lab-scale experiment could confirm this
argumentation in order to have a closed idea of the prototype design.

4.6. CONCLUSION OF THE CHAPTER
In this chapter, the work focused on the thermal and kinetics characterization of storage
materials, more exactly the determination of crucial parameters concerning thermochemical
storage system. They are thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, permeability and chemical
kinetics. All those parameters were very important, numerically and experimentally. The thermal
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and kinetics characterization were undertaken at both, microscopic- and macroscopic-scale, which
helped to have an estimation of the system performances though a lab-scale would be more
appropriate.
Concerning the thermal conductivity, two methods apparatus were used. The first, using the
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) at micro-scale, based on the determination of the heat flux
through the sample in order to have the thermal resistance of the sample and therefore the thermal
conductivity. The used method was an adaptation of previous method used on polymer samples.
The second apparatus at macro-scale was designed and built in-house and called guarded hot
cartridge (GHC). It was based on the direct determination of the thermal resistance by imposing
different electrical loads through the cartridge and recording the bed temperature at different radial
positions. The heat sink is the ambient air in the laboratory. The difference in using the both
apparatus for evaluating thermal conductivity yielded a standard deviation less than 12%. Inorganic
salts often used in thermochemical energy storage (CaCl2, MgCl2, Sr2Br2 and MgSO4) and host
matrices (activated carbon, expanded natural graphite and silica gel, vermiculite) were used as
samples and the results on both system for only salts gave a thermal conductivity in the range of 0.3
– 1.3 W·m-1·K-1 with uncertainty less than 14%. These obtained data were within literature values
range. Regarding the results, the need of composites design is a must to achieve great thermal
performances in thermal storage systems, especially in closed systems. The specific heat capacity
measurement at micro-scale also showed good agreement with the literature and between the
different methods used for the evaluation.
For the permeability, the obtained results based on the nitrogen showed bigger difference
than the one with Helium and were closed to some literature results under air flow in an open
system. The reason might be that Helium was lighter than Nitrogen and therefore passed easily
through the voids of the bed. As of standard deviation matter, only MgCl2·6H2O and SrBr2·6H2O
presented about 45% between the two gas usages. The others deviate of about 95% leading to the
difference in the results. However, the N2 permeability gave realistic results, especially for
strontium bromide. However the results had an uncertainty around 25% due to the pressure loss in
air (the ambient) caused by the thermal mass flow meter.
The above parameters well determined under realistic conditions, will help for numerical
investigations and performances evaluation. A thermal analysis based chemical kinetics was
performed in order to have a trend on the storage material performances. At the material scale, the
expectations were closed to the theoretical performances, however when related to the prototype,
the performances were reduced. Only the lab-scale will help us correlating the micro- to macroscale and then extending it to the prototype. Based on the previous results, numerical investigations
will be done in the next chapter for performance analysis at the lab-scale before performing the
experiment itself.
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5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF
THE THERMOCHEMICAL HEAT
STORAGE SYSTEM
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In this chapter, numerical and theoretical performances of the storage system are studied in
order to develop a prototype. Based on the previous study at the micro-scale, thermal performances
are highlighted and then extended with the lab-scale experiment, and finally a comparison for
models (analytical and 3D) validation. The analytical models developed in Chapter 3 served to
efficiently approach the optimal solution and greatly reduce the design for any 3D study (geometry
design and meshing) and the number of simulations to achieve.

5.1. GENERAL ANALYSIS
Before starting analysis, the project target specifications are presented in order to define the
needs and constraints and hence designing a prototype.
Table 5.1. Target specifications of the thermochemical storage system and reference values.
Specifications

Value

Storage capacity

80 kWh in 1 m3 of prototype reactor

Energy storage density

576 kJ·l-1 = 160 kWh·m-3 for the prototype

Thermal power

10 kW

Heating rate

1-10 K·min-1 or higher according to (N’Tsoukpoe et al.,
2014)

Pressure range

10 – 80 mbar

Coefficient of performance (COPth)

35 – 88 °C

Thermal conductivity of the salt

0.56 (SrBr2·H2O), 0.71 (SrBr2·6H2O) (W·m-1·K-1)

Permeability of the salt

0.7×10-10 (SrBr2·H2O), 3.1×10-11 (SrBr2·6H2O) (m2)

Temperature range

> 0.5 (minimum COP for basis system using only one salt
(Istria et al., 1996))

Looking at the above table, one can understand that a prototype based on these specifications
can run 8 hours per day in cold periods. From the preliminary studies at micro-scale, the required
time to completely hydrate the salt in order to fulfil the above specification can be estimated. In fact,
from the released power of the reactor and the stored energy, the following formula is used:

(5.1)
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From the above formula and using data from Table 4.9, hydration time is about 22 days to
completely hydrate the salt bed at prototype level. However, this time was based on the micro-scale
study. The complete hydration time function of the reaction conversion or advancement at the
reactor scale will be given using the sharp front model developed in chapter 4. The focus on this
time is to justify the required simulation time for numerical studies. Therefore, the eight hours
(28800 s) of running period has been chosen. The needed parameters as permeability, thermal
conductivity, specific heat capacity and kinetic properties have been already determined in the
previous chapter and will be used here. For charging, an inflow temperature of ~ 100 °C is set for
the heat transfer fluid and condensation temperature to 25 °C, hence a condensing vapour pressure
around 32 mbar. Since Eq. (3.6) normally stands for pure vapour system, equilibrium temperature
of the salt bed can easily be deduced according to the condensing pressure. It is found to be
= 58 °C. This temperature helps evaluating the temperature swing that the reactor will
experience during a whole cycle. In fact, in practice, the reaction requires the reactive salt to be out
of equilibrium (as mentioned in chapter 2, section 2.2.3) for heat and mass transfer to take place.
For the discharging phase, the vapour should be generated at lower temperature such of 10 °C
corresponding to a vapour pressure of about 13.2 mbar. Therefore an inlet pressure of about 14
mbar were chosen for the simulations. Following the same scheme to determine the equilibrium
= 45 °C. Based on this theoretical
drop during discharging, it was found that
thermodynamic analysis, it can be sure that at least 45 °C can be produced by the thermochemical
system based on strontium bromide with five water molecules involved. Still, this achievement
depends on the reaction kinetic of the salt bed. In the following, numerical investigations are
performed in order to point out the optimal parameter values to better hydrate the salt bed and
hence, lead to optimal performances.

5.2. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Since hydration corresponds to the discharging, hence the output that is need for the common
user, the work is in general focused on it. From an engineering view, the question, how should the
conversion be completed to offer great performances, find the answer in determining the
appropriate vapour flow rate through the bed, the size of the bed, its optimal porosity and hydration
time.

5.2.1. OPTIMAL PARAMETERS EVALUATION
From the sharp front model (Eq. (3.56)) and using the different experimental permeability (kD
from Eqs. (4.13)) of strontium bromide with the previous mentioned hypothesis in chapter 2, the
needed hydration time, water vapour flow rate crossing the salt bed along with the bed size can be
predicted and later compared with the experimentation on the prototype. Using the following
constraints:
water vapour pressure of 14 mbar, bed temperature of 45 °C and a pressure difference
around the bed of 0.5 mbar,
an enthalpy of formation of 67400 J∙mol-1, an entropy of 175 J∙mol-1·K-1 with five water molecules involved,
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in this model, a bed with particle diameter of 100 μm and a total porosity of 0.75 (this value
find its justification in the following) is assumed,
and assuming a quasi-complete hydration (
),
the required time to totally hydrate the bed is given in Figure 5.1a (~ 22 days) which matches the
theoretical value obtained with Eq. 5.1. On Figure 5.1a, it can be seen that less than one month is
required to hydrate the bed.
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Figure 5.1. Numerical results of parameters: (a) hydration time as function of the reaction
conver¬sion or advancement under pure water vapour; (b) energy density of the salt as function of
the bed size (thickness); (c) vapour mass flow rate at the entrance of the salt bed as function of the
reaction conversion.
Hydration strongly depends on the heat source for evaporation performance. A geothermal heat
source can provide the 10 °C needed at a very low cost, so that any impact on the prototype cost is
noticed. Unfortunately, no geothermal heat source was available.
Once hydration time is known, Eq. (3.57) helps to evaluate the salt energy density on the bed
size. Fig. 5.1b shows the relationship between the energy density of the salt and the bed size. As
already determined at micro-scale (531 kWh·m-3) and comparing to theoretical value (629 kWh·m3), energy density should be between 500 and 650 kWh·m-3 in order to exhibit great performance at
the prototype scale than latent and water storage systems. Hence to obtain that energy density, bed
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thickness should be in the range of 0.028 – 0.033 m under pure vapour. According to that thickness
range and still using the sharp front model, the corresponding mass flow rate of the vapour can be
determined. Figure 5.1c shows vapour mass flow rate evolution function of the reaction conversion
and one can observed that, to achieve quasi-complete hydration of the bed, mass flow rate should
not be higher than 0.001 kg·h-1. Such information consolidates the laminar regime mode within the
bed (found in the chapter 3). This information helps when looking for the appropriate valve to
connect the evaporator and the reactor. When compared to the mass flow rate at the micro-scale
(chapter 4, Figure 4.15), it was very small, around 4×10-18 kg·h-1 of water vapour. As a recall, this
flow rate strongly depends on the tubing. The flow rate maximum and minimum corresponds to the
minimum and maximum bed thickness respectively. Large bed thickness required a lower vapour
mass flow rate whereas a small bed thickness required a higher mass flow rate to achieve quasicomplete hydration.
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Figure 5.2. Numerical evaluation of the optimal porosity of strontium bromide for efficient heat and
mass transfer.

Numerical evaluation of the optimal porosity is strongly related to the simultaneous heat and
mass transfer. That means, looking for the porosity that allow simultaneously fairly good heat and
mass transfer. Contrastingly, porosity also effects on the density of the salt. If the density of the salt
is low and the porosity high, an efficient heat exchanger must be added to increase the heat transfer
in the reactor. On the other hand, gas diﬀusers must be added to increase mass transfer in the
reactor when the density of the salt is high and the porosity low. Some researchers (Azoumah et al.,
2004) focused their interest on finding the optimal density for composites design. Figure 5.2 shows
the confrontation of thermal conductivity (heat transfer characteristic) and permeability (mass
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transfer characteristic) of the strontium bromide versus its total porosity. The chosen porosity
value of 0.75 in the above section was taken from this analysis.

5.2.2. KINETICS ANALYSIS
Various geometrical scales characterise all phenomena which occur in a reactor. A description of
the modelling process requires a precise definition of these different scales. We have deliberately
set these scales from the size: micro (milligrams), where the reactor is a pan into a furnace and
macro (some grams of salt), where the reactor is at labscale. This precision is necessary to show the
difference with the prototype-scale where tons of salt are required. Figure 5.3 shows the validation
of the analytical model and simulated model for the conversion. However, only hydration is
presented at the reactor scale due to the fact that this phase determines the system performance.
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Figure 5.3. a) Micro-scale validation of the theoretical analysis of the kinetic curves under realistic
conditions. b) Reactor-scale validation of the kinetic simulation for the coupled heat and mass
transfer.
In both case, one can see that numerical results predict rapid conversion than experimental
results and seems to closely fit when reaching the end of the reaction. Where the curves do not fit
closely can be due to the pressure effect and the absence of thermal expansion or shrinking
coefficient in the model. At the microscopic scale, the conversion is evaluated for a representative
quantity of salt. By finite difference it is possible to derive the reaction rate

(Eqs. (3.17) - (3.18)),

which allows calculating heat and mass sources produced by the reaction. Hence, heat source and
mass source for the vapour presented in Eqs. (3.29) and (3.37).
Due to these sources terms, the chemical reaction at the microscopic scale impacts the spatial
and temporal evolution of the thermodynamic processes at the reactor scale. Inversely since
temperature and pressure changes modify the frequency of nucleation and the reactivity of growth
(Favergeon et al., 2013), thermodynamic influences conversion of the reaction at microscopic scale.
Previous work on a different salt has shown similar behaviour (Fopah Lele et al., 2015). Figure 5.4
shows the experimental and numerical kinetic rate of a cycle dehydration-hydration of the
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strontium bromide. Numerical results account for the pressure effect, hence the slowness than the
experimental. The first pick down corresponds to the dehydration and the pick up to the hydration,
showing at which rate heat is stored and released, respectively. It can be observed that the cycle
yields at magnitude of ×10-4. In addition, the crystallography systems (although it is not in the scope
of this work) of SrBr2·6H2O and SrBr2·H2O can be tetragonal or orthorhombic (Dyke and Sass, 1964),
meaning large structure to receive water molecules. Hence gas pressure effect into the structure.
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Figure 5.4. Experimental reaction rate of strontium bromide during decomposition and synthesis
with their comparison with numerical result as functions of time.
The reaction rate versus the extent conversion on Figure 5.5 clearly should normally show the
different hydrates during decomposition and synthesis of strontium bromide at the exact
conversion or percentage of removed/gained water into the salt. The reaction rate is however
showing a kind of dome (downward and upward face) corresponding to the direct formation of
SrBr2∙1H2O (Figure 5.5a) and SrBr2∙6H2O (Figure 5.5b). Each analysis of the peak led to a first order
kinetic. One can see that, conversion do not proceed step by step, I mean for example, in decomposition, it does not decompose to penta-, tetra- or dehydrate, it is an overall process until the
anhydrous form (SrBr2·H2O). A question arises, why not obtaining SrBr2 directly? The answer lies in
term of stability. Dyke and Sass (Dyke and Sass, 1964) justified that answer stating that, the increase
in coordination number of the strontium ion by water molecule allow great stabilization in crystal
lattices. Taking into account the pressure effect shows slight discrepancy between numerical and
experimental results. One can observe that during decomposition, energy is stored from 20% to
50% of conversion, and is released from 45% to 95% of conversion during synthesis. This justifies
the assumption of the quasi-complete hydration adopted earlier in the analytical sharp front model.
Chemical kinetics is always a function of temperature, time and concentration. The conversion
informs us about the decomposition and synthesis mechanisms and the reaction rate about the time
effect, what happened during conversion and the reaction order. However a good understanding of
other mechanisms (nucleation, growth, cracks, and dilatation-retraction) should involve scanning
electronic microscopy (SEM) study of the material crystals damaged by heating and X-ray diffrac155

tion (XRD) for structural analysis, which is not in the scope of this thesis. These agreements
between experimental and numerical results lead to validate the kinetic model
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Figure 5.5. Experimental reaction rate of the strontium bromide during decomposition (a) and
synthesis (b) and their comparison with numerical result as functions of the conversion.
The reaction rate is temperature and pressure dependent. This dependence is related to the kinetic factor

in Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18). So, for different temperatures there is a

variation of the kinetic factor of the reaction. Focusing only on the hydration, Fig. 5.6 shows that the
conversion α strongly depends on
. For the same value of α, for example α =0.7, we can observe
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that the high temperature group (
= 2×10-4 and 3×10-4) arrives much earlier than the low
temperature group (
= 9×10-5 and 1×10-4). That means high temperature has a rapid effect on
the reaction rate. However, with a high reaction temperature, the amount of heat loss on the wall is
too high. This heat loss reduces the energy efficiency of the thermal storage system. Therefore one
has to find a compromise between the reaction rate and the energy efficiency. In the following,
= 1×10-4 is adopted for further simulation and this value is justified on the Figure 5.4, besides,
the kinetic of reaction may become a limiting factor to the hydration. The same Figure shows that,
reaction advancement is not so sensitive to the vapour pressure p. For different pressures values,
the results are similar. For an extremely low pressure value of p = 20 Pa, the evolution of the
conversion (or advancement) becomes slightly slower than before.
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Figure 5.6. Influence of kinetic factor (a) and vapour pressure (b) on the reaction conversion of the
strontium bromide during synthesis.
Since conversion expresses the water adsorption/desorption, another parameter to take into
account is the grain size. N’Tsoukpoe et al. showed that the grain size can be a powerful tool to also
manage the dynamic of water adsorption/desorption (K. Edem N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014). The above
results will allow an estimation of the accuracy of simulations depending on the detail to which the
reaction kinetics of a material are known. This also helps validating the kinetic model under varying
circumstances. The use of kinetics can significantly reduce experimental efforts for characterizing a
reactive material to enable simulations of a larger system based on said material.

5.2.3. HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER RESULTS
Before discussing the results in this part, it is relevant to point out the parameters dependence.
The main parameters (thermal conductivity, permeability, heat capacity, porosity) used for numerical investigation are independent of the conversion process (adsorption/desorption). Indeed, under
vacuum, the dependence can be neglected with standard deviation lower than 2% on the results
(Michel, 2012). This previous author demonstrated that under vacuum, heat transfer is the limiting
factor to the conversion for effective thermal conductivity of the bed less than 50 W·m -1·K-1, and
within the range (10.38 – 11) W·m-1·K-1, hydration time is reduced, hence released power increase.
The non-taking into account of radiation (although radiation highlights the realty of enhanced
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surface heat transfer) in the energy balance reduces the heat transfer coefficient. However the
reduction is less than or equal to 10% but increases the charging time (Andreozzi et al., 2014). Well,
we are expecting longer dehydration time and exact hydration (8 hours per day) time as predicted
before. However, the increase of released power can be done using composites-based-salt (which is
not in the scope of this work of course).
The investigation was then further performed at the lab-scale using the geometry of Figure 3.7
and Eq. (3.19) (numerical). Due to the long-time of numerical simulation, the dynamic of water
adsorption or absorption is studied only during the hydration. The effect of the main parameters
(permeability and thermal conductivity) is looked on the hydration conversion.
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Figure 5.7. Influence of the thermal conductivity of the salt bed (a) and its permeability (b) on the
hydration degree of the bed.
Figure 5.7 shows the impact of the two main parameters, when talking about heat and mass
transfer, on the hydration of the salt bed in order to see the optimum value for a complete hydration. Figure 5.7a exhibits that high the thermal conductivity, fast is the hydration. However, between
25 and 80% of conversion we observe two main groups: (0.1 to 0.56 W·m-1·K-1) and (1 to 10 W·m1·K-1). The standard deviation between those two groups is less than 7%, but it reveals that storage
materials with higher thermal conductivity improve the hydration (respectively the dehydration).
Figure 5.7b shows the permeability effect. At the beginning of the hydration until reaching 60%
of conversion, bigger permeability leads to faster hydration. Then the phenomenon is reversed after
60% of conversion until the complete hydration. This can be explained by water molecules
absorption as follows: big voids in the salt structure are rapidly occupied and also react faster with
solid, then become slower since the voids are no longer available. Small voids are progressive
occupied, that is why the conversion is slower at the beginning and then become fast. The
intersection on Figure 5.7b may explain the simultaneous adsorption at the salt surface and quasiabsorption in the salt volume (not entirely but a part). During the adsorption, voids are blocked by
the adsorbed gas and the following gas flows through the supercritical voids (Kainourgiakis et al.,
1998). Vapour is then condensed after a certain time inside the salt structure, leading to the
absorption of those condensable (such as droplets in the liquid phase).
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3D modelling of thermochemical heat storage is a complex problem where a simultaneous
chemical reactions and heat and mass transfer through porous medium occur. In this thesis, ﬂuid
ﬂow ﬁeld was coupled to the heat and mass transfers inside salt bed. Numerical considerations
involved solution of the hydrodynamic equations for the ﬂuid followed by solving the equations of
heat and mass transfers in salt as porous medium. Thus, heat was transferred from heating fluid to
salt surface by convection and from surface to inside of the salt by conduction. Similarly, the water
content was transferred to the surface from the inside by diffusion and from the salt surface to the
gas by convection.

a)

b)

Figure 5.8. Numerical 3D view of the salt bed temperature during charging (a) and discharging (b)
at a specific time of 150 min for the charging and 15 min for the discharging.
The following results on the 3D model (Figure 5.8) are based on the used parameters in appendix
A3. The geometry of the simulation model is always a big issue in 3D. The resolution of fluid
mechanics in the elbow parts of the tubes is a tough task in the charging process and the initial inlet
fluid temperature is set to 105 °C. Inlet and inflow boundaries are set to the bottom of the reactor in
the discharging process. The vapour steam arrives with a concentration fixed at 2500 mol·m-3. At
t=0, initial bed temperature is equal to 20 °C. Figure 5.8 exhibits storage and release heat process
using a 3D model in order to be closed to the reality. The fluid (thermal oil) circulates into the tubes
perfectly conductive, and transfers its heat to bed in order to dehydrate the salt bed. When heat is
stored, water vapour leaves the bed and is condensed into a condenser, which is not simulated here.
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One can see in Figure 5.8a that, the bed received the quasi-exact temperature from the heating fluid
at about 373 K (100 °C). As already said, this temperature corresponds to what can provide the
losses from a micro-CHP. In order to visualize distribution within bed, temperature at several space
points (Appendix A7) of the bed is plotted and discussed.
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Figure 5.9. Numerical results of the charging process (bed temperature and pressure evolution).
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During charging it can be observed in Fig. 5.9 how gradually bed temperature evolves. It shows
two elbows at space positions N2 (0.1, -0.03, -0.025), N3 (0.08, -0.04, 0.02), N4 (0.2, -0.03, -0.025),
the first at around 50 min actually explains the phenomenon when inside-water becomes vapour,
and the second at around 250 min when the vapour is getting out of the bed. That second
phenomenon is well explained using the pressure drop in the reactor which tends to be linear after
175 min of process. The quasi-linearity from 50 min on the pressure drop figure, brings an
explanation to the first phenomenon. Once water is in the gas phase, pressure tends to reach reactor
equilibrium. However, that equilibrium is at around 69 mbar, corresponding to the equilibrium
temperature of around 362 K in Figure 3.6 to charge the bed.
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Figure 5.10 Numerical results of the discharging process (bed temperature and pressure drop).
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From there (50 min), starts the endothermic dehydration of the SrBr2·6H2O with release of water
vapour indicated by a drop in the gradient of the bed temperatures. After 12 min, temperature is at
about 294 K (21 °C) and later at 30 min temperature of 338 K (65 °C) is reached. Hence, the heating
rate higher at the beginning decrease from 24 K·min-1 to 1 K·min-1 as expected beyond the range.
However from 30 min to the end the rate is in the target rate range as in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.10 shows the bed temperature and the pressure drop profiles during the discharging
procedure. The reaction is initiated when water vapour at 14 mbar ﬂows into the reactor. At
position N5 (0.08, -0.04, 0.02), peak goes up to 335 K (62 °C) because of the proximity to the
evaporator entrance, meaning salt react first at this position. At position N1 (0.1, -0.03, 0.025), peak
goes up to 315 K (42 °C) since vapour arrives later at this position. An average at all points of the
bed gives temperature peak at 325 K (52 °C). The peak temperature is obtained at a heating rate of
about 27 K·min-1 but during the decreasing that value is between 1 and 10 K·min-1. As seen in Figure
5.10, bed temperature increases till the equilibrium temperature before starting to decrease slowly.
This happens between 1 and 15 min and after that cooling starts. This cooling effect is linked to two
phenomena: the cooling of the inflow vapour itself after the first input and the natural convective
flux outside of the reactor.
In Comsol, the physics “reacting flow diluted species” calculates the pressure during the process.
Figure 5.10 shows a small pressure drop variation of 13 mbar during the discharging process. This
drop is closely related to the exothermic reaction. During this latter, salt adsorbs the vapour quite
quickly in the beginning, then get slower and slower because it gets saturated and attempts to
regain the equilibrium. The effect is directly coupled with the peak temperature happening at the
beginning. However this drop is very small (for instance less than 0.1 mbar) across a hexagonal duct
which compose the bed. It is verified using Eq. (3.6). After 100 min, pressure suddenly starts to
increase. An explanation can be the bed temperature at some point (N5) of the bed, since
N’Tsoukpoe et al. stated that, a vapour pressure above 40 mbar is required to reach 60 °C in the
reactor (N’Tsoukpoe, 2014).

5.2.3.1.

Cooling effect on bed temperature

This parametric study mostly concerns the discharging procedure. The cooling effect of the bed is
investigated, considering a simulation run with only vapour cooling itself, meaning there is no natural convection (
W·m-2·K-1). Another case, where only natural convection is considered
(
W·m-2·K-1 and diffusion coefficient neglected), and the both represents the formal numerical results.
Figure 5.11a exhibits the cooling effect on the bed temperature profile. It starts from 315 K (42
°C) and there can be seen that considering only the self-cooling of the vapour slightly increases the
bed temperature but is reduced if only the outside convection is considered. This can be explained
by the variation of the vapour temperature. While it cools down the side salt, the vapour is heated
itself when reacting with the salt plus the generated sensible heat. So after a time period the vapour
temperature is balanced with the side salt while the convective heat flux keeps decreasing the
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temperature which tends to balance with the ambient temperature of the room. Another effect is the
honeycomb made of aluminium, which tend to homogenise the bed temperature from the start of
the reaction as seen in Figure 5.11b. On that figure, it can be seeing that the use of equivalent
parameters on the simplified bed as done in chapter 3, do not affect the results.
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Figure 5.11. Cooling effect on the released temperature (a); and the aluminium effect during the first
three minutes of the discharging (b).

5.2.4. THERMAL POWER AND EFFICIENCY
Expressions of thermal power evaluation in thermochemical heat storage are varying and
strongly depend on the process. Most of them only focus on the synthesis (hydration or sorption)
phase. The trivial condition determining the power of thermochemical reactors is the equilibrium
deviation
, where is the temperature at the heat exchanger layer in the case
of closed process. The reason behind is that, this deviation initiates the synthesis or decomposition
reaction. Stitou et al. proposed the average thermal power, involving the both the reaction power
and the sensible power developed during the reaction phase as follows (Stitou et al., 1997):

where

(5.2)

The term represents the energy ratio between the sensible and the reaction energy, of a mean
value of 5% adopted by the authors for the average power at the heat exchanger layer or wall. From
the analytical sharp front model, the average volume power (Michel, 2012; Stitou, 2013) released by
the reactive salt can be expressed in function of the reaction conversion or advancement:

(5.3)
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Some researchers came out with other expressions. Li et al. proceeded by determining the
amount of heat produced during discharging on the required hydration time, in which the sorption
heat of every material involved is taken account (Li et al., 2014). This amount of heat is the sum of
the reaction heat of the reactant, the sensible heat released by the reactant during transferring heat
to the tube and the sensible heat released by the aluminium part of the reactor when it is cooled
from the heat input to the heat transfer fluid. The average power of solid–gas thermochemical
sorption heat storage during the discharging phase is calculated using the following equation:

(5.4)

From the authors’ definition of different heats, their amount can be obtained from the following
equation:

(5.5)

Eq. (5.4) can be adopted for experimentation calculation particularly for sorption, since it takes into
account the heat capacitance, the reaction advancement and equilibrium conditions.
To determine the charging power, a simple operation is needed as the inlet and outlet of the heat
transfer fluid to heat up the salt bed are known and a mass flowmeter available. An author (Stitou,
. It can also be determined
2013) proposed the following expression:
when knowing the mass flow rate and the temperature difference between the material and the heat
transfer fluid.
(5.6)

For the charging power determination, Li et al. (Li et al., 2014) also proposed a similar way as of
the discharging. The thermal power consumption of solid–gas thermochemical sorption heat storage during the charging phase is calculated using the following equation:

(5.7)

The ﬁrst term in the right hand side into bracket is the reaction heat of reactant. The second term
is the sensible heat consumed by the reactant during the pre-heating and super-heating phases
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when it is heated from heat output temperature
the hydrate and dehydrate states.

to heat input temperature

during

(5.8)

The third term is the sensible heat released by the metallic (Aluminium) part of reactor when it is
heated from heat output temperature
to heat input temperature
. These amounts of
heat can be obtained from Eq. (5.8).
The performance for heat production of the system is clearly demonstrated with the coefficient
of performance (COPth) and the thermal efficiency ( ). For such of storage method of thermochemical energy, when operates under the heat recovery process to upgrade the system, heat is produced
only during the synthesis reaction process. Hence the COPth and the thermal efficiency are respectively defined as follows:

and

(5.9)

Equation (5.9) can be re-written for each expression earlier mentioned; however a care has to be
taken on the units. Indeed, the following chosen power for efficiency calculation is adopted since
inconsistent values are obtained with the other expressions.
The following results on the evaluation of thermal power, efficiency and coefficient of performance rely on the thermodynamics data in Appendix A3. The value of salt volume could not be very
accurate, however the value 0.054 m3 found in chapter 2 is adopted. The stored power is determined using a salt weight of about 10 kg and a mass flow rate of 520 kg∙h-1 and in the case involving
heat transfer fluid, parameters in Table 5.2 is adopted. Literature proposed different method of
power evaluation. Three of them, in accordance with the present application were gathered. Eq.
(5.3) and of
, underestimate the numerical power evaluation. Eqs. (5.4) and (5.7) show
inconsistent results, whereas the one based on Eqs. (5.2) and (5.6) point out proper results. Therefore, the discussion will be based on this latter. Figure 4.12a shows thermal power evolution as
function of the reaction conversion during dehydration and hydration. In dehydration, thermal
power decreases from -420 W to -805 W between 0.1 and 0.9 of reaction advancement. The same
phenomenon is observed in hydration from 630 W to about 130 W. Figure 5.12b shows thermal
efficiency evolution with the reaction advancement. Efficiency (average of 0.7) evolution increases
before slightly decreasing. This efficiency is about 0.78 for reaction advancement at about 0.9, which
is quite good as upgraded system. This high efficient value supposes the heat of condensation is
considered.
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Figure 5.12 Evolution of the thermal power (a) and the thermal efficiency (b) obtained numerically
as function of the reaction advancement.
Table 5.2. Parameters used in numerically power evaluation involving the heat transfer fluid.
Charging / dehydration

58 °C

100 °C

Discharging / hydration

97 °C

45 °C

15 °C

50 °C

Figure 5.13 shows again thermal power function of time and heating COPth of solid–gas thermochemical sorption heat transformer at different global conversions. Whether in dehydration or in
hydration, thermal power decreases with time. Peaks are obtained at the beginning and the reason
can be explained by looking at the bed temperature profiles. A priori, during the discharging where
after the peak is obtained, follows the cooling. This figure exhibits power profile on the eight hours
of running per day.
In order to numerically evaluate the storage capacity of solid–gas thermochemical heat storage
system, peak power at hydration output is used. The target storage capacity 80 kWh corresponds
approximately to the heat demand (including the DHW) for four days of a single family house in a
moderate central European climate with a heating load of 30 kWh·m -2·year-1 (Heimrath and Haller,
2007; Lahmidi et al., 2006). Based on these four days and the output power at the hydration, a
numerical storage capacity of 60 kWh is obtained, corresponding to 75% of the project target value.
At micro-scale, it was demonstrated that 72% of the target value could be reach (chapter 4, section §
4.5.4.).
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Figure 5.13. Thermal power as function of time (a) and heating COPth of the solid-gas
thermochemical heat storage system at different reaction advancement (b).
We can conclude at this level that, thermal management of thermochemical heat storage can be
performed through micro-scale or macro-scale with minor standard deviation in results less than
4%. However, disregarding heat loss (to be in accordance with the numerical simulation), 1 m3 of
water can store 44 kWh for a temperature change of 38 °C (temperature difference between charging and discharging in this application). A question arises then: is it worth such a system with
performances closed to water storage? Experimental investigations can bring some answer elements.
The heating COPth on Figure 5.13b increases with the increase in conversion of chemical reaction
and is about 0.97 when the reaction advancement/conversion is 0.8. That value is higher than the
ideal COP which is 0.5 as predicted in Table 5.1. Once again the performance of the system is
numerically demonstrated.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
Previous modelling and simulation are meant to help sizing a prototype. Before building a prototype, a lab-scale is rather developed to test the system in known and controlled conditions so that
the feasibility of the process can be proved. The results of the experiment will also be used in the
validation of the model which has been developed in the previous chapter. The laboratory reactor
has the target described in Table 4.1. During the instrumentation, the major challenge is to manage
the vacuum state.

5.3.1. REACTOR CONCEPT
For the experiments in this work, an operated reactor based on a honeycomb heat exchanger
concept is manufactured and integrated into the test bench. This choice of heat exchanger is based
on the improvement of issue, such as agglomeration, expansion of the bed and diffusion. The
honeycomb structure prevents the agglomeration as precedents studies have shown the need to
change the exchangers for proper hydration (Fopah Lele et al., 2014, 2015a). Above, an optimal bed
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thickness was assessed; however the bed has a three-dimensional character. The agglomeration
occurs much more in width and length of the bed, hence the reduction of these dimensions by
introducing the honeycomb, which involves equal-size cells of the order smaller than the bed
thickness. The reactor is made of stainless steel and the exchanger of aluminium. Prior roughly
corrosive tests were performed on aluminium. After 24 hours, strontium bromide does not affect
the metal but it starts degrading the structure after five days. Since a cycle test does not last more
than a day, corrosion problems are not expected.

5.3.2. TEST BENCH FOR THE LAB-SCALE EXPERIMENT
A laboratory test plant has been set up at the Institute of Environmental Chemistry (IEC) and a
process flow diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 5.14. It consists of three main units: the
cylindrical reactor (Ø = 200 mm, L = 400 mm for an internal volume of 0.012 m3) containing the
integrated honeycomb heat exchanger with strontium bromide, a thermal bath playing the role of an
evapo-condenser and the Unistat, a temperature control engineering having both the role of a
micro-CHP for the charging process and the households for the discharging process. All those units
allow the supply of the HTF at demanded temperatures and mass ﬂows, the reactive gas supply and
the cooling and disposal of the vapour stream.

Figure 5.14. Lab-scale schematic and process flow diagram of the test bench for experimentation.
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5.3.2.1.

The heat exchanger montage

The heat exchanger description and parameters are presented in Appendix A1-3. The heat
exchanger consists of two parts, a bundle tubes transporting the heat transfer fluid and the
honeycomb bed structure containing strontium bromide. So the both parts are welded. However,
welding do not insure a very good heat conduction between the tube and the plate as shown in
Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. Therefore, a thermal conductive adhesive was impregnated between
the two part by forming a powerful conductive thin layer (white color in Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.15. Fisrt part of the heat exchanger (bundle tubes) and thermocouples not yet inserted into
the bed.
The 10 thermocouples were then inserted into the bed by making some holes. As already explained
above, the use of this structure solves the agglomeration issue by dividing the bed into small
hexagonal beds as presented in Figure 5.17. In order to maintain the bed fixed and not losing some
salt particles, a diffusive mesh is technically bolted on the bed face. The diffusive mesh has a very
high permeability (~ 10-4 m2) compared to the bed permeability.
Honeycomb structure with material

Thermal conductive adhesive

HTF inlet tube

Reactor vessel

Metallic net

Figure 5.16. Final heat exchanger (bundle tubes + honeycomb bed) and inserted thermocouples.
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5.3.2.2.

The measurement elements

For performance evaluation of the lab-scale reactor, different values were obtained using the
following measuring elements in Table 5.3. A vacuum pump was connected to the reactor in order to
evacuate the system down to an absolute pressure (varying from 6 to 11 mbar) to enable a pure
vapour atmosphere. The vacuum management is done through a rotary vane of the type RA 0025 F.
An additional safety valve is installed before the reactor entrance. It is ensuring that the valves of
the pump are always open before starting the system. Via a thermostatic bath (Julabo, Type c-5B/2,
nominal power 1.1 kW) as an evapo-condenser, the temperature of the reactive gas to discharge the
salt bed can be set at 30 °C. While charging of the storage material takes place in the reactor at a
variable condensation temperature was difficult to adjust.
Table 5.3. Measured quantities, measuring instruments and features of the elements.
Measured quantity
Bed temperature
(T1…T10) and
reactor ambient
temperature T11

Units
°C

HTF inlet and outlet temperature

°C

Sheathed resistance
thermometer Pt 100 RM-Type
WL-6, 0-1 Pt100-A-L-2 , 4-w.,
TT-465.

Reactor pressure

Pa

Pressure transmitter
SD-37 (Rössler Messtechnik)

Mass flow rate

Vacuum creation

kg·s-1

Pa

References
Sheathed thermocouple NiCrNi (Typ K) RM-Type AL-KE-3,0L-2, TT-465.
In-house calibration

Coriolis-Mass meter: Yokogawa
RCCT34-AV0M02D4SL

Rotary vane Vacuum pumps
series R5; Type RA 0025 F 5A3
GK-Aqua. From BUSCH GmbH.
L=represents the corresponding thermocouple length.

Characteristics
Max. deviation: DIN EN 60584
class 1.
Range: 0 to 350 °C.
∆T = ±0.2 °C

Max. deviation: DIN EN 60751
class A.
Range: -50 to 200 °C.
∆T = 0.3 ± 0.005ɵ °C
ɵ absolute value of T.
Precision : 0.1%
Range : -1..0 bar (vacuum)
with temperature decoupler
to 200°C
At 70% of flow, 0.76 of pressure loss. Precision of 0.13%.
See appendix A5.
Possibility of water vapour in
the process. Vacuum limit: 0.5
mbar. Rate: about 25 m3·h-1.

The mass flowmeter F1 (capacity up to 3 tons/h) of type Yokogawa RCCT34-AV0M02D4SL
recorded the mass flow of the heat transfer fluid during the both phases. A data calibration sheet is
presented in the appendices (Appendix A5). To observe the reaction front and identify possible
limitations due to heat and mass transfer of pure vapour, 10 sheathed thermocouples NiCr-Ni (type
K of different lengths: 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 mm) were installed inside the reaction bed and an
eleventh thermocouple between the bed and the bed for the reactor temperature. Two sheathed
platinum resistance thermometers (Pt-100, RM-Type from Rössel Messtechnik) T201 and T202 were
plugged (perpendicularly to the flow) into the tube conducting the HTF to record inlet and outlet
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temperatures. Temperature was recorded through these thermocouples connected to a BenchLink
Data Logger software “Agilent”. The heat transfer fluid in this experiment was the thermofluid (oil)
DW-Therm HT P20.330.32. A pressure transmitter (SD-37 from Rössel Messtechnik) plugged in on
the top cover of the reactor records the pressure evolution in the reactor. Data acquisition was done
using Agilent 34970A/34972A Meilhaus LXi.

5.3.3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
An early description of the charging phase is described in chapter 3 (section 3.2). The volume
ﬂow of the HTF was kept constant for the whole cycle. In order to obtain a high temperature
difference between the temperature of the HTF and the reaction bed, the system is evacuated
(vacuum) and a constant temperature was applied in the condenser of the gas supply unit. To
initiate the reaction, the temperature of the HTF was increased to 105 °C (after looping flow through
the by-pass during about 20-45 min) and kept constant until the conversion of the material is
complete. The mass flow rate is supposed to be constant. It slightly varied (± 2 kg·h-1) due to the
running into the by-pass.
However, to discharge the stored energy in the bed, a certain evaporation temperature was
adjusted with the thermostatic bath. Thus, steam was generated in the evapo-condenser, ﬂowed
into the reactor and enabled the hydration reaction at constant pressure. Based on the measured
change of the water level in the evapo-condenser, the overall rate of conversion in the reactor was
determined. The conversion in percentage was calculated as the ratio of the amount of water
absorbed or released during the reaction to the theoretical amount of water based on the
stoichiometric reaction:

(5.10)

a)

b)

Figure 5.17. Strontium bromide in the (a) hydrate form and the (b) dehydrated form into the bed of
honeycomb structure.
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Table 5.4. Operating conditions and results of cycles performed.
Dehydration (charging)
Cycles

Conversion
[%]

[°C]

[°C]

[mbar]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

60
52
74
96
95
86
15
73
37
82
100
66
63

19.5
19.5
18.1
16.8
17.9
24
19.3
15
24
17.5
18.4
18.4
26

16.5
18
18
18
18
16
20
16
16
16.5
17
17
16.5

8
4.3
6.3
9.3
9.3
9
8
11
11
10.2
9.5
9.5
6

Hydration (discharging)
Mass flow
rate
[kg·h-1]
520
520
520
520
520
520
521
520
521
520.4
520.5
520
520

Time
[min]

Conversion
[%]

[°C]

[°C]

[mbar]

177
1084
217
342
340
540
45
529
141
566
411
158
140

56
57
92
95
97
82
9
81
42
87
80
95
68

27
30
19.6
19
18
17
21
20
16
20
20
19
18

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

32
22.5
18
18.4
17.5
19
20
20
18
16
16
13
15

During the discharging the evaporation temperature does not change from the starting until the end of the process.

4

The experiment was interrupted due to leakage that breaks the vacuum.
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Mass flow
rate
[kg·h-1]
520
170
220
30
11
11
188
225
190
-

Time
[min]
143
154
218
330
356
545
50
584
159
584
230
279
140

The reactor was ﬁlled with an amount of 974 g of SrBr2·6H2O and the bed in the both state,
hydrated and dehydrated form is shown in Figure 5.17. According to Eq. (3.2) and the molar masses
of the reactants, the theoretical amount of water was calculated to
247 g. The
numerator was obtained by weighting the amount of water (received from condensation during
charging or leaving by evaporation) in the evapo-condenser.
From a hydraulic point of view, preliminary experimental tests showed that heat exchange was
not working as expected in the evapo-condenser. Difficulty to stabilise the thermal bath at 25 °C
during charging. However, it varied much between 16 and 26 °C.
The provided thermocouples were all consistent before the beginning of the test process (displayed out 18 ° C, during the test of empty closed reactor). Some incorrect values were obtained
during the tests such as negative value or nil. Indeed, the mass flow F1 was provided with accurate
temperature probes at 0.2 °C, so each flow rate corresponds to a fluid temperature. There was also
some salt loss from the bed during cycle tests, but remained at the mesh surface as shown in Figure
5.18. It is due to the thermal expansion of the bed during sorption and desorption of water vapour.
From a temperature point of view this does not affect the bed temperature since that out-of-bed salt
sticks at the surface and chemically reacts. However it had an effect on the bed reaction conversion.
For example, during charging it will be difficult to heat that lost salt at the mesh surface.

Out-of-bed
salt

Figure 5.18. Out-of-bed salt (Strontium bromide) during a cycle test, showing some salt loss.
Search for leaks (air intakes in the process) was done at the connections (valves, thermocouples
entrance, in and out of heat transfer fluid connections). The tightness had been mastered at these
levels using "Ultra-Torr" vacuum connections (Swagelok), O-rings if necessary and
polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon). The inputs for thermocouples and transmitter were covered by a
flexible sealant tape (AXSON SM 5127). The insulation was then put in place covering the reactor
after the vacuum state is stabilized. It was done using a flexible insulating elastomer from KAIMANN
GmbH (Kaiflex EPDM plus) 32 mm thick with a maximum allowable temperature of 175 ° C.
The preliminary tests with about 700 g were time consuming but necessary to know which problems were present and how to solve or avoid them. Every test was a full cycle
(dehydration/hydration) and lasts between 100 and 570 min. During some tests, vacuum was
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breaking and the experiment stopped. Also due to the non-stability temperature of the evapocondenser, all the tests were not performed as initially (initial and final conditions) expected.

5.4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The lab-scale reactor was experimented during the period from 31.03.2014 to 02.05.2014 (33
days). Within this period, thirteen cycle tests were performed at varying operating conditions.
Unfortunately the sorption evolution was not dynamic, hence punctual measurement and individual
linear evolution. So formula such as of sorption where conversion was involved, will be globally
determined (i.e. for the thirteen cycles) or time-dependent at constant value of conversion.
Conversion effect on thermal power was difficult to argue here. The amount of water in the evapocondenser was measured at the beginning and at the end of the test. This is why Figure 5.19 exhibits
the overall reaction conversion (dehydration and hydration) for the thirteen tests. One can see that
the longer cycle lasted about 600 min to process. Cycles that reach more than 70% of conversion
also last longer. It was obvious that the time to charge and discharge the salt bed played a very
important role if great performances were intended to be verified.
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Figure 5.19. Experimental reaction conversion during dehydration and hydration for the thirteen
cycle tests.
During the cycle number 1 and 2, the maximum conversion in the both phases did not exceed
60% at a relatively less time (more than 5 hours for the entire cycle), meaning a decreasing
evolution from 100% to 40%. However the hydration at about 56% did not mean it is not completed
since it starts at 40%. Though with the same salt without opening the reactor, the cycle tests
number 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 11 (Table 5.4) exhibit good performances. In the case, where the
hydration conversion was higher, the dehydration conversion corresponded to an overhydration or
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the presence of non-condensable water at the reactor wall and at the surface of the heat exchanger,
which were not in the evapo-condenser to be weighted. Table 5.4 summarizes the operating
conditions and the results of all tests performed. Initial conditions (bed temperature, evapocondenser temperature, reactor pressure) of the experiment were put in that table too. Evapocondenser pressure was determined using the theoretical formula since we have the corresponding
temperature. The mass flow rate in this table was a dynamic measurement. In fact, the mass flow
rate values observed at the display screen does not change much during a charging test, but
inconsistent during the discharging.
In the following, the obtained results were detailed, particularly for the cycle test number 4. This
cycle test has been chosen because physical phenomena that take place are representative of those
of the other cycles. For the mass flow of the heat transfer fluid (which is not the reactive gas), note
that the dehydrations were performed with a flow rate set to 520 kg·h-1 and the hydration with a
flow varying out-of-scale on some tests, so inconsistent values could have been recorded. However,
for the calculation the value 520 kg·h-1 of is adopted. Flow rate of the reactive gas was not measured
due the difficulty to get a very accurate device for such of low gas velocity.

5.4.1. CYCLE (DEHYDRATION/HYDRATION) TEST N° 4 RESULTS
This cycle follows a quasi-completed hydrated bed (test number 4 in Table 5.4) due to the fact
that much time was not allowed for the running. The bed is completely dehydrated at 96% and 4%
remaining represents the non-condensable water at the reactor wall. Hydration is then completed at
99% of the dehydrated state. This test lasts 11 hours, hence the good performances.
Figure 5.20 shows pressure and temperature evolution during the fourth dehydration (Figure
5.20a and 5.20b) and hydration (Figure 5.20c and 5.20d). It presents temperature of the ten
thermocouples inserted in the bed at different positions (as shown in Figure 5.14) in order to have
the spatial bed temperature. The eleventh thermocouple gives the reactor temperature, the
transmitter provides the reactor pressure and the two platinum type thermocouples shows the heat
transfer fluid temperature. It is observed on Figure 5.20a that, from the opening of the by-pass, heat
transfer fluid flows and salt bed temperatures T1 to T10 increasing then tend to stabilize at a level,
around 70 °C before increasing again, one after the other, to move toward the heat transfer
temperature (at about 90 °C). At the final state (conversion around 0%), all the ten thermocouples
tend to this temperature. These temperatures along with the HTF temperatures decrease forming
two bearing before getting stable at around 76 °C. The eleventh thermocouple that gives the
environmental reactor temperature follows the other thermocouples, except at the end it increases.
It is because at the end, bed is releasing its temperature to the reactor environment.
These different bearings of the temperature evolution reveal the sharp front reactions, moving in
two directions: parallel (i.e. T1, T2, T5, T6, T7 and T10) and perpendicular (i.e. T3 to T4 and T8 to
T9) to HTF inlet due the bed position and the gravity effect (Appendix A7). Indeed, at the reaction
front, dehydration of the salt, which is endothermic, resulting in a consumption of the sensible heat
of the salt and the heat flow from HTF, explains the decreasing temperatures, until the bearing
temperature.
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Indeed, the parallel front is caused by the heating transfer fluid flow that imposes its temperature at the salt layer (corresponding to the first bearing at around 70 °C) closed to the heat exchanger and move horizontally until water is out. At the end of the reaction front, the endothermic
reaction is complete, the salt is thus gradually brought to the thermal equilibrium with the heat
transfer fluid circulating, where the gradual increase of the salt temperatures to the second bearing
toward the inlet temperature of the HTF at around 90 °C. It should be noted that because of the HTF
flow through the whole layer of salt bed closed to the exchanger and therefore controlling its
temperature at the front, it is only possible to establish that the reaction is almost completed at a
point when temperature tends towards that of the flowing HTF.
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Figure 5.20. Experimental pressure and temperature evolution of the bed, of the heating transfer
fluid and in the reactor as function of time during the 4th dehydration/hydration.
Figure 5.20b shows the pressure in the reactor environment. However, reactor pressure almost
behaves like temperature evolution. An increase from the initial state until the bed received the
corresponding charging temperature (dome at around 65 mbar) followed by a bearing that decrease
until the stabilization at around 45 mbar.
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Figure 5.20c also exhibits the similar measurement as previous, but for hydration during the
fourth cycle test. The rapid initial increase during the first 2-3 min is ascribed to the physical sorption of water on the SrBr2·H2O. Parallel and perpendicular reaction front are also in evidence here
when looking at the bed temperature evolution. For instance from T3 to T2 or T4 (parallel front), bed
temperature gradually increases according to the front displacement. The same increase is
perpendicularly observed from T5 to T1 (respectively from T10 to T6). The reason of this progression
is due to the reactive gas from the bottom, so that reaction begins at the bed bottom and goes up
gradually. However, it enters the bed in parallel, reacts with the first salt particles which cool a bit
down when reaction takes place with the next particles into deep bed, hence the parallel front (see
chapter 2, section 2.3.2). This front, much important than the perpendicular one, is modelled in
chapter 3, section 3.5.3.3. Some thermocouples show a quasi-steady temperature state, particularly
T3. This might be due to the heat exchanger wall acting like a return effect of the reaction front or a
heat accumulation at that layer level. The eleventh thermocouple follows the bed peak temperature
but at lower temperature and suddenly drops to 20°C until the reaction is almost completed. An
explanation to this behaviour is such as heat generated by the bed is absorbed somewhere, per
example to the HTF or the metal part in the reactor. In fact, platinum thermocouples inserted in the
HTF exhibit the same behaviour as the eleventh thermocouple with a peak at about 43 °C. This
transient recovery of the heat produced by the bed by HTF might be due the heat capacity of the
fluid, here the thermos-oil.
Table 5.5. Parameters obtained for power evaluation involving the heat transfer fluid.
Charging / dehydration

53 °C

105 °C

Discharging / hydration

103 °C

61 °C

15 °C

43 °C

Water with very high capacity should be the HTF since the system is intended for household’s
application. Figure 5.20d shows the pressure in the reactor environment. In the first minutes a suddenly increase directly followed by a drop for more than two hours. This drop is closely related to
the chemical reaction. During this latter, the salt absorbs the water vapour quite quickly at the
beginning, then slower and slower because it gets saturated. The effect is directly coupled with the
peak temperature happening in the beginning as shown in Figure 5.20c.
The reaction power and thermal efficiency of the lab-scale reactor for this precise cycle test will
be determined in the following. The same methodology, already shown above, is using Eqs. (5.2)(5.9) for purpose. As the reaction conversion is represents an average value, it is not possible to
have time evolution of these system properties. Table 5.6 shows the experimental performance results for this cycle test. All the calculations of Table 5.6 are also based on Table 5.5 values.
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Table 5.6. Experimental performance results of the cycle test number 4.

(W)
(W)

Dehydration

Hydration

859

-

-

662

Efficiency

COPth

0.78

0.97

For this test, the obtained efficiency and coefficient of performance are numerically predicted.
The hydration power is calculated here using a real time to discharge the bed, i.e. about 21 days and
the dehydration power only depends on the mass flow rate. These results are subjected to some
possible errors such as the theoretical salt bed evaluation, the adopted energy ratio between sensible and reaction energy and mass flow rate. Concerning this latter source error, power is calculated
using the HTF mass flow rate values measured at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger tubes.
The problem with this evaluation is the accumulation of solution in the outlet tube where no
flowmeter is installed. Indeed, the mass flow of outgoing fluid in this case is not really that out of the
exchanger. However, the above table helps pointing out minimum expected performances of the
system in the absence of dynamic measurement of the reaction conversion and necessary real time.
Based on the four days heat demand as mentioned earlier and the output power at the hydration, an
experimental storage capacity of 63 kWh is obtained, representing 79% of the target value. Once
again, numerical model predicts the experimental results, though the target can be reach even at an
experimental level. In addition, Figure 5.21 exhibits power evaluation at the corresponding time of
the lab-scale experimentation. Results were based on Eq. (5.6) using heat transfer fluid temperature
during the reversible process and the absolute value of temperature variation.
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Figure 5.21. Experimental power determination based on the heat transfer flows during dehydration (a) and hydration (b).
The possible propagation of errors was the use of the same mass flow rate (520 kg·h-1). However,
results were closed to the one found in Table 5.6. For this specific case, heat transfer coefficient had
been estimated using Eq. (3.10). Result showed high peak variation, but with an average around 100
W·m-2·K-1, far from the value of 200 W·m-2·K-1 suggested by Rambaud (Rambaud, 2009). In the
following, a global observation will be made in order to conclude the present assertion.
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For the dehydration, Fig. 5.21a shows a sharp peak with a maximum power of 800 W, observed
after only 25 minutes. That peak corresponds to the time where the bed has already absorbed a
sufficient water vapour amount to initiate the exothermic reaction. The average charging power for
the first 300 minutes is 400 W. In the evaluation of the hydration power (Fig. 5.21b), there are high
fluctuations, due to the heat transfer between the bed and the heat transfer fluid. In fact, after 25
min, the bed is beyond his initial temperature (19 °C), which is different from the HTF inlet
temperature of about 18 °C. So, as the bed is generating large amount of heat, the HTF outlet also
becomes bigger. Therefore, bed temperature fluctuation leads to HTF outlet temperature fluctuation
which make power fluctuate as it is based on HTF. However, an average discharging power of about
300 W is obtained after 300 min.

5.4.2. THE GLOBAL CYCLE (DEHYDRATION/HYDRATION) TEST RESULTS
In order to globally observe the overall cycle performances, representative tests had been chosen
based on the consistence of the results. There were some issues such as vacuum broken and mass
flowmeter not recording during some tests. Figure 5.22 presents temperature evolution for each
cycle test. It represents the average bed temperature measured at the ten different points as
presented earlier. All temperatures increased until a certain temperature before cooling very
quickly. During the charging, the bed was heated beyond 80 °C excepted the tests Nr. 6, 8 and 10
where the bed was heated at temperature lower than 80 °C and which take longer time.
Surprisingly, those three latter presented good sorption and desorption capacities. Some of the tests
(test Nr. 4, 5 and 11) where the salt bed was heated above the melting temperature (88 °C) are
those with best performances.
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Figure 5.22. Experimental temperature profiles during dehydration (a) and hydration (b) representing the overall cycles.
The reason was of course the honeycomb structure that divided into small cells, so that even
when the salt melted it remained in his cell and recrystallised thereafter. During discharging, the
same test performances were observed. The different test numbers mentioned above, exhibited at
least at peak temperature of 52 °C, except test number 2 which popped out very high peak at a
relatively short time and test number 1 at 38 °C. The reason can be that material life is still good and
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Figure 5.23. Average temperature and pressure evolution of global cycle test during dehydration (a)
and hydration (b).
Figure 5.22b shows that reaction leads to high peaks that rapidly cool down. This rate was so
high due to the temperature difference between the bed and the heat transfer fluid. In this case,
about 30 °C of difference, hence the rapid heat rate transfers according to the heat transfer principle
(from higher to lower temperature). Test number 8 exhibited good performances. During this
hydration test, the cooling was slow and dropped to about 30 °C after 6 hours, which was a
desirable discharging operation regarding the overall time.
In order to have a global view, meaning, seeing the significant tests as one, an average of
temperature and reactor pressure is presented in Figure 5.23. In a global way, dehydration in well
performed, even if at the end the bed is heated above the melting temperature, which is not an issue
in this case study as mentioned earlier. The reactor pressure increases and tends to be stable at the
end. It varies between 10 and 70 mbar. Hydration is also well done; with a peak at around 52 °C
after 20 minutes of sorption and the cooling down under 30 °C is reached after more than 7 hours
on a total of 10 hours processing. Considering the eight hours running per day in winter period, the
present storage system is appropriate to cover the heat demand. The reactor pressure during
hydration suddenly increases at the first 10 minutes and decreases thereafter before increasing
again after 6 hours. The variation, not very high, is between 10 and 20 mbar.
Figure 5.24 shows the experimental thermal power during dehydration (a) and hydration (b) of
the thermochemical heat storage system. The stored thermal power is normally a negative value,
but it is presents here as absolute value in order to observe the heat transfer coefficient along with
it. The stored power starts from 805 W to nil, with a nearly constant variation between 250 and nil.
The released thermal power varies from 682 W to nil with high fluctuations such that it can be said
this thermal power has a constant value of around 300 W.
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Still globally, thermal efficiency based on the peak values on Figure 5.24, is about 0.77. This value
in accordance with the above case value and the numerical value, allows validation of the theoretical
and numerical modelling. The experimental coefficient of performance (COPth) based on the above
formula of
and
is about 0.97, highlighting the system performance level.
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Figure 5.24. Experimental thermal power evaluation based on the heat transfer flows during
dehydration (a) and hydration (b) for the overall cycles.
The storage capacity, calculated on the four days running as mentioned much earlier, is based on
the released power. This value, representing the global energy storage capacity of the lab-scale is
about 65 kWh. Even at this scale, the 80 kWh could not be reached. Other means should be considered and proof-checked in order to have such of performances based on thermochemical. Another
fact to point out here is the evapo-condenser. Its temperature of about 30 °C during the hydration
implies small vaporisation enthalpy of water leading to a higher net volume energy storage (about
140 kWh·m-3 instead of 115 kWh·m-3). However the cost of producing this 30 °C reduces at the end
the system efficiency and makes it not very worthy.
The overall heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger is also shown in Figure 5.24a. For the
charging phase, it is inferred from the expression of the power exchanged adopted in Chapter 2, Eq.
(3.10) and recall here as follows:

(5.11)

where

and

. The term

is considered as the

average bed temperature measured at the ten thermocouples inserted in the bed. This coefficient on
Figure 5.24a, starts at value around 200 W·m-2·K-1 and rapidly decreases within the first ten minutes
and is relatively constant between 0 and 20 W·m-2·K-1. However, an average value of 147 W·m-2·K-1
is obtained. Once again this value is lower than the required value to expect good performances. It is
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assumed that the layer between heat exchanger and bed is not enough heat conductive. A solution
could be to coat that layer with salt first, before filling the rest of the bed with salt.

5.5. COMPARISON ANALYSIS BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
The experimental design was composed of a single reactor containing about 1 kg of SrBr 2·6H2O,
fed by steam flow and heat using heat transfer fluid at controlled temperature. Initially, micro-scale
experiment was performed to characterise the salt, in studying heat transfer (thermal conductivity
and heat capacity), mass transfer (permeability) and reaction kinetics. The macro-scale (or labscale) experiment serves as performance analysis tool. The amount of energy released during the
discharge phase was then estimated and translated into storage density term. In the second analysis, these experimental results are now compared to the predictions of the macroscopic model
developed in Comsol Multiphysics, though roughly mentioned in the above sections. The experimental results presented in this section are used for validation of the mathematical model proposed
in chapter 3. Given the number of tests performed (13, see Table 5.4), only few of them are presented as shown in Figure 5.22. Their average is then confronted to the numerical results.

5.5.1. MODEL VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION
From the application point of view of thermochemical storage heating for building, relevant
criteria have been identified to assess the system performance. Three features have appeared
essential to the design of the system: temperature generated during hydration reaction, heat power
and thermal efficiency. So these criteria are compared, experimentally and numerically. The main
parameters used for numerical study were experimental determined, such as thermal conductivity,
heat capacity, permeability, kinetic factor (
). The sharp front model helps determining
parameters such as real time for hydration, but numerical study was performed on a time based labscale experiment, i.e. around 600 minutes. It also helps having the water vapor inlet flow rate
according to the bed thickness and the bed porosity estimation.
Figure 5.25 presents the confrontation between the experiment and the simulation of the
charging and discharging based on parameters in Appendix A4. Charging temperature curves
evolution are similar with a standard deviation lower than 4%, except the cooling effect which was
not numerically accounted. Numerical curve is above the experimental due to the fact that,
theoretical considerations are virtually perfect, such as wall conduction and initial temperature.
Discharging prediction can be done using the numerical model until 100 min. If the agreement
experiment-simulation is quite satisfactory in the early 30 min of the hydration reaction, the model
tends to move lower away from experimental data during the cooling phase of the system. However,
when extrapolating numerical profile, experimental and numerical curves will both closely tend to
the final bed temperature. If the consistency between simulation and experience was quite
satisfactory in charging phase, the results in discharging phase after a certain time show a
discrepancy. Obviously, the physical and chemical phenomena occurring during the hydration
reaction in the salt bed might not be correctly interpreted by the model. Model predictions prove
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fairly accuracy at a short time, but the agreement experiment-simulation deteriorates over time.
The reliability of the measurements can be questioned, such as no-measuring the reactor wall
temperature to identify heat loss. However, the model can also be incriminated because of the
incomplete representation of cycle tests. However, a linear fit between the numerical and
experimental data was performed (Figure 5.26) in order clarify the interpolation mentioned above.
Their relationship is linear (
) and values are within the 90% conﬁdence interval.
Therefore the model is valid within the time ranging from 0 to 600 min.
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Figure 5.25. Numerical and experimental comparison of charging (a) and discharging (b)
temperature of the thermochemical heat storage system.

Discharging prediction can be done using the numerical model until 100 min. If the agreement
experiment-simulation is quite satisfactory in the early 100 min of the hydration reaction, the model
tends to move lower away from experimental data during the cooling phase of the system. However,
when extrapolating numerical profile, experimental and numerical curves will both closely tend to
the final bed temperature. If the consistency between simulation and experience was quite
satisfactory in charging phase, the results in discharging phase after a certain time show a
discrepancy. Obviously, the physical and chemical phenomena occurring during the hydration
reaction in the salt bed might not be correctly interpreted by the model. Model predictions prove
fairly accuracy at a short time, but the agreement experiment-simulation deteriorates over time.
The reliability of the measurements can be questioned, such as no-measuring the reactor wall
temperature to identify heat loss. However, the model can also be incriminated because of the
incomplete representation of cycle tests. However, a linear fit between the numerical and
experimental data was performed (Figure 5.26) in order clarify the interpolation mentioned above.
Their relationship is linear (
) and values are within the 90% conﬁdence interval.
Therefore the model is valid within the time ranging from 0 to 600 min.
Concerning the pressure in the reactor, Figure 5.27 also shows good agreement between simulation and experiment at a specific time. It can be seen here a consistency between experiment and
simulation during the first 200 min. After that, there is a discrepancy between them. The reason is
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that in numerical study, the convergence is mathematically programmed and the physico-chemical
gas property in the reality does not follow the ideal gas law.
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Figure 5.26. Validation of the model by the experience during discharging in the time range (0-600)
min (
; confidence interval: 90%).
In a global way, for both experiment and simulation, results are within 10 – 70 mbar during the
charging and within 10 – 25 mbar during the discharging of the thermochemical system. Those
results justify the so called “low pressure systems” in thermal energy storage. For such a closed
system, Mauran et al. found reactor pressure in the range of 10 – 56 mbar for the charging and 10 –
20 mbar for the discharging, but the reactive salt strontium bromide was implemented with an
expanded natural graphite in the form of a consolidated material which has acceptable thermal
conductivity and permeability adapted to low pressure (Mauran et al., 2008). Could be it drawn that,
composite materials in this application considerably improve the operating conditions? Anyway,
only pure salt could not achieve the expected performances in order to concurrence the water
storage system.
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Figure 5.27. Numerical and experimental comparison of charging (a) and discharging (b) pressure
of the thermochemical heat storage system.
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To conclude on the model validation, an observation of the performance analysis realised earlier
and summarized in Table 5.7, gives a broad and definitive overview. For a quasi-complete
hydration, it can be seen the good agreement between the numerical and experimental results.
However, a large discrepancy for the overall heat transfer coefficient is significant. Numerical result
exhibits good value due to the perfect conduction at the layer of the bed and the heat exchanger.
Experiment shows lower values, causing bad heat transfer when recovery the produced heat for
space heating and DHW for example. From the point of view of the bed, the application is more
valuable than other thermal energy storage technique. Therefore more attention and care have to be
brought in the reactor component and material design.
Parameter values in Table 5.7 are the main criteria on discussing the performance of such a system. Indeed, the Coefficient of Performance is representative of energy saving; the efficiency and the
heat transfer coefficient to know how much recovery would be possible. Even with numerical
modelling parameters, simulations results bring hopeful conclusion. Storage capacity level is lower
than expected but storage process provides heating that lead to interesting energy saving.

Table 5.7. Numerical and experimental performance analysis comparison of the thermochemical
heat storage system.

Energy storage capacity
Thermal efficiency
Coefficient of performance (COPth)
Overall heat transfer coefficient (U0)

Numerical
(
)

Case cycle test
Nr. 4 (
)

Global cycle
tests (
)

60 kWh
0.78
0.97
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63 kWh
0.78
0.97
100

65 kWh
0.77
0.97
147

Additional remark on the experimental power value is that, the presented result accounts with
the salt losses during experimentation as shown in Figure 5.18. It also reduces the power amount of
course, since the system power strongly depends on the salt quantity.

5.6. CONCLUSION OF THE CHAPTER
In this chapter, numerical results were presented followed with performance analysis of the system. A sensitive investigation regarding the chemical kinetic, heat and mass transfer was performed
to analyse the process kinetic and hence the thermal power. It numerically shows that 76% of the
target objectives can be achieved with an energy density of 115 kWh·m-3 of salt. As Emanuel Kant
said “experience without theory is blind, but theory without experience is mere intellectual play”, so
a lab-scale experiment was developed in order to compare and prepare the prototype design. With
about 1 kg of salt hydrate in a honeycomb bed structure, the thermal process was analysed and it
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shows that 81% of the target objectives can be achieved with an energy density of 140 kWh·m-3 of
salt disregarding the heat source cost. Considering only pure salt hydrates may not allow meeting
the set target for the intended application (80 kWh·m-3 for the whole reactor including the water
storage) since lab-scale power proved to be lower than what envisaged. This assertion is only based
on lab-scale experiment where the total volume of the system is less than 1 m3. Experimentally,
temperature levels for dehydration and hydration were determined by their heat sources.
Regeneration with micro-CHP heat losses is performed in a temperature range of 95 – 115 °C using
a condensation temperature of 16 – 30 °C. Hydration takes place at about 20 °C (evaporator
temperature of 30 °C) and has to fulfil a temperature lift of 30 °C getting the HTF inlet temperature
of about 50 °C for both space heating and DHW. Both, evaporation and condensation are strongly
influenced by their external heat source/heat sink which can be ground storage. The reaction front
was experimentally put in evidence with the aid of thermocouples within the bed. It could not being
shown through the mass transfer because of the absence of dynamical measurement of the sorption.
Different ways of evaluating thermal system power are presented and used for evaluation.
Formulae involving the reaction conversion are relevant, since its evolution is dynamic. Reason why
there is a non-consistency of using some formula. However, two of them help bringing meaningful
conclusion for future prototype development. It shows thermal power variation with very high
peaks. Numerically, the charging power with a peak at 805 W and the discharging power with a
peak at 630 W do not vary much. Experimentally, the charging with a peak at 805 W also and the
discharging with a peak at 682 W show very high variation. Comparison of the performances was
quite similar, hence validating the numerical model. As already said by Mauran et al. (Mauran et al.,
2008) the storage capacity and the power of the system are still insufficient because of the low heat
transfer at the interface between the reactive layer and the exchanger wall leading to heat transfer
coefficient lower than 200 W·m-2·K-1. Since bed is producing higher temperature which difficult to
be transferred at a maximum temperature difference of 3 °C. That is why, coating layer should be
considered and the development of efficient heat exchanger. Many other thermochemical energy
storage using strontium bromide were performed, whether in closed or open systems (Marias et al.,
2014; Mauran et al., 2008; Michel et al., 2014; Tanguy et al., 2012, 2010), but no closed system has
already exhibited more than 65 kWh of storage capacity.
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6. CONCLUSION & GUIDELINES
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The presented thesis, was performed within the European research project “Thermal Battery”
with the main objective to develop a compact 1 m3 thermochemical heat storage system for microCHP efficiency upgrading and heating purposes. The presented research and development focused
on the characterization of the most important and sensitive parameters and the performance
analysis of the thermochemical system process. Their influence on the performance was
numerically presented.
Such a system, based on the reversible reaction between an inorganic salt and pure water
vapour, is defined as a closed system. Although this operating mode presents many advantages such
as greater reaction efficiencies (Casey et al., 2015) and power released (Michel et al., 2014), it also
deals with some technological constraints such as vacuum control. To demonstrate its feasibility,
numerical and experimental investigations were performed.
At first, the interest of thermochemical systems over others such as absorption and adsorption
systems was presented, followed by a comparative analysis of possible materials that can meet the
expected requirements of the present system. A thermodynamics review also presents the real
equilibrium temperatures and pressures diagram, because it is shifted from the theoretical process.
Within the project framework, a systematic screening of over 125 inorganic salts was performed
and it came out that SrBr2·6H2O (exchanging five water molecules) presented good theoretical
properties such as energy storage density and good thermodynamic conditions corresponding to
the application (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014). The state-of-art on upgrading the combined heat and
power device with a thermal energy storage system highlights that, it is possible and that, it will
bring more economical and technological benefits. Then a short review on the main important
phenomena (heat, mass transfer and chemical reaction with sorption) involved during this process
was highlighted. This first part of the thesis helps knowing which properties to characterise in order
to analyse the thermochemical storage system performance.
The next chapter (chapter 3), based on the thermal management of the thermochemical heat
storage system, numerically presents the investigation method. In order to talk about thermal
management, the device (here the reactor) in which it will take place should be chosen. Therefore a
critical analysis of different reactors used in thermal engineering was done, presenting the pros and
cons for each thermal reactor. Fixed or packed bed is adopted due to their characteristics with the
present work. The storage system was then methodologically and thermodynamically described
followed by the main component investigation for such a closed system, the heat exchanger. The
investigation, only numerical, was performed on three different heat exchangers, namely, helical
coil, plate-fin and honeycomb. Using commercial software for geometry design and thermal
simulation and based on criteria such as bed temperature, pressure drop and overall heat transfer
coefficient, the honeycomb heat exchanger demonstrated to be more effective. Once the reactor and
the heat exchanger were known, a 3D model was developed to describe and analyse in detail the
dynamic behaviour from the porous media (salt hydrate) to the thermochemical reactor (lab-scale
reactor). This model accounted for the heat and mass transfers through the porous bed of reactive
salt, and used the phenomenological laws adapted to the flow types encountered in reactive porous
media during thermochemical heat storage process. Another 1D model, purely analytical, based on
the displacement of a front within the bed due the reaction advancement or conversion, was
developed. It helps evaluating the required time for effectively discharging the system.
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Characterization of thermal transfer and chemical reaction has been the main objective of the
fourth chapter. Although the system used SrBr2·6H2O as the reactive salt, some characterization was
extended to other salts generally used in thermochemical storage. Concerning the thermal
conductivity, two methods were used. The first was realised by using the DSC present in the
laboratory and the second was designed, built and tested. Specific heat capacity was transiently
measured (using the DSC) according to the DIN 51007 at isothermal steps at 60 °C and 90 °C,
approximatively corresponding to the discharge and charge temperature, respectively. Permeability
was also measured through an in-house device, designed, constructed and tested, which operated
under two different gases, namely, helium and nitrogen. Kinetics analysis was evaluated with a
simultaneous thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
device form Mettler Toledo. Besides those properties characterization, bed density and void fraction
were determined. After calibration of the different devices, measurements were performed, the
thermophysical properties evaluated along with uncertainties, and then validated with literature
values. The determined properties were then inserted in the mathematic modelling such as thermal
conductivity, specific heat capacity, permeability, porosity of the bed and reaction rate. Conductivity
results exhibited low values, as expected for inorganic salts. Permeability results using nitrogen as
gas were closed to air-permeability value concerning the chosen salt. Kinetics analysis was also
treated as a micro-scale experiment. At this scale, the expected reactor energy storage density (115
kWh·m-3) representing 72% of the fixed objective, was obtained, disregarding the fact that the oven
is an open system.
The above parameters, well determined under realistic conditions, helped for numerical
investigations and performances evaluation. The first part of the fifth chapter concerns the
numerical results. From general analysis to numerical investigation, objectives were presented and
optimal parameters to achieve these latter found. A first validation of the model was done at microscale using the reaction conversion and rate as key factors since reaction efficiency leads to great
performance. Sensitivity of permeability and thermal conductivity on the reaction efficiency was
numerically demonstrated. Output reveals that bed with conductivity at around 10 W·m-1·K-1 and
permeability of 0.7x10-10 should be efficient. At this level, simultaneous chemical reaction and
sorption phenomena are highlighted. The 3D temperature results are presented and then plotted
along with the pressure evolution in the reactor during charging and discharging. The cooling effect
of the bed is also numerically considered and a controlled environment could slightly increase the
bed temperature. The metal part of the reactor also effects on the bed temperature, but only during
the first minutes and get thereafter homogeneous. Based on all those previous effects, different
formulation of the thermal power was reviewed and adapted to the present work, followed by the
thermal efficiency and the coefficient of performance. Some of the formulas concerning thermal
power were consistent and the different results were presented, analyzed and discussed. It also
came out that, only 75% of the fixed objectives could be reached based on the numerical
investigations. Before the prototype, lab-scale was developed to test the system under known and
controlled conditions so that, the feasibility of the process can be proved. Therefore a lab-scale
reactor operating under vacuum was designed, built and tested, mimicking the association with a
micro-CHP. It contains about 1 kg of salt hydrate inserted in the honeycomb cells. The bed energy
density was found to be 531 kWh·m-3 of salt hydrate. Based on the condensation temperature
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during the experimentation, a reactor energy density of 140 kWh·m-3 was obtained and a storage
capacity of 65 kWh representing 81% of the fixed objectives.
Thirteen cycling tests were performed in order to check the stability of the system. The results
show that a cycling stability can be reached also at this medium scale, even when some of the
storage material melts during charging. A cycle test was separately analyzed and discussed, then
confronted to the global (average) cycling test and the results showed very little difference.
Experimental results are presented and discussed. The sharp front displacement was highlighted
through temperature evolution at different thermocouple positions. This phenomenon is always
present in such a thermochemical process, due to the equilibrium shift created to permit that
reaction takes place. The confrontation of this front model and experiment value show that the
hydration time is approximately the same. Around 22 days are needed to completely discharge the
system at the prototype level. 3D model results confronted to experiments showed quite similar
behavior with a standard deviation lower than 4%, except during the discharging where the cooling
effect which was not numerically accounted deviates from the experimental temperature curve after
a certain time. Using a linear fit between simulation and experiment for the hydration proved that
the values were within the 90% confidence interval. However, released temperature of the bed
reached about 52 °C during the hydration, which met the expected output temperature for heating
and DHW application. Concerning the reactor pressure, experiment and simulation results were
within 10 – 70 mbar during the charging and within 10 – 25 mbar during the discharging of the
thermochemical system, ensuring again the model validation. The overall heat transfer coefficient,
whether numerical or experimental, exhibited low heat transfer at the interface between the
reactive bed layer and the exchanger wall. The recommended value of 200 W·m-1·K-1 by Rambaud
(Rambaud, 2009) was not obtained, and was one of the causes of not reaching a great performance.
Anyway, in the last chapter, the simulation confronted with experimental results gave encouraging
results, even if they are not finalized and are only at lab-scale.
Finally, this study demonstrated the feasibility of thermal energy storage by thermochemical
process, for heating applications, and as addition to existing systems such as micro-CHP. For this, we
have shown that it is possible to use inorganic salts as porous structure having both high energy
density and fairly satisfactory heat and mass transfer parameters. As comparison, Lahmidi (Lahmidi
et al., 2006) obtained 60 kWh·m-3 of reactor with 268 kg of composite material (Graphite+
SrBr2·6H2O) and in this study, 65 kWh·m-3 of reactor with 1 kg of pure material (SrBr2·6H2O) is
obtained. In addition, a lab-scale system was designed and has achieved thermal powers as well as
high energy densities closed to the project objective. Furthermore, a set of models from the reactive
porous media and extended to the system, with different levels of complexity, was developed,
particularly for vacuum operation, and was validated with experimental results. Offering therefore a
design and analysis tools for such a thermochemical system.
Still, several issues remain to study or to deepen in the design of heat storage systems through
thermochemical process. Although the developed model predicts reasonably well the dynamic
behaviour of the process, more specific studies to establish a more accurate model are required. The
study of the impact of heat and mass transfer and monitoring of chemical kinetics will be necessary
during experimentation. Measurement of the reactor wall temperature was not performed, in order
to evaluate the heat losses. At lab-scale, sorption was not dynamically studied, preventing dynamical
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process observation. The evapo-condenser was not controllable, in order to fix the required
temperature. Additional components are required to enhance the vaporization like borehole heatexchangers, solar thermal assistance, or others. The following recommendations should be taken
into consideration for the prototype development.
 Nevertheless the utilisation of pure salt hydrates for the purpose of heat storage may show
material related problems.
Structural changes: Salt hydrates undergo structural changes during sorption (changes in
volume, rheological behaviour). This can result in degradation and failure of the storage material.
Thanks to the honeycomb structure, it can be avoided.
Phase change: During charging process the salt can solute in leaking crystal water (incongruent
melting). Salt solutions can cause corrosion and mechanical damage to the system. The present
study shows how this can be avoided, but for a very long time, corrosion is inevitable.
Reaction kinetics: The hydration of salts is a sequence of reactions forming successively higher
grades of salt hydrates. Kinetic obstacle and thermodynamically stable intermediates can
significantly reduce the reaction dynamics and output power of the overall process. This point
should be deeper studied as a research project and extend the investigations to the system
performances.
Temperature lift: Reaction temperature during hydration strongly depends on the vapour
pressure (evaporator temperature). e.g. for seasonal storage minimum reaction temperatures of 40
- 60°C have to be reached with water evaporation temperatures around 0 -10°C (ground heat
source).
 Improving the structural integrity of the material by composites or additives such as salts in
matrix (SIM), salt inside porous matrix (CSPM), selective water sorbents (SWS) and coated salt layer
(CSL) should improve the thermal transfers (Aristov et al., 2000; Casey et al., 2015; Gordeeva and
Aristov, 2012). In some, development of compound materials, mixtures of salt hydrates with improved properties should be performed as already started in (Korhammer et al., 2015).
 Development of geometry optimisation for TES systems only for cylindrical shape as suggested by Azoumah in his thesis (Azoumah, 2005) by taking second thermodynamics principle as
optimisation criteria.
From the experimental data, it will be worthy to perform, a study of the thermochemical storage
system integration using TRNSYS software, so that, the system control from the power point of view
will be mastered and its importance of upgrading electricity production of the micro-CHP shown.
Finally, from an environmental point of view, a life cycle analysis is highly recommended.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX – A1. HEAT EXCHANGERS CHARACTERISITICS
1- Fine plate Heat Exchanger
 Total heat surface area = 0.63 [m²]


Tube inner diameter = 12 [mm]



Tube outer diameter = 16 [mm]



Tube length = 1193.4 [mm]



Inner space U-tube = 36 [mm]



External U-tube width = 68 [mm]



U-tube curve diameter = 52 [mm]



Distance between the U-tubes = 36 [mm]



Plate (square) = 0.1*0.1 [m²]



Plate thickness = 1[mm]



Plate pitch = 10 [mm]



50 plates

36
[mm]

16 [mm]

515 [mm]
36 [mm]
52 [mm]

36 [mm]
cxcv

2- Helical coil Heat Exchanger


Total heat surface area = 0.49 [m²]



Tube inner diameter = 12 [mm]



Tube outer diameter = 16 [mm]



Tube length = 4840 [mm]



Coil pitch = 40 [mm]



Coil diameter = 140 [mm]



Curvature ration = 85 [mm]



10 turns

Pitch

2Rc

The curvature ratio, δ , is defined as the coil-to-tube diameter ratio, d/2Rc (tube diameter/2*curvature radius).

cxcvi

3- Honeycomb Heat Exchanger


Total heat surface area = 0.17 [m²]



Tube inner diameter = 12 [mm]



Tube outer diameter = 16 [mm]



Tube length = 1750 [mm]



Inner space U-tube = 74 [mm]



External U-tube width = 106 [mm]



Elbow curve diameter = 5 [mm]



Distance between the //-tubes = 175 [mm]



Plate (square) = 0.13*0.235 [m²]



Plate thickness = 1[mm]



Plate pitch = 10 [mm]

2D description of one side honeycomb heat exchanger

Honeycomb duct details

1.5 mm
0.1 mm
2.0 mm

cxcvii

APPENDIX – A2. PARAMETERS EVALUATION FOR NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

1- Knudsen number
The dimensionless Knudsen number (

, where is the mean free path of the gas, i.e. the aver-

age distance between two consecutive molecular collisions, and is the characteristic pore diameter) is used to determine the degree of appropriateness of applying continuum approach. For Kn <
0.01, the mean free path of the gas molecules is negligible compared to the characteristic dimension
of the flow geometry (i.e. parameter), the continuum hypothesis of fluid mechanics generally
holds true and flow is of Darcy type. At Kn < 10 the gas molecules collide with the flow boundaries
more often than inter-molecule collisions. Thus the molecules move independently of each other
and in this condition the gas composition have no importance. This flow regime is known as Knudsen diffusion or free-molecule flow. The intermediate region in between 0.01 < Kn < 10 cannot be
considered neither as a continuum flow nor a free-molecule flow. A further classification is done for
that region is given by (Karniadakis et al., 2005):
 Slip flow ( 0.01 < Kn < 0.1 )
 Transition flow ( 0.1 < Kn < 10 )
In the slip flow regime (0.01 < Kn < 0.1) the no-slip boundary conditions doesn't hold true, and a
layer of about one mean free path thickness, known as the Knudsen layer, starts to become dominant between the bulk of the fluid and the wall surface. This results in a finite particle velocity value
at the wall, and the corresponding flow regime is known as the slip flow regime. As we increase the
Knudsen number, either by increasing the mean free path of gas (i.e. gas flowing at very low pressure) or decreasing the pore size, the contribution of the Knudsen layer increases. It goes to a transition flow and then finally to pure Knudsen flow. However, the limits of the Knudsen number for
each flow regime is purely empirical and are based on pipe flow experiment and will vary for other
geometries and surface roughness (Karniadakis et al., 2005). Another important point we have to
remember, that these theories were developed to explain rarefied gas flows at very low pressure.
These models are experimentally verified or developed for sub-atmospheric (near vacuum) pressures. In our application, the gas flow happens at much smaller pore pressures. Hence one need to
make this assumption that physics of the system remains the same at low pressure and is governed
by Darcy law and there is no slip flow.

2- Convective heat flux coefficient, h
To have an idea about the convective heat flux coefficient h of the reactor with the ambient, an
experimental correlation must be used. It leads to the calculation with dimensionless numbers. In
the case of natural convection, Grashof and Rayleigh numbers developed some correlations (Kreith,
1999). Based on the diameter of the reactor, the Grashof number is given by:

(A2-1)
cxcviii

Rayleigh number is then given by:

(A2-2)

The ambient temperature is
and the temperature of the outer wall of the reactor in
the discharging phase is
. Hence the film (layer between the reactor and the ambient)
temperature can be determined as follows:

(A2-3)

Then the film temperature is used to acquire the physical properties of air from the table given in
the handbook of chemistry and physics (Lide, 2005):




d is the reactor diameter,

.

Thus,


Here the convection is “natural over a vertical cylinder”. Correlations for “natural convection over a
vertical plate” are valid as long as:
(A2-4)

is the height of the reactor, equal to 0.4 m.
The calculation from Eq. (A1-4) leads to

is the reactor diameter, equal to 0.207 m.
, validating the correlations.

For
, the flow is laminar. The Nusselt number is given by the Mc Adams correlation
(Mac Adams, 1961):

(A2-5)
cxcix

For

,





Moreover,

(A2-6)

Finally,

3- Inlet pressure
Instead of the inlet velocity of steam, the inlet pressure is determined. This pressure is considered
as equal as to the one at the outlet of the evaporator, which one can be calculated with the ClausiusClapeyron equation (Lahmidi et al., 2006):

(A2-7)

(A2-8)

is the reaction enthalpy of formation, equal to 40930 J/mol.
is the reaction entropy equal to
5
109.6 J/mol.K. The reference pressure
is equal to 10 Pa. The steam from the evaporator has a
temperature of 283.15 K.
Thus,
(A2-9)
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APPENDIX – A3. ENERGY STORAGE DENSITY CALCULATIONS

1. The different energy storage densities calculation of salt hydrate and prototype
(N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2014)

The volume energy storage density
It is evaluated in relation to the highest involved hydrates in the reaction (initial salt to be dehydrated). The volume energy density ΔHr,V is calculated as the product of the mass energy density

ΔHr,m and the density of the particles of the salts ds (it is not the bulk density and therefore, the re-

quired porosity is not considered here). The highest hydrates have usually the lowest particle density.

(A3.1)
ΔHr is the molar enthalpy of the reaction per mole of the salt hydrate; M s is the molar mass of the
hydrate and ds is the particle density.

The enthalpy of the reaction per mole of the salt hydrate ΔHr is calculated based on the enthalpy of
formation of the concerned hydrates. The reaction enthalpy is measured by TGA/DSC in this work
and the value of 285 kJ·mol-1 is obtained. The specific energy storage is 801 J·g-1.

The net molecule energy storage density

It has to be noticed that the previous definition of energy storage density (either ΔH r or ΔHr,V),
which is widely used in the literature, characterised a heat pump rather than a heat storage unit
because it does not actually account the actual amount of heat that is stored. Indeed, during the

discharging phase, the evaporation energy has to be provided, though at low temperature. This
evaporation energy is barely free, because even when a borehole is used to take it from the environment, the investment and the operation cost are to be considered. Therefore, it makes sensee to take
this into account in the evaluation of storage density of the salt by diminishing the reaction enthalpy
ΔHr by the vaporisation energy required at the evaporator:
This is very important in particular when the evaporation energy is not “free”. Actually, this evaporation
energy is barely free, because even when a borehole is used to take it from the environment, the investment
and the operation cost are to be considered.
e

cci

(A3.2)

Lv corresponds to the vaporisation enthalpy of water, here at 15 °C, that is 44.6 kJ·mol-1 (an error
less than ± 0,5 % is made if an evaporator at 10 or 20 °C were considered). Strictly speaking, ΔHnetmo
corresponds to the actual energy storage potential and it is called here the “net molecule energy
storage density”.

The net volume energy storage density
The net volume energy storage density ΔHn,V (kWh·m-3) could then be evaluated as follow:
(A3.3)

In case a comparison with another storage process is needed, the necessary volume for the storage
of the condensed water (close processes) has also to be considered. The reduced net volume energy
storage density is then:
(A3.4)

The first term of the denominator of the right side of the equation (A3.4) corresponds to the minimum volume required for the salt. The second term corresponds to the required volume for the
storage of the condensed water. This term give actually the net storage capacity regarding the
prototype volume (comprising the material bed, heat exchanger and the evapo-condenser).

Table A3.1. Energy storage densities calculation for the strontium bromide.
SrBr2·6H2O
[kWh·m-3]

[kWh·mol-1]

[kWh·m-3]

[kWh·m-3]

SrBr2·1H2O
Molar mass

355.5

Theoretical:

Theoretical:

Theoretical:

Theoretical:

2.390

531.77

61.75

115.32

71.85

[g∙mol-1]
Density [kg∙m-3]

ccii

Water moles

5

Reaction

285

Lab-scale:

Lab-scale:

Lab-scale:

Lab-scale:

532

75

140.06

87.26

enthalpy
[kJ·mol-1]

The net volume energy storage density obtained from the lab-scale is still lower than the required
value as shown in Table 4.4. The lab-scale value is obtained under evapo-condenser temperature
about 30 °C which is costly in term of system efficiency. One can conclude that, fulfilling the target
objective also consists of additional energy source for the evapo-condenser.

APPENDIX – A4. PARAMETERS USED FOR THERMAL SIMULATIONS

Table A4.1. Parameters used for discharging simulation.
Parameter

Value

Unit

Description

c0

2500

[mol∙m-3]

Initial concentration

Cps

456

[J∙kg-1·K-1]

Heat capacity of salt

Cpv

f(T) ≈ 2478

[J∙kg-1·K-1]

Heat capacity of steam

0.0001

[m]

Grains diameter

67400

[J∙mol-1]

Enthalpy of formation

∆Sr

175

[J∙mol-1·K-1]

Reaction entropy of formation

Ea

55000

[J∙mol]

Activation energy of salt

h

4.05

[W∙m-1·K-1]

Convective heat flux coefficient

Ms

0.247

[kg·mol-1]

Molar mass of salt (SrBr2)

Mv

0.018

[kg·mol-1]

Molar mass of vapor

Pvi

1404

[Pa]

Inlet pressure of vapor

Pvo

90

[Pa]

Outlet pressure of vapor

Peq

90

[Pa]

Equilibrium pressure

R

8.314

[J∙mol-1·K-1]

Ideal gas constant

β

10

[K·min-1]

Heating rate

0.74

[-]

Porosity

0.7 x 10-10

[m²]

Permeability of the salt bed

0.026

[W∙m-1·K-1]

Steam thermal conductivity

dg
∆

ε

λv

cciii

λs

0.56

[W∙m-1·K-1]

Salt thermal conductivity (SrBr2)

λp

0.71

[W∙m-1·K-1]

Reaction Product thermal conductivity

ρv

[kg∙m-3]

Density of steam

ρs

f(p,T) ≈ 0.015
1209

[kg∙m-3]

Density of salt (porous)

ρSrBr2

4216

[kg∙m-3]

Density of srbr2

µv

8.90 x 10-4

[Pa.s]

Viscosity of steam

χ

5

[-]

Stoichiometric coefficient

Table A4.2. Parameters used for charging simulation.
Value

Paramters

Unit

Description

10

[K·min-1]

Heating rate

337000

[J∙mol-1]

Reaction enthalpy

5.5 x 105

[s-1]

55000

[J∙mol-1]

Frequency factor in Arrhenius’ equation

50000

[J∙mol-1]

Activation energy in Arrhenius’ equation
Activation energy of water

1 x 10-9

[m2·s-1]

Gas diffusion coefficeint

[K]

External temperature to the bed, but still

303

in reactor
8.314

[J∙mol-1·K-1]

Ideal gas constant (J/mol·K)

4.05

[W∙m-1·K-1]

Convective heat transfer coefficient

[m2]

Permeability

3.1 x 10-11

Table A4.3. Thermodynamics data of strontium bromide (Michel, 2012).
Designation

Units

State/phase

SrBr2

SrBr2·H2O

SrBr2·6H2O

0.2474

0.2654

0.3555

Molar mass

[kg·mol-1]

Density

[kg·m-3]

3700 / 4216

3480

2390

Molar volume or
concentration

[mol·m-3]

14955.5074

13112.3466

6723.1411

Heat capacity

[J∙mol-1·K-1]

75.3 / 79.55

121

344

Reaction enthalpy

[J∙mol-1]

Solid

n.a.

67400 / 58000
cciv

Formation enthalpy

[J∙mol-1]

Solid

-718000 /

-1033302 /

-2530502 /

-716000

-1032611

-2531002

705000

n.a.

n.a.

20100

n.a.

n.a.

22

n.a.

n.a.

Solid

135.1 / 142

n.a.

175

Liquid

154.84

n.a.

n.a.

Liquid
Melting enthalpy

[J∙mol-1]

Melting entropy

[J∙mol-1·K-1]

Formation entropy

[J∙mol-1·K-1]

Melting
temperature

[K]

916.15

618

361 / 361.15

Boiling
temperature

[K]

1655

n.a.

n.a.

Most of these data were collected in Refs. (Gmelin, 1997; Lahmidi, 2005; Rambaud, 2009; van
Ekeren, 1998).

Table A4.4. Equivalent parameters used for numerical simulations.
SrBr2•1H2O

SrBr2•6H2O

(kg)

0.677

(kg)

0.973

(kg)

0.118

(kg)

0.118

(m3)

4.39 x 10-5

(m3)

4.39 x 10-5

(m3)

5.37 x 10-4

(m3)

5.37 x 10-4

(m3)

5.80 x 10-4

(m3)

5.80 x 10-4

(kg·m-3)

2700

(kg·m-3)

2700

(kg·m-3)

3480

(kg·m-3)

2390

(W∙m-1∙K-1)

0.56

(W∙m-1∙K-1)

0.71

(W∙m-1∙K-1)

160

(W∙m-1∙K-1)

160

ccv

(J·kg-1∙K-1)

900

(J·kg-1∙K-1)

900

(J·kg-1∙K-1)

456

(J·kg-1∙K-1)

968

(J·kg-1∙K-1)

1410

(J·kg-1∙K-1)

1410

(J·kg-1∙K-1)
(-)
(J·m-3∙K-1)

(J·kg-1∙K-1)

1171.5
0.75

1

(J·m-3∙K-1)

0.86

(-)

2430000

(J·m-3∙K-

2430000

(J·m-

2864415

)

4076820
3

1198.5

∙K-1)

(-)

7.56 x 10-2

(-)

9.24 x 10-1

(-)

9.24 x 10-1

(kg·m-3)

3421.06

(kg·m-3)

2413.42

(J·m-3∙K-1)

(J·m-

3952384.98
3

(W∙m-1∙K-1)

12.61

7.56 x 10-2

(-)

2831590.26

∙K-1)

(W∙m-1∙K-1)

12.71

ccvi

APPENDIX – A5. FLOW METER CHARACTERISTICS

ROTA MASS Data sheet

YOKOGAWA

Version of the program:
Modell:
Client:

Vers. 4.3/k/kg/j
RCCx34
Universität Lüneburg

Flange:
Medium: (Liquid)
Temperature:
Pressure:
Viscosity:
Operating density:
Density option:
Density specification:
Flow type:

DN25 PN40 SL (02D4)
Thermöl
20 °C
0.90000 bar overpressure
5.4000 mPa∙S
0.99400 kg/l
standard
3.0000 g/l
Mass flow

Flow
%

kg/h

Pressure loss
mbar

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

700
630
560
490
420
350
280
210
140
70

129
110
92.7
76.4
61.3
47.4
34.8
23.6
13.9
5.8

Date:

14-03-2013

Tests bench

Accuracy
% of rate

Velocity
m/s

Reynolds number
-

0.12
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.20
0.29

2.10
1.89
1.68
1.47
1.26
1.05
0.84
0.63
0.42
0.21

2977
2679
2382
2084
1786
1489
1191
893.1
595.4
297.7
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APPENDIX – A6. UNCERTAINTIES CALCULATION
A6-1: Uncertainty calculation for the GHC
The determination of the thermal conductivity is based on the measurement of the average
temperature gradient through the sample bed by a known axial heating power (heating power
determined by the electric current of central cartridge heater and the voltage generator) under
steady-state conditions. When the working conditions are set up and the equilibrium is reached, the
thermal conductivity (W·m-1·K-1) is given by the Eq. (4.5). The heating power is calculated by the
current intensity and the voltage, in which the voltage has the relative uncertainty of ±1% after
calibration and the electric current, is controlled by the stabilized power supply which has the relative uncertainty of ±3%. The height of the sample is measured using a meter with the uncertainty of
±0.01 mm, and the height of the sample in the experiments varies from 5 to 7.5 mm, the minimum
value of temperature difference across the sample is 2.7 °C.
The error calculation of thermal conductivity under steady state measurement is:

(A6-1)

The slope expression as mentioned below the Eq. (4.5) and its relative uncertainty are automatically obtained during the fitting process.
A6-2: Uncertainty calculation for the DSC
The determination of the thermal conductivity is based on the measurement of the heat flux
through the sample and the corresponding temperature difference with the reference pan. That heat
flux or thermal power has a standard deviation or systematic uncertainty of 0.0006 W. The
temperature measurement has a standard deviation of 0.03 °C. The height and diameter of the sample is measured using a digital calliper (Powerfix) with the uncertainty of ±0.02 mm.
The error calculation of thermal conductivity under transient state measurement is obtained via
Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4):

(A6-1)

(A6-2)
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APPENDIX – A7. ALUMINIUM HONEYCOMB HEAT EXCHANGER PLATES :
THERMOCOUPLES POSITION AND THEIR PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION TO
HTF FLOW.
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APPENDIX – A8. SALT CHARACTERISTICS
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